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Direetor,PBX (Ip 5)

, Hew York - (100-12959

)

7/21/55:

-.coirsWOE 'BAB!!?, was
.

'

•

„
•

.

SM-.C- 5

REt Chicago airfcel to Raw York entitled ®PHIL BARS?,— XS-C** 6/27/55.

Referenced airtel contains Information indicating that
C0IJSTA3CJ3 BARS Is returning to the open party from the
underground and that she and her hush and PHIL BARS expect to
reside at 530 B* 22nd St» , Brooklyn, UY, c/o LAIJZER*

On 6/28/55 a discreet fisur of the subject determined
that she left her hideout at 45*35# 44-bh St,, Queens, BY
carrying an overnight bag and proceeded to the residence of her
sister-in-law, CELIA LEVY, 12© Avenue If* Brooklyn* KY. On

6/29/55 subject and her husband PSXL BARS were both observed
leaving the above-mentioned residence

,

Ah investigation conducted on 7/1/55 by SAS [ruui AMVUV»«5UV^WM' VW44WWW vww. V** i / I I

land ROBERT G, OFTSPAL determined that MORRIS LASZER*

] occupy an apartment at

530 E, 22nd St,, Brooklyn* RY. MORRIS L&B.2K$ is an SI subject
of the MY office* whose whereabouts is presently unknowa,

LAS2ER was active *Ia the Spanish Civil War as a
lieutenant in the Abraham Lincoln Brigade, Prom 1948 to

1949 he was section organiser of the Brownsville Section of
Rings County CP on a full-time basis. During 1948 and 1949
he -was chairman of the Jewish Commission of the Rings
County CP, ar,.,

-

It might be noted that LANZER has been a close contact
of BMJAMIH DVOSiH of Brooklyn for many years* It is
believed that BVOSBr is presently active in the CP underground.

b6
b7C

, (100-56579) (PHIL BARI) (?«5)
-HY (100-80965) (MORRIS LAHZER) Il2-U)

1-HY (100-96985) (CP OSA, OS) (19)
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Letter to Director
Kir 100-12959

Contact was made with I

•’
" —

I MrooKiwn* nxi who n&a seen ',

'

I
aceeq on numerous oocaaions re --LMSM* I T stated :

jj I departed for Gamp
fcrland. BY .on &/3Q/55 idler© they expect

' to ' remain . for the

'

m& ©ir the .-S-U-amer# I I reportedly la eiaalothad as a
slllor at this oson* I rotated that I I

paid a month* a rent in advance but had not mentioned that
cmyonewould be occupying the apartment*

6/30/5;
went ©a to! say that on the
a middle-aged. couple with :

tag .©f
;© outer the

LAHZER ap&rtaeat with a key#

- On 7/5/551 I waa r©interviewed tar ai ROBERT G*
OFTEPAL* Be stated that a man end woman in their early 50 *$
are' presently occupying the lasker anaytewanii, and that - the'. .

-woman had stated to him she erne I l alater* ,

According to l I the couple had a wnoisyB party in the
apartment on 7/2/55 attendedJ»y both whi te persons cnA -£egpoesi
whioh sounded to him like a celebration of ao.a© sort*

I ~l readily identified photos of eOftgft&OE /Baft*
' '

as being positively identic&Ftalth the woman in the UMZm
apartment* He tentatively identified photos of PHIL SAB!!?'
as' being -identical with- the mm -^nd furnished a description of
the- man which .is identical 'with that- of

.
PHIL • ;>ART*-' '

I I Is not aware of the nemo being used by
0OBS2MCE and PHIL BART at the address* hut promised toattempt
to discreetly asoertain it* -Re
using an automobile*

not observed these individuals

; PD 122 reflecting the change of address for 0OHSTAHC2
BART is being transmit ted t© the Bureau*

Extreme oca*© should be used
1

in handling end' reporting
information contained E-i-referenced Chicago alrtel in order to
protect .the identity of- an- informant*



On June 25, 1955, an anonymous source, close to PHIL'
BART, national CP-USA functionary, made available to the Agents
of the Detroit Division a notebook which was in the possession
of . BART. Instant notebook contained the following notations
which are being set out in full, with the Agents interpretations.
One set of the photographed material ig being forwarded to the
Charlotte Office. Under separate caption, one set of photographs
and the negatives obtained from this source are being submitted
to New York as the material does not directly apply to District 7:

Organize and maintain Southern (illegible) connected to
NAC (National Administrative Committee.)

Motions ~ 1) SRC (Southern Regional Committee) reconstituted
under NAG.

2) Present forces recommend proposals to NAC on
composition of new- committee.

3) Base of J. be South - working out of NC (North
Carolina).

Ij-) No change in' moving family at "this time.

REGISTERED

JCBiw-Js -

( 11 )

CC: 2 Charlotte (Enclosures 3) (REGISTERED)
(JjNew York (100=96985) (REGISTERED)

100-206911.

j

1 Philadelphia fl'0'0-7800) ;(INEO) (REGISTERED) /
1 Savannah (INFO) (REGISTERED) ~\l( \

f

DEfilesi
,
—C_ v u Y

lOO-llj.626 (PHIL BART) ^ -.-indexed^. v
100-5450 (EDWARD E. STRONG) dew Sfc*7

'

JUU2 5 135S
'

fun ft'

- \2MMa i*ec

7 )
it^
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Letter to the Director

Re : CP~USA UNDERGROUND OPERATIONS
DETROIT DIVISION

5) That J. be responsible for work in NO - SC
with major emphasis on defense^

6) Recommend to (illegible) that J. remain
member of reconstituted RC (Regional Committee)*

I 0 1) Sterring are to work with J & Pal, a Negro
contact for Sopth.

2) Committee in NC to organize and prepare activities
in South.

3) Monthly letters - provided by J. (illegible) to
500 leading people,

4) utilize July ap£ August for preparing work
in the South, making contacts - preparing plan
which should be used by the end of August -
this to include program of activities and fund
raising.

Re report of SA JOHN J. KEARNEY, New York, dated May 16;
1955s captioned CP-USA UNDERGROUND OPERATIONS - NEW YORK DIVISION,
page 17. NK 2010-S-x has furnished information that EDWARD EUGENE
STRONG is the leading functionary in the Southern region. Page 84
of instant report reflects the alias of JOHN for EDWARD EUGENE
STRONG. The possibility exists that the J referred to above is
identical with EDWARD EUGENE STRONG.

Page two of instant notebook reflects, the following, which
is set forth verbatims

MOrg. = Ala. - Texas - Ga - Ark. (illegible)

"Need common approach to registration - statements and
questions raised - to be ready by June 25th

N.C. - 56
Va. - 62
Tenn - 22
Ala - 26

"Press - 4-00 W. for yr.
Send code on address or address (illegible)
Predestined leaflet series - Desegregation -
Bills book ~ get worker‘s address
Tenn. dues record by months.

La. 54-
Fla - 112
Texas 106
Ga - 13

re South.



# f

Letter to the Director

Re: CP-USA UNDERGROUND OPERATIONS
DETROIT DIVISION

"Textile coordinate - New Eng N J. South (Bob)
publication of program - for P.A* (Worker f s. copy)
proposal to add textile to (next two words illegible)
July 22 - 23.

'

"Lou - prepare written memo (South) on major questions
within worko

"Poster book = 70

Pla " 20 La - 10 Tenn, 5
Texas - 10 NO - £(?) add - 5
Ala - 8 Va - 2

"Desegregation - 500 20,000 textile
Foom = 5>00 5Q,000 desegregation
Lightfoot - 500 10,000 labor (illegible)

Page three of instant notebook reflects the followings

"Czech = W„ Texas

"See Frank <= re monthly - 1 or 2 for South"

The identities of LOU and FRANR are unknown at this time
by the Detroit Office 0

Extreme care should be used in the dissemination of the
foregoing information in view of the sensitive position of the
source,,
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Director* FBI (lOB*328i{.)

SAC, How York (100-56579)

PHILIP BAHT, was.
IS-C
SMITH ACT OF 19k0

i/w v

v
1-Z}\l^4L m:

7/27Hi
C023?C!u'£ci{J Sctrjsrl'ly '7x>y 'x-- 'carflo
'att.aefcoa. ZoX-v-ii^uKo 2qv
jtr» 0 C»*

na.^m on
JCVV'. "V. ,-JiV. C.v'1

"inclosed are four copies of the report of SA
FRANKLIN B. TEETEH dated at NY,

Cautioned. subject is presently carried as a
Key Figure of the NYO,

However, based on, a review of subject's file
preparatory to ^tp/ting enclosed report, ?.!j is felt the

t

BART falls w.' thin the definition of a ntop furictic/mry* 1 as
set forth in Sec C«7C of Manual of Instructions, Volume III*

Accord. in" to infomation furnished by CC«5$2l;.—S'»,
L'Y-69l|.-5-»-«

I I and hi~li;75~f":;‘ the subject currently
holds the foliotrim- positions on a National Level in the
CP, TJBA*

1, 1'etional Organizational Secretary*

2* Member, National Administrative Committee,

3* Member, Sub-Connittee on CP Registration
established at National Or; inn 1artioral
Conference held in April, 1955*

)< , In charge of till Organizational and
Financial operations, CP, bp,a*

5. Head of CP, 03A Reserve- Fund,

6* Member, National Commie*' ion on Organisation
established by the Nations! Administrative
Committee in June, 1955*

Encs, (I|)

HM

1 - 100*96900

FBT:TJD

. v/rf
>

t!,

'JKll

PATE.UI^y/*+
^Vi l “ V 10 '

L
* ' ' — iJl H aj -iJt

(Key Figure & Top Functionary Control"

File)



letter to the Director
NX" 100-56579

It is noted that tho National Administrative
Committee, of which EAR® is a member, has been Identified
as the current policy makinr body of tho “open” Of, USA
organization.

Also as disclosed in the enclosed report, the
subject lias, in the past three months, attended a number
of top level CP meetings and conferences involved with
various phases of National Organization, Finances and
so forth.

In view of the above, it is felt that it is

necessary to give continuous investigation to subject’s
case in order to keep abreast of Communism on a National
basis in the U.S,

Therefore, it is recommended that BART be
designated a “top functionary” and Bureau permission is

requested to so c?<rry him in the future*



OFFICE MEMORANDUM
.

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: SAC, Newark (100-2974) DATE: 7/27/5$

FROM; SAC, New York (100-66211) 7-5

SUBJECT: MARTHA STONE
IS-C

NY 1475-S«* who is in a position to furnish reliable
information concerning activities at the CP National Head-
quarters, 268 7th Avenue, NYC, advised that on 5/12/55,
MARTHA (believed to be MARTHA STONE) informed MAC (believed
to be MAC GORDON) that there would be a sub-committee meeting
at the CRC at 2:00 PM on Monday (presumably 5/l6/$5i concerning
the Communists who had been 8 months up until that time in
prison in Puerto Rico* She said that the immediate ques-
tion was getting them out on bail and the whole program of
public relations publicity and so forth. She told MAC

EM

1 - New Haven ( lOO-lij.795) (MARTHA STONE) (RM)
1 - SAN JUAN (100-C0MPR0S) (RM)
1 - NY 100-21259 (MAC GORDON) 12-16
1 - NY 100-81752 Sub 11 COM.-'ROS SAN JUAN) 7-5
1 - NY 100-80675 (CRC) 7-2 . |

1 - NY 97-169 (“DAILY WORKER") 7-2
1 - NY 100-56579 (PHIL BART)l9-A
"1 - NY 100-18673 (GEORGE WATT)19-A
1 - NY 100-80398 ( JULIAN LOWITT) 20-11
1 - NY 100-57644 (MERCEDES' ARROYO) 7-2
1 - NY 100-68934 (JEAN SMITH) 29-4
1 - NY 100-80641 (CP USA ORGANIZATION) 12-14
1 - NY 100-89590 (CP USA STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY) 12-14
1 - NY 100-27582 (CP USA YOUTH MATTERS ) 12-14
1 - NY 100-90029 I 112-16 bf
1 - NY 100-FANNY (LNUJ7-6 b 7 C



Letter to Sac, Newark

that they wanted somebody from the ’’Daily” to sit in on
.the meeting in order to follow the matter with an article
in the "Daily”.

According to the informant later that same afternoon,
a meeting took place at CP National headquarters between
MARTHA, GEORGE (believed to be GEORGE WATT) and JULIE
(believed to be JULIAN nOWITT) • The meeting concerned
JULIE'S financial problem and he explained that he had not
had any 'J.ncome for 2 weeks* He suggested that he receive
a subsidiary of about V25 a week and MARTHA told him that
he should wait until Mr,nday (presumably 5/16/55) for a
decision on the matter*

According to the informant on 5/l3/55> MARTHA STONE,
at CP National Headquarters, was in a discussion with
PHIL BART and she commented that they would have to discuss
raising bail money for the Puerto Rican Smith Act people.

According to the informant also on 5/l3/55>
MARTHA STONE asked JEAN SMITH to get a message out to all
the members of the NAC to tell them that the next meeting
of the NAG would be held at 10:30 AM on 5/2i|./55» ~>he
said that the agenda would include proposals on the mobilizing
of the Party around the - eneral Motors negotiations and
added that the following week on Tuesday, May 31st, there
would also be a meeting of the NAC at which ti™e they would
have a report on youth work.

Later that same day, according to the informant,
MARTHA STONE met with GEORGE WATT at CP National Headquarters*
He said that he had met with MERCEDES (believed to be
MERCEDES ARROYO) that morning. MARTHA talked with WATT
abo t the Puerto Rican Smith Act trials and stated that
the trials would be in English and that the defense could
not understand English.

In addition, on 5/13/55} according to NY llj/^-S*:'-,

MARTHA STONE contacted one FANNY (ph). FANi.Y complai ned to
her about her arthritis. MARTHA asked FANNY if | |

b6

(possibly I 1 had told her that the job would b7c

require "living - in", FANNY replied that she been so



Letter to SAC, Newark

informed. MARTHA then stated that she would need someone
in September because IDA (not further identified) was
leaving her at the end of June and she, MARTHA, would send
her 10 year old son STEVIE away to camp until September.
MARTHA and FANNY made arrangements to meet at J:00 PM on
Monday (presumably 5/16/55)

•

In the event it becomes necessary to disseminate
this information, care should be taken to protect the
informant's identity.

- 3 -
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' &h© is £uma%&h reliable inforteaMc&t

concerning activities at CP national beeidqu&nters* 268 7tfe Avenue,
!7©:

#. advised that on 5/17/SS* an individual believed to '

feo B!fIt

;iAf#;\©tated that the?© was to to a national ctmi&mnm m youth .
.

in September* . Me said that- a national ©onfenane© should fee .

©ailed. ills© thee®© which had feeen called the previous year* with
1 .day devoted t© youth* -i' day -devoted to poiltieal di*eu*oion

' ”

and
.
1 day’ devoted to organisation* He snggostod that...they us# •;•

<?ur»e* luly end August to work out. the ©©mploEttlos of the problem* '•

Axe© in preparation. ©f this. 3 day eohf©rones he suggested' having
'

a meotlng. t©. dieotisB: th©' matter, with dhioas© and: then t© return
; t© layout, a long## meeting which, would eulisinat® -fey the end of
imm in^a -mating, of the -whole eora&tt#©* thi s ©e®sattt©<a would

' cc&al^feff^^ gant^igiLT ,
(bellgvod to ba^M^t&Y west)

point an
'

'on admtitied mmx added that : in this regard, somewhere •-'
'. •

along the .line a yasoluti-on on -Regr©. wo^h wold profeafely fe#
'

forth coding * .

-

,

: In the ©vent it becomes neoeasany to disseminate this
information* ©arts should fe#. takon to pnoteet the-' imfo.^antie identity*
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ikeg; (100*681478)

OS^ JAMES '

=Y

- Accordiag to HZ' lk7£*S4J> <as 7/6/^»
to br BERRARD; FRI®>LAEDER), at the CP Hat'
was told that OSCAR (Believed to b© OSCAR
and wanted to hhowif it wee 'aHiright f

'

BERHIEstated that he should besent up*

Late?
BART, was asked byaomeon© via the inter-offleo telephone

'bo OSC& JAMES),w&S
' " '

’’

replied that he was not*; v •: t
:'



;
; SACs lew Yorl!:

WIILIAK AXBE3&S0B
\ si&*c

According bo H32T on f/o/pp*
contacted PHIL BARf at CP Hatlonfll Beadquarters* He asked PHIL
if -he had spoke® with EBIB (Possibly HSIB SIGH®}* about
sedition case* PHIL said that : -h©.^ had*vt>ot thoy had rood no

*
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3/1/55

\

- SAC* Hew York <100-7658)
& f A

^

OAMES E. RS3-LLY, SA

ISMS tf. E'ERIS I
./*

IS-C

ITT ll|75-S* advised that on 7/6/55* PHIL BART* at CP
Rational headquarters contacted LEMEJHx TJ* HARRIS and they
spoko about--® -me©tins they had had on Friday (Presumably 7/1/55) •

LEM told PHIL that he wts taking a child out of town for the
weekend, and would be able to keep an appointment he had with
him on Friday (Presumably 7/8/55) LSil then asked if he could
come In the ne;;t afternoon to see PHIL* and PHIL acrood.

r1

According to the informant* HARRIS was contacted at
;

Far Rockaway at FA 7-4005*

*

1- m 100-56579 (PHIL E/RE) (19-A)

IERiPIH
(2)
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8/3/5?SAC, Cleveland

SAC, New York (100-119V1) (7-5)

ANTHONY KRCHMAHEK
IS - C

According to NY 1^75-S*, who is in a position to furnish
reliable information concerning activities at CP National
Headquarters, 268 Seventh Ave,, NYC, on 7/7/55, an unidentified
man contacted PHIL BAHT at CP National Headquarters, They
discussed a meeting that they had scheduled, which PHIh said
was for the following day, but which the unidentified man
insisted was for that present day. The unidentified man also
said that PAT (Not otherwise identified) had come along with
him. PHIL asked if PAT could stay overnight. At this PAT got
on the phone and spoke with PHIL* He asked him If he could see
him for onehalf hour that day and they agreed to a meeting at
5s*+5 PM at the bus terminal at H-Oth Street and 8th Ave, , NYC,
In the waiting room, PAT told him that he would catch the 8 s00
PM train.

The informant further advised that later that same
afternoon, PHIL BART contacted ANTHONY KRCBMAREK in Cleveland
at Potomac 1-0583. PHIL spoke to KHCHMARBK regarding a promise
he had made regarding money. KRCHMAREK stated that he would send
it the following day, PHIL stated that they needed the money
immediately.

In the event it becomes necessary to disseminate this
information, care should be taken to protect the informants
identity.

EM

1 - NY 100-56579 (PHIL BART)(19-A)
1 - NY 100-7^560 (CP, USA, FUNDS) (19-A)
1 - NY 100- (PAT (LNU)) (7-6)

JERsCGW
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SAC, New Tor!: (100-936?)#-?)
tt

JAMES E, REILLY,SA /

WILLIAM Z. FOSTER
IS - C

8/3/??

NY 693-S* advised that on 7/19/??, BILL (possibly
WILLIAM Z. FOSTER) contacted PHIL BART at CP Headquarters and
asked hin when they were going to get together. PHIL replied
that it would he in a day or so, as it Would take a couple of
days because they had some other matters to consider. It was
agreed that the meetingwuld take place in the latter part of
the week (presumably 7/21, 22, or 23/??).

1 - NY 100«?6?79 (PHIL BART) (19-A)

JERsCGW
( 2 )
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO; Director, FBI (100-3) DATE: G/3/55

FROM: SAC, New York (100-80641)

SUBJECT: COMMUNIST PaRTY, USA
•' R ORGANIZATION

IS - C

On 6/29/55 j NY 1440 -S-x- made available photographic
reproductions of information then in the possession of NED, SPARES,
a leading functionary in the National CP Underground apparatus.
Among documents in the possession of SPARKS was a nine page memo
on 'Notes on Party Organization' 1

, which is quoted for the informa-
tion of the Bureau,

The author of this memo is unknown, however, on 3/3/554
NEL 2010-S*, a source close to JACK KLING, a leading national CP
underground functionary, furnished a seven point agenda for a
’three day discussion with PHIL BART, ‘who according to CG 5824-S
is acting as the Organizational Secretary of CPUSA, Certain of
these points oh the KLING-BART agenda are similar to the point
discussed in. "Notes on Party Organization",

This memo is as follows:

NOTES ON PARTY organization

In this memorandum, we single out for presentation
those questions which appear to us as being major problems requiring
analysis and new approaches,

1- Bureau (100-3-94) (OP USA Underground-)
1- Bureau ( 100-3-75) (CPUSA Negro Question)
1- Bureau (100-3-89) (CPUSA Strategy in Industry)
1- Bureau (100-3-72) (CPUSA Political Activity)
1- Bureau (100-3-86) (Pamphlets and Publications)
1- NY (IOO-80640) (Negro Question)
1- NY (100-89590) (Strategy in Industry)
1- NY (lCO-79717) (Political Activity)
1- NY (100-81675) (Pamphlets and Publications)
(1> NY (100-56579) J PHIL BaRT)'-
T- NY (100-9573) (NED SPARKS)
1** NY (100-96985) (Underground)
1- NY (97-163) - (Daily Worker)
1- NY (100-19249) (JACK KLING)

. 1.'

>

A* ' $r(,s 7?- ////Z

JES:BM0



Letter to Director
NY 100-80641

1. The struggle for the Party’s legality.
2. The Party' s mass role and organization*
3. Concentration policy.
4. Party organization and the labor movement,
5. The Shop Club today,
6. Party organization among the Negro People.
7. Leadership to forces in mass organizations,
8. The Community Club and its role,
9 . The Press,

10.

Problems of leadership, cadre and methods
of work.

The Struggle for the Party* s Legality

The continuous, many-sided attack against our
Party has taken its toll. The Party has temporarily suffered
the loss or restrictions on many of its leading comrades^
has suffered a continuing pattern of harassment with consequent
periods of dislocation and aggravated organizational problems.
The Party is smaller, its mass ties with certain sectors of
the working class and the Negro people have been weakened.
This is especially so in industry, where a whole system of
unconstitutional repression has been built up.

In spite of the combined attacks of all three
branches of the government against our Party > and although
many severe inroads have been made on our Party’ s legal
status and opportunities to function as a legal political
party, our Party today in fact retains a considerable measure
of legal opportunities for work (ability to publish, right
to hold public meetings and operate headquarters, etc., although
severely hampered and restricted) . And the overwhelming
bulk of our membership and lower echelons of leadership,
while seeking measures of protection, are forced to function
in a new manner. In middle -class areas and in certain work-
ing class and Negro communities, this organization in the
smaller industrial urban centers as well as in the South
is often functioning in as secure a fashion as possible.

2



Letter to Director
NY 100-8 06i|.l

The passage of the "Brewnell package", the
Hunphrey-Dies-Butler Bill seeking to outlaw the Communist
Party, the upholding of the McCarran Registration act by the
Appelate Court, the arrests under the membership clause
of the Smith Act, the Eisenhower-Brownell threat to
"utterly destroy the Communist Party" foreshadow new blows
against the Party, Such new blows, however, come in a

political atmosphere which is characterized by a
.

growing
resistance to war and fascism* Mark Logan, in his article
in the February, 1955, Political affairs , points out}

"The past year was characterized by a two-sided
development: an upsurge in the resistance to McCarthyism
of great meaning and promise for turning the tide; and atthe
same time a sustained and systematic dismantling of the Bill
of Rights by Congress, the Department of Justice and the

courts. Both those features must be understood if greater
victories are to be scored in the immediate period, and if
the powerful currents of resistance are to merge and sweep
on to important triumphs".

Within this two-sided development, the objective
factors influencing the status of our Party are at work.
The new blows need not succeed. In other words, oven now -the

efforts of tho ruling class to totally illegalize the Party
can be resisted and defeated. Lingering tendencies of
fatalism and defeatism with respect to the inevitability
of the Party' s total illogalization are one of the chief
obstacles in overcoming many of our organizational problems.
The situation requires that we seize the new opportunities
for defeating all attempts to illegalize the Party and for
establishing new relationships between the Party and the

masses, At the sime time, we must continue the day-to-day
fight against repression and harassment, and for the protection
of our membership and organization under all conditions*

Concerned, since the Supreme Court decision of 19 5l>

lost our Party become a purely "defensS organization", in practice
and in fact our Party neglected and often failed to carry on



Letter to Director
NY 100-80641

an adequate fight in defense of its rights under the
Bill of Bights. This in no small measure contributed to
the weakness of our mass and lo gal - struggle (the various
Smith Act cases, the Amnesty fight, repeal of the Smith
Act, the struggle against the McCarran Registration Act,
etc.) and influenced negatively the Party’s vanguard and
independent role with unavoidable consequences to all
areas of Party organization.

The Party’ s Mass Bole and Organization

Foremost among the subjective factors influencing
the status of our Party are two opposite tendencies expressing
themselves in our mass work. On the one hand, attention is
given only to what is happening in the broader mass movement,
while ignoring the special problems of the Party’s vanguard
role within the people's movement, and the Party organization
and special requirements of Party life and membership. On
the other hand, seeing only the Party in its narrowest aspects
in isolation from the mass movement, and seeing “liquidation"
in every move to strengthen the Party’ s ties with non-party
masses and the Party’ s work in the mass organizations of the
people

,

Both tendencies weaken our Party’ s influence and
organization. It would be a mistake to think that weaknesses
in Party organization result only from left-sectarianism.
Even where mass ties exist, such contact with masses can
become meaningless as a result of the dissolution of the
Party’ s distinctive role and independent contribution in
the fight for program and ideological clarity. Thus,
Party organization can shrivel from right opportunism as
well. We must strive for a correct combination of the
fight for policy and mass role of the Party together with
a fight for the Party itself.

Underestimation of the role of the Party, having
its roots in and fooding upon to two tendencies described,
aggravates a whole soil os of specific weaknesses which plague
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a) Tho failure to evolve a clear organizational
policy in face of the changing political situation and tho
changing status of the Party; a gradual abandonment in somo
quarters of certain Leninist principlos of organization; an
alarming deterioration of tho organizational work of tho
Party,

b) The separation between leadership and tho member-
ship* the break-down of political leadership to tho clubs arid
soctions; the substitution of burocratic methods of leadership
for collective political leadership.

c) Serious ideological weaknesses manifesting
themselves throughout the Party, intensified by the virtual
liquidation of educational work and literature distribution,
and an alarming and persistent decline in the circulation
of the press.

Roports from the field furnish countless examples
to illustrate those things, showing that the gravity of the
situation is not overdrawn.

Con contration Policy

• Despite a continuing formal emphasis on concentration,
it must be candidly admitted that offtimes it was littlo more
than lip sorvico, and given to lifeless, abstract approaches
without a fight for the line. Nor has there been a grasp of
what is necessary for true concentration. We are beset by the
most serious problems we have faced in regard to our work in
basic industry since the mid**thirties

,

Tho application of our basically correct concentration
policy has not only been formal, abstract and sporadic, but
we have failed to come to grips with many new problems (the
system of repression in industry today, tho changing status
of tho left-led independent unions, etc.)

- 5 -
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partly as a consequence of the disruptive effects
of enemy attacks on our leadership, but mainly due to the
absence of a consistently serious approach to concentration,
the most elementary guidanco to our work in the key basic
mass production industries has been lacking. For example,
ther’e has been an absenco of coordination to our work in
steel with some grave deterioration in our positions in
important steel plants and steel workers communities,
spasmodic and weak coordination of our work in auto,
and continuing neglect of coal mining,

¥0 need a new initiative in our leadership on
concentration tasks, Tho Party must be permeated with the
sense that no section of our organization is absolved from
the responsibility of strengthening the Party* s tie's with
the working class - - its over-all influence, its organized
following and in the Party’s composition. At present, thoro
are too many comrados in Party leadership whose knowledge and
understanding of tho issues confronting the working class is
far too remote and abstract; there is an altogether insufficient
integration of comrades from shops and trade unions in the
policy-making bodies of the Party at all levels - - a problem
of long standing, but now acute and dangerous.

All major Party political sub-divisions should be
so constructed and so oriented that the main leading cadre,
the main total resources, the bulk of political attention,
the largest portion of available funds, all go to bulwark
our Peasant; positions in industry, and to strengthen whatever
inroads have been made among the working class of the basic
and mass production industries. Part of the problem in regard
to strengthening our ties with the working class today is
to hold existing ( and , in some instances , dimini shing ) bases ,

rejecting any tendencies "toward re treat’ or retrenchment; on
the contrary, to hold , strengthen and expand Party influence
and ties , concretely

T

in au tio, s te61 , mari time in the first
place, but also in packing, transport, metal mining, farm
equipment, major electrical plants, textile, etc. Multiple
opportunities for modest new beginnings exist in all of
industry today.
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Thus, not only must the national leadership give

its main attention and deploy its best cadre and appropriate

sizeable funds to concentration districts, but every Party

state committee and county committee must make the center

of its "solar system" one or two industries around which

the lower organizations of the Party and its mass work

must gravitate, seek to supplement, nourish and buttress,

howevor indirect or limited.

This total approach is of crucial importance not

only with regard to the long-term historic role of our Party,

but also with special regard to the tasks projected in the

Party Program#

Party organization and the labor movement

The current developments in the trado union

movement - the rising militancy of the working class, the

merger between the aFL and CIO* and the trendy of the

independent industrial unions to amalgamate with APL and

CIO unions, require a sharp improvement in our work

in industry and pose a whole group of problems for our

Partv in a new way. This necessitates: (a) Restating

Our Party relationship to the trade unions t
.

(b) Re-examining

methods of leadership undor the new conditions, (c)

Reviewing the functioning of the Party in industry and

solving certain questions of method and form of Party

organization.

Our Program states clearly our relationships to

the trado unions in the U.S.:

“The Communist Party considers the emergence of a

powerful trade union movement during these past, two decades

as the most important and positive development in our nation 1

life. We are proud to have holped build it and to.be a part

of it. As a working-class political party, we strive to
.

influence the policies of the labor movement in a progressive

direction and wo deem it our right and duty to speak out

against policies which we believe are harmful to labor and

the nation. But we deny any intent to dominate or oontrpl

the trade union movement and we recognize and respect its

organizational autonomy and political independence.
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This remains as our guiding principle in the new
situation, Tho recognition of the political independence and
organizational autonomy of the trado union movement dictates
the specific nature of our aims in the labor movoment. (a)

Communists are the best champions of the interests of tho
workers and aro tho best disciplined of any trado union
members, By skilful presentation of our program and through
the educational process, our comrades will attempt to wi

n

workers to progressive positions on all aspects of working
class policy, within and outside tho trade unions, (b)

We aim to cultivate the broadest possible political under-
standing and initiative on the part of the trade unions, not
placing narrow limits upon possible political development
of tho unions, ( c) Within this framowork, we do not organize
tho Party as such within tho trado union proper (no trado
union fractions) , Party organization is based on an industry
basis and in individual shops.

This placement of tho relationships of our Party
to the unions should servo to underscore the importance of
our Party in Indus try, and in no sense should be taken to
depreciate or minimize its role. On tho contrary, the role
of our shop and industrial clubs tako on extraordinary
importance to tho now situation,

Tho combinod efforts of the employers and govern-
ment to 'forco all Communists out of industries and the "red”
purges by a nurnbor of unions havo not succeeded to smash
our^Party in industry. But wo havo suffered some serious
blows. In spite of the enemy' s drive, our Party members are
found in many plants and are active in tho life of their
unions. In this situation, who re tho individual cannot come
forward as a Couanunist, it is more important than ever that
tho Party must appear, and must appear as the Communist Party,
as an organized force' working on behalf of the ovorall intorosts
of the workers; and enhance the role of tho individual Communists,

In tho case of some Cormiunists and left-wingers,
workers will often defend their rights as individuals, mainly
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bocausa they havG earned this support by thoir dedicated
service to the union and the interests of their fellow
workers. Today, these same workers must be won to defend
our Party as a whole. First, on the broadest democratic
grounds, but also, through their coming to know the role
of the Party as an organized detachment of the working
class, as a Party of their own flesh and blood, as a
consequence of the active presence of the Party organization
in thoir shop.

— .

Extremely important opportunities for defense
of our Party are emerging in the action of the CIO balling
for a a counter-attack in the field of civil liberties'1 and
for an ond of legislation that seeks to prevent the right
to think and speak. New opportunities oxist to marshall trade
union support for the legal rights of our Party organization.

A more consistent and concrete leadership to the
work of our shop and industrial clubs is urgently requirod,
especially now to aid tho struggle for a moro progressive
orientation in the historic merger and amalgamation movements
now under way, Tho opportunities for work in an organically
unified labor movoment and tho participation of progrossivo
forces, including Communists, in the mainstream of organized
labor, underscore the need for a new initiative in our trado
union work and party organization

,

Generally speaking, tho form and structure of our
Party organize ion must be such as to strengthen the possibility
of our P irty fulfilling all these objectives and bringing to
life its policies.

Tho Shop Club Today :

..Most important criterion of the goneral organiza-
tional hoalth of our Party is tho strength of our shop clubs.
For whatever reason, many of the district reports are not
explicit on tho question of relative numbor and strength of
shop clubs. Their reports are mostly 'pre-occupiod with
tho question of what is to bo tho role of the shop club.
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This is not accidental, nor is it necessarily
unhealthy or a sign of retrogression In some instances,
it refloots an effort to grapple with the new problems
facing our shop organizations; the conditions of maximum
security, the changing relationships in the trade union
movement, the now moods of militancy among the workers,
etc. In other instances, absorption with definitions on tho
role of the shop club become a substitute for actual
political leadership to the clubs and reflect a separation
from the clubs, a loss of contact between leadership and
the membership in the shops.

Let us take tho now conditions of maximum security
in the shops, a situation such as we have novor faced before
to quite the same degree, Tho impact of the general attacks
against the Party are felt most acutoly in tho shops. But
in addition, there are the effects of the Taft-Hartloy law
provisions, tho Butler Bill provisions incorporated in the
Communist Outlaw Act, persecutions by Congressional committees
In industrial aroas, government screenings in maritime and
in plants with x^ar contracts, non-Communist pledges and oaths
as conditions of employment, anti -Communist consitiutional
provisions in certain unions and witch hunts of all kinds,
A rocent pross report stated that under federal screening during
the first two months of 195>f>, 4^00 workers had been eliminated
from industry for "subversive activity",

How our shop clubs can function under the so conditions
in such a way as to consolidate themselves as functioning groups,
developing united front activities among the workers, advance
the vanguard end Independent role of our Party and yet merit
tho confidence of our individual member that his job is not
placed in jeopardy by his membership and activity in the shop
club -r this is at the heart of the problem of the shop clubs
today. Do we have tho answers? Only partly^ Wo are convinced
that better answers can be found, but that no blue -print can
be given on how shop clubs at largo and under all conditions
must function with maximum security in the shops today.

10
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In a general way, the answers to this problem
are to be found within two areas: fa) The development of
broad, tactical approaches in the fight for the right
to job and 1 ivelihood, in the fight against the congressional
vigilante commit toes and all repressive legislation, seeking
united front actions on the shop and local union level, as
well as in the higher councils and bodies of the trade unions
and the labor movement, and including pressures and supporting
actions by mass community organizations, (b) The development
of now organizational measures which would serve to give
greater protection to our shop workers',

. There can be no minimizing of the host of sovero
organizational problems whiph the repressive pattern has
forced on the life of our shop clubs and only Party leaders
who are physically and politically remote from our industrial
communities could fail to see this. However, it must be
said that the pro -occupation with the admitted complexities
ol those organizational problems has often become sterile
grouping for answers because it has not been accompanied by
an appreciation of the new role and special importance of the
P arty as an organization functioning in industry" today

,

a- proper political placement of the role of the
Party as an organization in industry will have a two-fold
effect. Firs

t

, the whole Party will bo mobilized to solve
the problems of our Party in industry. This will mean that
our leadership will be on the scene wrestling with these
problems at first hand; this will mean that where our Party
community organizations are in proximity to shops whore we
arc at work, that they will help lend resources to cope
with these organizational problems. Secondly, an approach
which correctly places the functioning' of the Party as an
organization would bring to the fore tho initiative and
re sour co fulness of our shop comrades thomselves^

P-^rty Organization Among the Negro People

The overall. weakening of Party organization is mirroredm tho Negro communities with oven greator destructive effect
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than elsewhere* The registration statistics reveal an alarming
drop in tho Negro worker composition, and also reveal a slowness
in shifting of members into Negro people' s mass organizations.

The continued decline in our Negro membership and
immediate influence arises not only out of tho objective situation
and as a result of the attacks against our Party, but also from
the general decrease in the mass role of the Party in leading
struggles for the economic, political and social rights of
the Negro people. This reflects tho remnants of white-chauvinism
and a general underestimation of the danger of white chauvinism
and its effects upon our mass work for Negro rights (as well as
certain sectarian elements in our struggle against white
chauvinism)* It also reflects the left-sectarianism and
isolation which has mainly characterized our work in the Negro
communities, but vhere certain right opportunist orrors of
tailing reformist influences have also taken their toll.

In a memorandum on '’The Party in the Negro ©ommuni ti e

s

n

prepared by a member of the National Committee, the cogent
point is made;

'•What is missed in explaining the status of tho

Party is the existence of mass movoments of struggle among
the Negro people on all fronts of the National liberation
struggle and the central fact that our Party is not an organic
part of this development asserting its vanguard role 1

*

.

These and other accumulated idoological and political
problems have had their impact upon the unsatisfactory state
of our Negro work and impaired our ability to make a change
for the bettor. In recent months, steps have been taken by
our National Committee to resolve unclarities and to place
more clearly the main ideological and political tasks before
tho Party in tho fight for Negro rights, against white chauvinism
and for Negro -white unity * most notably in the articles
by Hastings -Mann, Stevens and Foster,

r> 12
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Examining tho status of the party, sharp
contradiction exists in tho Negro communities, particular-
ly in Harlem, South Side Chicago, in Los Angeles and Detroit,
between the Party status and developments in the Negro
liberation movement. With this as the starting point, each
Negro community must be examined specifically and the
particular answers for changing the situation found. While
tho Party's basic political and tactical line applies every-
where, the specific application of policy will vary in
different places.

Turning to tho loss of Negro workers, particularly
in basic industry, here we find the most alarming situation,
A concrete examination of the work of the Party in various
industries and plants will bring to light many examples of
the abandonment by white progressives of the fight for
Negro rights.

Some of our shop clubs had not functioned for
months and even years. ' The consequence of this was absence
of concrete leadership to the developing struggles around
issues of Negro rights; weak ties between the leadership
and the membership, with some white comrades capitulating
altogether; no collective leadership and work between Negro
and white members in the plant; the absence of any ideological
work on the Negro question for long periods of time,

In industry, generally, where our shop clubs do not
meet regularly, often for "security considerations", it is
not infrequently the unspokon concept that mootings of Negro
and white together are difficult, if not impossible * This
leads to dangerous and impermissible deterioration of ties
between the party organization and its Negro worker members,
Certain sectors of our Party working under the most advorse
conditions in the past four years have accumulated rich
experience in coping with this problem, and should be drawn
on to help overcome the situation in o\ir industrial work.

- 13 -
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A qualitative change in building our Party among
the Negro people must be brought about. Each district
organization is called upon to undertake an examination
of Negro work, using as the point of departure the
aforementioned articles and the national memorandum
cn mass tasks. Simultaneously, eve ay State committee
must institute and insist upon a system of work in
which^ political and organizational check up on all
decisions in regard to our Negro work becomes a way of
life *

Leadership to Forces in Mass Organizations

On the basis of the 1954 registration and the
reports from the districts, we are able to estimate in
an approximate way the extent to which our members
participate in right-led organizations. The following
facts stand out:

(a) The decision for placing greater emphasis
on right-led organizations has been carried out to a greater
or lesser degree in practically all areas, however, with
a considerable lack of unifomity as to results.

(b) Lack of planning and organized deployment
results in by-passing organizations of predominantly
working class composition.

Shifting our members into mass organizations
of working class composition still remains a key task,
but we must take no to of two incorrect tendencies:

(1) An arbitrary and abortive ignoring of left-
led organizations. This has alienated certain progressive
elements and facilitated the activities of Trotskyites and
other camouflaged enemies of the working class.

(2) Failure to provide leadership to our forces
at work in the mains tream* Lack of experience and guidance
has also lod to certain crude, sectarian errors.
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The main task today with respect to working in the
mainstream is the content and quality of our work* learning
to fulfill our vanguard role among conservative -led masses.-
Mechanical and arithmetical approaches to ^shifting to
the mainstream” do not suffice; on the contrary* they
distort the objectives of our Party program. These problems
can only be solved in the lower Party organizations and
by the closest attention on the part of the leadership to
the political and ideological work of the club.

The Community Club ;

The existing situation with regard to the
community club is seriously undermining our capacity to
realize our Party program. It demands a revitalized
approach to the club and its mass work. Literally hundrods
of clubs throughout the country are not meeting. The clubs
are bedevilled by a myriad of problems: lack of perspective,
lack of leadership* poor ties with leading commi ttees*
ideological and political unclarities* the seeming conflict
between ^security” and ”mass activities”* etc.

Tho fight for the Party* today, must begin with
the fight to re-establish our clubs. We must take extra-
ordinary measures to involve the thousands of members who
are not now attached to clubs* and the many more not attend*-*
ing meetings and not participating in the Party* s work,
This task must be p laced high on the order of business
before every leading committee, And since there has been
no common approach or sustained attention to club problems
for a .considerable period of time, it is necessary to re-
assert some elementary pricinplos with regard to club
organization:

(a) The size of the club depends upon political
and practical considerations*

(b) Wo must guarantee that every club has a chairman,
the leader of the club, who shall also be the main link to
the section committee. This comrade shall be responsible
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for the political work of his club, for the activity of its
members and for its regular functioning (planned agendas,
dues payments, press circulation, literature, etc,)*

C c) Every club must seek to develop a four-point
program:

(1)

Certain appropriate tasks in relation to
the industrial concentration of the area.

(2) Guidance and leadership to those of its members
who belong to mass organizations* The club must guarantee
that its members have ties' with non-Party people, in trade
unions, mass organizations, or where this is not possible
(as it is with many hundreds of pur members) through systematic
cultivation of a small circle of non-Party frionds in the
neighborhood itself,

(3) Most neglected of all, that work which falls
under tho heading of "Party building'* -* primarily, circulation
of press and literature, mobilizations for Party candidates,
mass meetings and other forms of independent activity and
Party defense,

(4) None of these tasks can be fulfilled unless
the ideological and educational work of the club is at the
heart of every meeting. This cannot bo left to the
devices of each club leader, though use of Political

Affairs and the Daily Worker should be main instruments
for our ideological work,

A healthy club - this is, tho club Wiose membership
and work will thrive - must have all four of these component
elements

«

The Press

For the past few years wo have had a steep,
persistent and alarming decline in the circulation of the
Marxist press and literature. Hero again, it is not
enoaigh to attribute this deterioration alone to the
enomyi s attacks, The attacks havo been mainly through

16
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persecution of the distributors and subscribers to
the press. Wo must also warn that now now governmental
attacks are being pushed in Congress and by the postal
authorities against the paper itself, in addition to tho
fact that they have been using the Smith Act against the
editors of tho Daily Worker and the People’s World, However,
tho near disastrous slump im circulation is also a reflection
of the overall unsatisfactory organizational picture
in our party and reveals deep-going weaknesses in our
struggle on tho ideological and political front.

In a number of industries, tho re have boon a few
notable instances of regular factory-gate sales and
distributions over the past years underscoring the fact
that much of tho decline is due to subjective factors.
Those include failure to develop a yoar-around sustained
approach to circulation, only faltering efforts bordering
on passivity to develop bundle orders and person-to-person
delivery in placo of lost mail subscriptions. Together
with this, has been the inexcusable and harmful absence
of a sturgglo to make every Party member a regular reader
of the press. Club after club has absolutely no place

in its activities for the Daily and Sunday Worker, neither
in its own internal life, or in its mass activities, except
during periods of the drive*

An article in the New York Party Voice on the
press placed it properly when it declared: "An examination
of tho overwhelming majority of Party bodios . . , proves
ono solid fact and that is political neglect ".

Wo cannot add to the excellent plans' on building
the press brought forward at the August,* 19^3 National
Pj-rty Conference, except to bluntly state we must chock
tho empty nonsense about the difficulties with respect
to press circulation and the repetitive decisions and
concentrate on executing the decisions of tho Party .

Here, more than in any other area of" Party work we find
numerous expressions of opportunism in practice and
capitulation to difficulties.

~ 17 ~
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No Party club can fulfill its role without a

Worker circulation larger than its membership. There
can be no fight for the Party without a fight for the

Marxist press.

Problems of Leadership, Cadre and Methods of Work

Tho accumulated problems and pressures of recent
years have aggravated many problems of leadership, cadro
and methods of work. Any long term and fundamental
improvement in tho orginizational work of our Party requires
that wo overcome certain chronic weaknesses that have bocomo
acute

,

At this juncture wo direct attention to four key
problems that require drastic moasuros:

( 1 )
Dangerous gaps havo developed between the

leadership and the lower organizations and basic membe rship
of "our Tarty, There must bo a bolder 'deployment"'"of“loading
cadre to positions of direct loadorship in the main working-
class aroas, with day-to-day involvement in the work of
tho lower Party organizations. Tho time is past due for
a reinvigoratod strugglo against burocratic methods and
for higher standards of collective work,

(2) A systematic refreshmen t of loading cadre is

urgently required^ Gene rally, 'It” must be said that tho
*

Party cadro stood up well in the past four years mooting
many tosts. Many comrades took on responsibilities for
which thoy woro not always ontiroly preparod and fulfilled
them with honor, especially in thoso districts whore thoy
roplacod comrades assigned to other posts or sent to jail,

A largo number of cadre havo expo rioncod important growth
in tho recent past*

Howovor, side by side with this positive development
many weaknesses aro evident in regard to promotion of loador
ship and training of new cadre. Thoro has boon . a harmful
absence of promotion and cooption of comrados with shop
and trade union experience who aro sorely needed in every

— l8 —
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loading committoo, And whore such comrades havo
hold formal memburship on committees, provisions wero
not mado to guarantee their full participation. Certain
special opportunities have presented thomsolvos in this
respoct by the rocont amalgamation developments in the
trade union movement where trained and proven trade union
comrades havo become available for direct Party leadership.

(3) A bettor, bolder, and more serious effort to
promote and involve Negro cadre In all loading committees.
The past years havo seen cortaifi very positive stops

^

taken in this respoct, particularly at the national lovol,
and the Party has demonstrated that ruling class harassment
and torror cannot break the unshakoable unity and collective
work of our Negro and white leadership. However, in many
districts, and even to an extent in certain national
bodies of leadership, there have been grave weaknesses.
Symptomatic is the case of a leading Negro member of
the California Stato Committoo. Wo cito this oxamplo
for the lessons it holds for the whole Party, quoting from
the stato board statement which speaks for itself:

"The stato and county leadership, in assigning a
loading Negro comrade to assume a responsible post in a
difficult situation, did not take the necessary steps
to guarantee that he could assume his role of leadership
in an atmosphere of comradely cooporation and colloctivo
work, and did not give him the necessary assistance
aftorwxrds to help solve the difficult political and
organizational tasks. This was especially serious because
A’ s assignment come on the background of the removal
of another leading Negro comrade . . . Tho State Board acted
as though tho assignment of another Negro comrade to fill
tho same post absolved it of any further responsibility,
as though this alone guaranteed that there would bo a strugglo
against whito chauvinism, or that this assignment guaranteed
that there could be no white chauvinist attitudes toward
tho leading comrade given such a responsible position".

- 19 -
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Hero we have one expression of our weaknesses
with rogard to Negro cadre. In the section dealing
with our Negro work, we called attention to other
ramifications - particularly in the New York organization
with respect to Harlem.

(b) We must end the neglect of training new cadre
with an eye to solving certain basic questions:

(^*)
e

On^a selective basis, comrades should bo

^"L
ven 3-n Marxism-Leninism under the guidance

01 leading national and district cadre, while they fulfill
responsibilities for specific fields of Party work. Year-
long training programs for such comrades aro the best
answer under present conditions, on the basis of having
every leading person in a district committee responsible
for others for purposes of organized supervision. Chief
attention should be paid to comrades from industry, Negro
and white, and to youthful cadre,

(b) h whole new generation of club leaders need
to be trained and developed, who grasp the Party Program,
aro grounded in our theory, can guide oy*r membership
among the masses and can protect and defend the Party
under all conditions

#

Our political line is a sound one. Important
new opportunities have opened up for advancing the
program of our Party, a11 our efforts must be directed
to strengthen the Party organizations, to raide the
entire activity of the Party in all spheres and seeing
to it that decisions do not remain a dead letter*
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SAC, New York (100-56579) (19-A)

JAMES E« REILLY, S'l

DATE:
8/3/55

SUBJECT: PHIL BART
IS-C

NY 1475-S*, advised that on 7/22/55> PHIL BART was
speaking with TOM (Possibly HERMAN WOOLLEY), who was at the
CP National Headquarters*

The informant also advised that on that same day, MAC
(Believed to be MAC CORDON), contacted PHIL BART who expressed
his sympathy over something that had happened to EC's mother*
MAC asked PHIL if he had heard the news from RALPH (Believed to
be RALPH GLICK), and PHIL stated that another fellow who had
been in that morning, had told him about it* MAC said that his
mother was in a hospital in Spring Valley. He also told PHIL
that he would be up In a few minutes to see

Later that same morning according to the informant, RENA
(Believed to be RENA BURTON KLEIN), contacted PHIL BART at CP
Headquarters, and told him that CONNIE (Believed to be CONNIE
BART), had called her the previous day and invited her to dinner
but she had been unable to make it because her husband (Believed
to be JEROME KLEIN) was working and as a result she was unable to
make it*

According to the informant later that same afternoon,
I I

(Believed to be I |. was at CP National Headquarters.
She told PHIL BART that she now lived in the area of 158th St*, and
Riverside Hr. BART commented to I I that *W were going to take
RENA BURTON’S place, but it only has four rooms* He added that
where they live now is very inconvenient since they live between
1RT and the BMT. seven blocks from one and almost as far from the
other* f I asked PHIL BART if he knew whether or not SARAH SCHERER
had a cap and PHIL said that he thought that they did have a car*

I | remarked that she thought SARAH was now working part time but
she was not sure. According to the informant

| | commented that
she could be reached at TU 2-4991.

According to EDWARD L* BRAUNE, legal agent for the NY

1- NY 100-21259 (MAC GORDON) (12-6)
1- NY 100-16854 . (RALPH GLICK) ?19~A) /> ~

,
r /1- Iff 100-119Hp5' (HERMAN WOOLLEY) (20-13) / * 1

1- NY IOO-50804 (RENA BURTON KLEIN) (19-101- NY 100- 12959 (CONNIE BART) (12-1 5 j
‘

1- NY 100-79788 / .ter m-jiTWT.-ETN) h < b61- NY 100-46629 I lfl2-16T
b;

’

1- NY 100-62329 (SARAH SCHERER) (12-l)i) - - -
1- NY IOO-78589 (EDNA WINSTON) (20-10y ~

/jerjpih
~

\ (10) I
:
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Telephone Co,, llj.0 tn St,, the above telephone number is re-
gistered to EDITA WIMST03ST, 2820 Bronx Park East, and is a
special non-published number.
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srr&DARD form no. C4

Office Memorandum • united states government

to : SAC, New York (100-56579) DATE: August 3, 1955

m s Director, FBI (100-3284)

subject : PHILIP BART
INTERNAL SECURITY - 0
SMITH ACT OF 1940

Reur Form FD-122 dated July 22, 1955• The
only information on this Form is the wording "Verification
Pending " under the caption "Miscellaneous

The present Security Index card on Bart
reflects his current address as 120 Avenue N, Brooklyn

,

New York, and his business address as Organizational
Secretary and Treasurer, CP, USA

,

You should resubmit Form FD-122 showing
clearly the change, if any, to be made on Bart*s
Security Index card • If his residence or business
address is presently unknown, this fact should b&
shown on the Form FD-122 .
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P

SAC, Albany

SAC, Now York (100-85573) (7-5)

ROBERT CLARK JOHNSTON
SM - 0

NY 693-S*, who Is in a position to furnish reliable
information concerning activities at CP Headquarters, 268
Seventh Ave., NYC, advised that on 7/22/55j an individual who
described himself as "BOB, the farmerM (believed to be ROBERT
CLARK JOHNSTON) attempted to contact PHIL BART at CP
Headquarters, but BART was not available. He left a message
that PHIL should contact him and stated that PHIL had his
phone number.

In the event it becomes necessary to disseminate this
Information, care should be taken to protect the informant’s
identity.

HI 100-56579 (PHH, BART)(19-A)

'

- V/ff
k -

'

JER:CGW
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SAG, New York (100-8061*1)

SA JAMES E. REILLY

CP USA ORGANIZATION
IS-C

S'

8/4/55

NY 1475-S* advised that on 7/19/55, PHIL BART at CP
National headquarters made the following statements: "NELLIE
(believed to be LEON NELSON) is Executive Secretary while
this guy is Organizational Secretary (this latter individual
was not further identified)".

{1 - NY 100-^6579 (PHIL BART)19-A
1 _ NY 100-63755 (LEON NELSON) 7-5

JER:MJB
(3)
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the old man, tmmM had been in. ABE stated that he sad PHIL
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FBi, cmcrno < , 8/5/55

sac, m’mov?

CP-TTSA, mQMTTZA'Trm - •
.

.

— ^cui

. -• "V ..
. '

. w._.
‘

f ' CG 56^l4«S orally advised kACABL FRF.YM&B 8/5
last, that -<wm ’HACK- chairman of" the Illinois^'
Indians DietMet* will apriveinChicagofi’oiaNeMYoi'k ©m-ZZ : j.

.owning af @/5 and vft11 depart it 8/6 aext*
PHIL BARI? sill arrive a t Detroit on 8/5 last, and will
remain two days to work with U6H7F00-T. aa organisations!
problem. ef Michigan Dleferict leadership whlea the Party -Z"'
©onStders to b© the key organisational problea ©f the Party
today# IXGmWQQf will return to Chiesgonext Tueaday or
Wednesday, will go t© his eoanl^ hc®i# in Mohlgen for two
days next week, and will again returnto Detroit toward
the end of next week*

Above, for info*

/4'
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TO z

PROM :

SUBJECT:

• •
PICE MEMORANDUM#* UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

t

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69) DATES $~/0S£~
SAC, CHICAGO (100-18953)

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA -

ORGANIZATION
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

Extreme care shotfld be used in reporting;
following information in order to protect the*

Identity of ghe ihforlaSi ,
:

•
:

"

CG 582iv”S, who has furnished reliable infor-
mation in the past, orally furnished the following
information to SA JOHN E. KEATING on August 6, 1955.

Time, Type, and Place
of Meeting

CG 5821^-S advised that a conference on
organization of the Communist Party, USA was held in -

the central office in the CP National Headquarters in
New York City on Monday, August 1, 1955, starting at
approximately 10 a.m.

Persons in Attenddnse
1

CG 582I4.-S advised that in addition to the
informant, the following persons were present at thia
meetings

PHIL BART, who holds a position
equivalent to National Organizational
Secretary of the CP and i& a member of
the National Administrative Committee
of the CPs

REGISTERED

JEKsRMB
(56)

1 - Bureau (REGISTERED)
100-3-68 (CP, USA - Membership)

9-/sw
SEARCHED... INDEXED

SEHIAUZED^^5^^f

' Atra2i95r
r tv**-** ^

W&gZl tedf

k “ Boston (REGISTERED)
1 - 100- (CP - Organization)
1 - 100- (CP - Pamphlets and Publications)
1 - 100- (’’Daily Worker”)
1 - 100- (SIDNEY LIPSHIRES)

See page la for additional copies
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Additional copies?

5 - Cleveland (REGISTERED

)

1 “ 100= (CP - Organization)
1 - 100“ (CP - Pamphlets and Publications)
1 - 100= (CP - Negro Question)
1 - 100“ ("Daily Worker")
1 - 100“ (HYMAN LUMER)

6 - Detroit (REGISTERED)
1 - 100- (CP - Organization)
1 - 100- (CP 1 - Negro Question)
1 - 100- (CP - Pamphlets and Publications)
1 - 100- ("Daily Worker")
1 - 100- (SOL WELLMAN)
1 - 100- (HELEN WINTER)

2 - Indianapolis (REGISTERED)
1 - 100- (CP - Pamhlets and Publications)
1 - 100- ("Daily Worker")

2 - Los Angeles (REGISTERED)
1 - 100- (CP - Organization)
1 - 100- (CP - Negro Question)

4 - Minneapolis (REGISTERED)
1 - 100- (CP - Organization)
1 - 100- ' (CP - Membership)
1 - 100- (CP - Pamhlets and Publications)
1 - 100- ("Daily Worker")

2 - Newark (REGISTERED)
1 - 100- (CP - Pamphlets and Publications)
1 - 100= ("Daily Worker")

2 - New Haven (REGISTERED)
1 - 100- (CP - Pamphlets and Publications)
1 - 100- ("Daily Worker")

1$ - New York (REGISTERED).
1 - 100”8o6ii.l (CP - Organization)
1 - 100-80640 (CP - Negro Question)
1 - IOO-80638 (CP “ Membership)

Copies continued on page lb

RE? COMMUNIST PARTY, USA -

ORGANIZATION
y

- la -
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Additional copie sg
)

New York (REGISTERED) (Cont»d)
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

100-81675 (CP - Pamphlets and Publications)
100-81338 (CP - Security Measures)
100-26603 (CP - District #2)
100- (Harlem Region)

100
100
100
100
100
134

9365
•21259
•80398

91

(WILLIAM Z o FOSTER)
(MAX GORDON)
(JULIAN LQWTTT)
(BOB )

(ANDY REMES)
(NY 694-S) (Info.)

4 - Philadelphia (REGISTERED)
1 - 100- (CP - Organization)
1 - 100- (CP - Pamphlets and Publications)
1 - 100- (”Daily Worker”

)

1 - 100- ’ (JACK ZUCKER)

2 - Pittsburgh (REGISTERED)
1 - 100- (CP - Pamphlets and Publications)
1 - 100- (’’Daily Worker” )

Chicago copiesg

1 - A) 134-46
1 - IOO-748O (’’Daily Worker”)
1 - 100-18952 (CP - Membership)
1 - 61-867 (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)

USA -

lb -
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MAX GORDON, Managing Editor of the
"Daily Worker”

?

JULIAN LOWITT, of the Labor Youth League?

BOB
, representing the New York

District of the CP in the place of LEON
NELSON, who was on vacation. BOB, whose
last name is not known to the informant, is
described as follows* age 40-42, height 5' 6”,
weight 140 pounds, medium build, brown hair,
grayish-blue eyes, does not wear glasses nor
a mustache, has been in the Party movement
for many years?

ANDY REMES, of New Century Publishers?

SID LIFSHIRES, District Organizer of the
New England District?

HY LUMER, representing the Ohio District?

SOLLY WELLMAN and HELEN WINTER, representing
the Michigan District;

JACK ZUCKER, representing the Eastern
Pennsylvania District.

Security Measures

CG 5824-S advised that portions of the discussion at
this conference were carried on by the use of a blackboard.
Furthermore, each person present also had a small slate and
pads and pencil in order to transmit messages, which were subse
quently destroyed.

Purpose of the Conference

CG; 582J4.-S advised that the purpose of this conference
was to examine organizational structures. Actually this confer
ence should have followed the national CP conference of August
2 and 3, 1955 , so that those present would have had the benefit
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of the political discussions which were to. take place on the
following two days. In addition to examining the organizational
structures, this conference had as an additional purpose the
translation of the political aims of the National Administrative
Committee of the CP Into organizational reality.

In line with the purpose of this conference, the two
main points on the agenda were organizational problems and the
Party press.

Report on Organization
by PHIL BART

CG 5824“S advised that the main report at this meeting
was given by PHIL BART and that BART gave a brief resutae of the
political situation which necessitates organizational changes.

BART stated that the general work and defense of the
CP must be examined in the light of the developments of the
Four Power Conference in Geneva, Switzerland. He pointed out
that in view of the changing international situation, some
changes should be made in subsequent court decisions with regard
to the previous acceptance by the courts that Communists present
a clear and present danger to the security of the United States.

It. was further- pointed out that while the CP has been
operating under repressive 'conditions imposed by the Me Carran
Act, the Smith Act, and various of the sedition laws, the CP has
made some gains in spite of these repressive measures. Although
recognizing that there is still a real fight ahead, the Party is
going to press in an attempt to win some of its legal battles
and is also going to attempt to extend its influence by winning
back some of the old members arid will even recruit some new
members.

Four Organizational Measures to
be Points of Concentration

BART stated that four measures will be undertaken to
strengthen the Party organ!zationallys (1) a registration and
the ascertaining of the status of the membership; (2) a

~ 3 ~
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reorganization, of Party clubs and the leadership of the Party
clubs, particularly in the community sections; (3) a check-up
on all dues payments and all records of dues payments;- (4) an
examination of the relationship of the Party clubs to the higher
organizational bodies of the Party, such as the section or the
region.

(CG £824”S learned that in the New York District a
region is often synonymous with a county, wlqile the Illinois-
Indiana District is about the only district currently using the
term division as either being synonymous with a section or to
designate an organizational group midway between a section and
a region)

.

Need for Strengthening of
Party Organization

BART, according to the informant, underlined the fact
that for the past four years the CP has had no full statistical
or analytical examination of its membership. He also stated
that during these four years the most elementary principles of
the Party organization went by the board. He stated that this
could be attributed to a lack of qualified functionaries, most
of whom went, into an underground status. He stated that he was
speaking primarily of the middle leadership and not the top
functionaries with regard to organizational problems. He further
cited a lack of a national approach to the problems of organi-
zation.

BART stated that actually there has been no regular
registration by the Party during the past four years although
in some districts, such as Illinois, a partial registration
was conducted by the District. He stated that the failure to
have registrations is due to the fact that the leadership in
the various districts have had little or no contact with the
rank and file members.

It is the opinion of the national leadership of the
CP that even in the face of attacks against the Party, the
losses of membership during the past four years were far greater
than was necessary. It is felt that the main reason for this can
be attributed to subjective factors, such as incompetent or

- 4 -
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Inexperienced personnel and a looseness in organization, which
meant that even -the most elementary records were not kept
concerning matters of income and expenses.

Development of Bureaucracy in
CP Leadership i > r- t

'

< t

BART stated that a bureaucracy has developed in the
CP in the name of security and the safeguarding of the Party®
He stated that in many districts the district committee as such
is not functioning and in fact this is true of most districts,
except for the larger ones. He further stated that even district
boards do not meet in some districts, using the excuse of
“security”. BART stated that such a situation feeds a bureaucracy
and hinders the involvement of active people. He further stated
that we must open the fight against bureaucracy and the neglect
of elementary organizational principles.

Reregistration of ®ld Members

BART stated that the "center” is convinced that if an
effort is made, a large number of CP members who are now passive
can be reregistepedoand brought into activity once again. He.
also pointed out that in most districts activity and membership
at the present time are confined to the main cities, while some
small towns are completely neglected.

The "center” is going to suggest that various districts
single out certain categories of old members in order to get them
registered and activized once more. A particular industry or
trade ^ union or Negro neighborhood might be singled out in some
districts. It was suggested that New York concentrate on Harlem,
Chicago on the Negro areas on the south side, and that Cleveland,
Detroit, and Los Angeles concentrate on their Negro neighborhoods.

CG 582l|-3 advised that in BART* s report and in the dis-
cussion period, the following questions were posed with regard
to the reregistering of old members and the following answers
were arrived at?

1. What should be done with old members who will
be reregistered? It was decided that the answer to this question
will have to be worked out in the future. It may be necessary to
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fopiii. n6w clubs of reregistered members and not attach them toold clubs until they have been retrained and checked for
security. Another suggestion was tna-c a reregistered member
be attached temporarily to only one individual while checks
are made on the reregistered member *s loyalty to the Partv.
political outlook, etc.

.

2. What standards should be established for amember who is rejoining' the Party? No definite answer was
arrived at for this question? however, it was decided thatfor a rank and file member the Party cannot use the same stan-dards that prevailed in 1951 and 1952, that is, absolute
obedience to the Party, no questions asked, be prepared to
go underground, etc. At that time the slogan was to retain
ten percent of the membership and lose ninety percent, while
at the present time this percentage should be reversed: therefore,
less stringent standards will have to be established.

.... 3* Should the CP open the door wide to old members,
takipgin all who are willing to register, or should the Party
retain the rigidity of the California District, where’ all old
members reregistered have to pay all back dues and fill out a
qq.es tiqnnaire covering their activities during the preceding
six years? The following answer was decided upon for these
questions: A committee should be established for each section,
region, and district. These committees will decide on each

as wk®ther he will or will not be taken back into
the Party. These committees will function similarly to review
commissions. The purpose of this arrangement will be to avoid
a too great rigidity and yet to avoid vagueness, and as aresult each, case will :be 'decided on its meritSo

Should there be a requirement for the payment
of back dues by old members who are reregistered? It was
decided to demand that three months* back dues and the
assessment for the current year be paid by all old members
who are reregistered. At the same time, however, it was
decided to usea common-sense approach to this matter in the
event that it is obvious that the member cannot pay this
amount.

National CP, Regi stration

At this conference it was suggested that each dis-
trict start preparation for the reregistration of old members

- 6 -
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during the months of September and October, with the actual
registration of all CP members to be carried out during the
month of November, or at the latest by December 15, 1955.
The idea is to have the registration problem solved by the
end of the year so that this problem will not stand in the
way of the big Party campaign for 195&»

CG 582I4.-S advised that the question w^s asked whether
there should be a base figure established for ‘CP membership in
each district. It was decided that no base figure should be
established at the moment inasmuch as the CP is not sure of its
own statistics and considers that they are not very reliable.
.Sirice any figure would be arbitrary, it was decided to just
fight for an increased membership and a base figure for each
district will be established at a later date. The general
feeling is that with a uniform national registration, the
membership figure will necessarily be larger than it was last
year.

Uniform Registration Form

A uniform registration form designed to elicit cer-
tain information from members, such as sex, race, trade union
affiliation, membership in other mass organizations, length of
time in the Party, etc., has been prepared. While this form'
may be revised somewhat, it will not be altered basically.
(This form will be made available to the Bureau and the New
York Office in the immediate future).

Recruiting of New CP Members

At this meeting it was decided that it is too danger-
ous t<}' established’ clubs to recruit new members on a wholesale
basis; therefore, no mass recruiting campaign is planned. The
Party leadership, however, will recommend the conducting of
regular sustained recruiting of important individuals. Further-
more, it is planned to ask colonizers scattered in various places
throughout the country to bring into the Party some new people
with whom they have made acquaintances.

Organization and Functioning of Clubs

As the basic organization of the Party, it was decided
that the organization and functioning of clubs need to be
discussed and examined. It was brought out that many clubs in
small cities function with no leadership and that there is no
’M.f

- 7 -
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uniformity throughout the districts with regard to what
functionaries a Party club should have. Therefore, thereis a need to establish uniformity in the size of clubs andin the size and type- of club leadership. Since the New YorkDistrict has the largest clubs from the standpoint of member-ship with an average of ten members per club, this district
suggested that the size of a club should number anywhere between

leaders^*
11 ra®m^ei* s * with the following suggestions for club

!• A PEL man to handle the press, education,
and literaturej

2. A club organizer?

3« A club secretary.

Election of Club and
Section Leaders

-i j ^ suggestion was made and generally approved thatleadership at club and section levels should be elected by themembership in an attempt to break down the Party bureaucracypreviously referred to.
j j

Geographical Organization of
Sections and Regions

, ,

Another suggestion which was made and generally approved
sections and/or regions be organized on a Congressional
basis or in large cities on a Ward basis in order tocombine organizational work with political activities.

Dues and Party Records

4.,
C<
f 5^-8 advised that it was brought out at thismeeting that at least until the United States Supreme Court

4-U *
n
§

°n ttL° Carran Act, the National Leadership will insistthat dues records be kept and that receipts be given for duespayment! however, some control will be established for thesereceipts. The reason for this is that some people have become
ju 4.

1
??

in
^
h* handling of Party funds. It is also believedat the maintenance of dues records will improve dues receipts

- 8 -
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fai
J
up« to maintain records meant that no one knewwhat each member had paid and still owed; furthermore, inmany cases no denominations were used in reporting dues pay-ments to the National Office.

S P y

Revising of Dues Denominations

thm £®24“S advised that a suggestion was made that
lev I? p?

S
°l

dU
®f

d®nominati°ns be revised and that the

efteg^ifs'Se' CM?S!atil:°
11"i“‘edi tb'rerore < tl“ following

1. BO/, which will be the lowest monthly
figure unless there is mass unemployment;

2. $1 per month for those earning up to
$60 per week;

j’o
mon^k for those earning up to

$oO per week;

4» $3 per month for those earning up to
$100 per week;

,

B» $10 per month for those earning more
than $100 per week.

’
;

v • i.
regard to the latter category, however., it will

In
^rty.does not have very mSy pL£e

St^0r7
* J uf

S stated at bhis ^eWng that 75 to 80percent of the membership are in categories 1 and 2.

Tr? n •p *i *i

informant stated that i.t appears that the Partywill f°li°w through on this suggestion despite a big debate
^

TolauTln ?h.
thlS

-?f,
S^0n ^ thiS meet1^ beca-sa thS^is

bnlv a
constitution 6f the CP, USA, which states that

,
y 'a na-tion.al convention can modify dues payments. It was

Leaderfhip°inheren^
at deraoai,at

J
c centralism ^ves the Nationalleadership inherent powers to change the dues payments since

thl S“toeasS™
Pl!l0eS the Natlona:L Leadership in charge of

- 9 -
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Tasks of District Leaders

Th® informant advised that the discussion of organi-zation problems concluded with a discussion of the tasks ofthe district leaders. A problem to be solved by the leader-ship of the various districts is the me.thods to be used tokeep in touch with and maintain some contact with various clubs
uf

st
r
ict

* ??
e suSgestion was that a uniform system ofleadership be established in each district, such as regional

co^P° sed> of section organizers. It was decided thattrict committees must pay more attention to the middlecadres, that is, the regional and sectional committee d* How-
,

fcke
£
e 1

?
still the problem of reaching the lower cadres

tlae
?
ecessaiT political and organizationalunderstanding and yet remain within the realm of security.

u _ was brough-t out at this meeting that some districts

adozen m8?? Pennsylvania, particularly in Philadelphia, held
MiiS fA?!

forums during the past year. These forums are
hh^

a s
£
e
£
lfic purpose but actually are not designed forthis purpose, but are designed to discuss certain Party problems

°f ^ls 'JiBtrlot raise problems^in thfi

S "

the Party members present are able to understand thepoints being established by the leadership.

Summary of Organization Problems

. J
n the portion of this meeting dealingwith organization problems, CG 582^-s stated that the big

B

thS Pa^y
,
at this time is how utilize what areconsidered new conditions and opportunities for legality witha certain amount of security. The CP feels that it made an

!
stlmat® of the political situation in 1951 when itdecided to drop 90 perpent of the membership and keep only 10percent, or- the "hard core". Now the Party will probe at the

find l0St memberstllP and it has been, suggestedthat WILLIAM Z. FOSTER send a letter addressed to all Party

possible
Which he Wil1 make ^ appeal for as many members as

CP Press

CG 5824-S advised that the report on the CP cress wasgiven by MAX GORDON. He pointed out that the drive for press

10
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circulati°n must be continued on a
,

year-round basis*cited the following figures:
GORDON

11 The Worker"

~ tirV,’ i
«'fc end of • ttie F^ess drive 15 weeks ago, the total

sinCfi°th«
r

H
SUbr^iptJ°fS Was 10s300 * DurinS the 15 week period

L1^®6 £
he ®*d of fche drive

- a total of 1,3^0 "Worker” subscrip-
for an average of approximately 95 perG0R

5
0N

f
tated that the average should have been lfo perweek in order to reach projected figures j therefore, they arecurrently running behind by about 800 subs*

it t n *
GORDON stated that the bundle situation for "The

nlanW! f
S \§ood deal w°rse and instead of a total of 10,000

h 11'16 * the total has declined to 7 , 150 .GORDON stated that this compares with a total of 7 .h.00 at theconclusion of the drive 15 weeks ago. In concluding the

/hS
?
orker > GORDON stated that there has been a

£ ?oSf°
P ln

oJ
6^1 cil,°ulation. The total circulationin June, 1954, was 24,300 and it was 22,000 in June, 1955*

"Daily Worker"

, ,

GORDON stated that the circulation of the "Daily Worker"

durin^th^TTA
distoric

J
ow wittl a percent drop in circulationduring the past year. He stated that the total circulation in

l^f'waa
11

? 787
3
a^P“°nS 195h > ms 8 > 31»1 and June,™as 7>7o7 and xs probably even lower at the present time.

Of fh^
th,er stat

?
d that they ^ad 2,200 subscriptions at the end

dLinff ?hS
S
?^

dr:LV
S

and 1tiave received 430 more subscriptionsduring the 15 weeks subsequent to the end of the drive. This
tu

** aPProxifate average of 30 subscriptions per week,

nro iLLf?i
averaSe should havebeen 55 per week to meet theprojected figures. He stated that more subscriptions were

*“? durln« snd ttat W as a wholeis mot takxng the drive for subscriptions seriously.

Status of Press Drives in Various Districts

Minnesota

__ 4i 5?
RD01

i ?ited Minnesota as one district which has donean outstanding job on the press drive. He stated that Minnesota

11
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had a goal of 200 "Works r" subscriptions, has reached 3l$
subscriptions thus far, and expects to double this figure
of 315>, GORDON stated that Minnesota obtained three times the
number of subscriptions after the end of the drive than they
did during the drive itself. He emphasized that Minnesota
Party members went out among the old subscribers and not only
obtained subscription renewals but also saw this as a means of
talking to people to increase the extent of the influence of
the CP to possibly reregister old members and to prepare for
the election campaign of 1956 0

Eastern Pennsylvania

GORDON stated that Eastern Pennsylvania is concen-
trating on an auto plant which he did not identify. He stated
that the idea here is to use bundles in order to obtain readers
and as readers are obtained, subscriptions follow.

Michigan

GORDON reported that the situation in Michigan is
bad, that of a quota of 200 "Worker" subscriptions only 151+
were obtained. He stated, however, that there is an improve-
ment in the over-all "Worker" circulation from a total of 1,151+
to 1,353.

Status of the Press Drive in
Other Districts

GORDON stated that the over-all situation for
"The Worker" is a little improved in the Ohio District. He
also stated that Pittsburgh built up some circulation during
the trials, that .there: was a drop during the press drive, but
it has picked up some since then. According to GORDON, Indiana
has shown a slight over-all improvement. i

GORDON stated. that the weak spots are Connecticut,
Illinois to a certain extent. New England, and New Jersey? how-
ever, New York is really responsible for the basic losses. He
stated that there are only 1,200 "Daily Worker" subscriptions
in New York and that Brooklyn had turned in only one subscrip-
tion.

- 12 -
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Organization, Daily Orientation,
ahd New Press Drive

GORDON deplored the fact that the "Daily Worker"
is not being used to speak to active party members and stated'
that clubs should tackle the building of the press circulation
on a day-to-day basis. He stated that there are new opportuni-
ties but the organization has not been strengthened to take
advantage of these opportunities.

GORDON announced that there will be a new press drive
In December which will be headed by the National Administrative
Committee of the CP. He pointed out that if the Party does not
build the circulation of the press, there will be confusion and
a loss of membership because the "Daily Worker" is already getting
competition from the "National Guardian", "Socialist Review1?,
and "American Socialist". .

Financial Status of the "Daily
Worker" and "The Worker~~~ '

"

<5
~rU

In conclusion GORDON stated that the "Daily Worker"
^j * .1.

Worker” would have no income during August except for
additional subscriptions. He stated that it was absolutely
necessary that 1,200 more subscriptions be obtained before LaborDay and that it would still be necessary to borrow $>20,000 to
operate during August. He appealed to all districts to meet
their subscription obligations during the month of August.

Official Proposals Made at
this Organization Meeting

.CG 582I4.-S advised that the following official proposals
were made at this organization meetings

1. That the National Office publish another
memorandum dealing with registration, club
leadership, dues and finance control, and
minimum dues for reregistered members?

2. That a letter from WILLIAM Z. FOSTER be
directed to each- member concerning the
registration drive?

- 13 -
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3* That a national committee for the press
be established and that this committee
deal with the content and circulation of
the ’’Daily Worker” and ’’The Worker” and
that this proposal be introduced to the
national conference being held on August
2 and 3 , 1955?

lj.« That the dates for the national registration
be set from September 1, 1955, to December
15s 1955 j but that September and October be
used for preparatory work in order to find
old ^members to reregister so that the' actual
registration can take place from November 1
to December 15 o

.Status of the CP Organization a nd
Leadership in Michigan

. .
CG 582i|.-S advised that as usual the only sour note atthis meeting came from the Michigan representatives. While the

CP nationally realizes that Michigan has a special problem becauseof heavy -concentration in industry, it is felt that the leader-
fu £

an ^naccura 'fce estimate of the present political situation,that they are still retaining the Party estimate as it existed in
1951 and 1952j therefore, Michigan is being condemned for its
left-sectarian views.

is a inrn 4-
According to the informant, CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT and PHILBART met with HELEN WINTER and SOLLY WELLMAN in New York Cityon Wednesday, evening, August 3 , 1955* and left for Detroit from

??r™^Ld
^
rSg

4-J
he

4

W
^
ekend °f August 5-7, 1955. Both BART and

LIGHTPO0T told the informant that the Michigan leadership will
be removed, although this leaderdaip has not been informed oftnisas yet. It is believed, however, that WELLMAN senses thatne will be replaced inasmuch as he made some crack about getting
a job before he goes to jail. 6
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UNDERGROUND OPERATIONS
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Extreme care should be used, in reporting the
following information in order to protect the Identity
of the informant.

CG 582li“S s who lias furnished reliable information
in the past* orally furnished the following information to
SAs JOHN E. KEATING and CARL N. FREYMAN on August 6* 1955.
CG 582lj-S had received this information from leading Communist
Party members* particularly CLAUDE LIGHTFOfflT and PHIL BART*

REGISTERED

JEKsRMB
(25)

1 - Bureau (REGISTERED)
100-3-69 (CP* USA - Organization)

3 - Cleveland (REGISTERED)
1 - 100- (CP - Organization)
1 - 100- (CP " Underground Operations)
1 - 100- (JAMES WEST)
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1 - 134"91 (NY 694"®) (Info.
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1 - 100-96985 (CP* USA - Underground Operations)
1 - 100-80641 (CP* USA - Organization)
1 - 100-26603 (CP* District #2)
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(ED STRONG)

Chicago copies? .

1-1)134-46 /\j^
|.

1 - 100-18953 (CP*
1 - 61-867 (CLAUDE UGHTFOOT)
1 - 100-2749 (MOLLIE WEST)
1 - 100-1158 (ED STARR)

USA
1 - Organ!

1 - Philadelphia (REGISTERED)
100- (ED STRONG)
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members of the National Administrative Committee of the CP,
while the Informant was in New York City during the first
week of August, 1955

«

Status and Future of the
CP Underground

CG 582l4“S. advised that he learned that EUGENE
DENNIS is in favor <of maintaining the status qup as far as the
underground is concerned, that i3 that no one be ‘returned to the
"open Party” at the present time or until the United States
Supreme Court ruling on the constitutionality of the Me Carran
Act. However, the present plan

t
of the national leadership of

the CP is to return 90 percent of the people presently in the
underground back to the ’’open Party” in the next few weeks
providing that there are no statements by the Department of
Justice or other indications that arrests are contemplated In
the near future. According to present plans, there will be
some replacements on a rotation basis for those presently in
the underground! however, the new persons sent into the under-
ground will be rotated every three to six months, will act only
as a reserve, and may not be of the same caliber as those persons
whora they replace.

CLAUDE IIGHTFOOT stated that one reason for this
decision is that in some districts they have already returned .

some people to the ’’open Party” and it is believed by the Party
that the FBI has spotted a large number of people presently in
the underground. LIGHTFOQT stated that the persons in the
underground are to blame for this because they are too e?gor
to participate in the open leadership and also are too opportun-
istic and afraid that they will be left out in the cold If they
do not inject themselves into day-to-day activities.

Possible Changes in CP Leadership

CG 582I4.-S advised th^t the CP is contemplating making
many changes in leadership both nationally and. in many leading
districts.

According to the informant, EUGENE DENNIS, JOHN GATES,
and BENJAMIN DAVIS, JR., In addition to others recently released
from jail., will assume their rightful places In the national
leadership of the CP as soon as their probationary period is
completed.

- 2 -
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mmA ??r
8
S£

S ^ 0?tstahjW abilit7 Presently, in the under-
’

ground will b<$ assigned both to the national office and
Uistriet of th^ -CP. The present plan is for CIAUDES?®n^ more time in Chicago and he will travel

a
on^ About once a month for meetings of the National

ma^be^i??i^%
G
?
iPmitt

?
0 ° There is a possibility that ED STRONG

underiaken in v°y«kf
°™ S°“ °f tto taa*4 tllat LIOHWOOT has

i.h + airr-r
told the informant that there is a possibility

chiL^<?SBnS™fiV:n,
Su

HB
2
MA1, ‘' and JACK KLINO may all rfturn toChica^Op with, BABT as the Organizational Secretary of the Illinois-.

JIM
i
¥EST

1)i

if
r
he

t
i s

r
^
P
i
aCin

f 50LHP X
3581 * who ma7 join her husband,JIM WEST, If he is returned to the "open Party” at Cleveland, Ohii.

* • <&• rm LIGHTFOOT stated that while there is still a nossibilifv
STARR| presently in the underground in the Illinois-

7

fr?taJ2SJJ
1
?
trl,c

?i*.
,,,ay 80 to Mi°higan as the District Organizer.

to
Gh^?« Jh

a libtle w°rried for fear that STARR may not be able

'and^^arihg^noS! ^ 13 to° -=^ical/too caStKS,

Contemplated Action by the CP
ip the Event the United States
Supreme Court Upholds the
Me ..Carran Act '

1
I \

’

ri-B.-* * * ?? advised that he had learned that while the
«
nal1y had planhed to register ,ja--few members and : fight a

th& 6Vent that thb United States SuprfmeCourt rules that the Me Carran Act is constitutional, oresehttha
J

will register no one, will ftlsband, and go
p®S?i

et0
ih

^Pherground in the event of '& ruling adverse to the
6

’^eas?u i°
r this - latest decision by the' Party is thattho ,CP bflxe^es thai for; members to register' under' the Me (Carran

if ^ %MWiw/clauae
'

>
'

:
'

''
'

• V
.

battle, to 25 f^is fch^ there ^ sonle hope of winning the
?

to get the Me Carran Law repealed or declared un^onstifcu-

feai s^tfeat^th 1
Supreme Court.- At any rate I the Parityjeels thatTihis -act. will not be reviewed: by the United ’States •

7
.Supreme Cpurt at least until next sprihg so that the'Partv stillb„^thp winter for eotiyity aid wii? f?fht forlpgaU^grille
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SAC, Pittsburgh

SAC, New York (100-47211) (7-5)

DATE: £#3/55

SUBJECT; STEVE NELSON
IS - C

According to NY 693-S*, who is in a position to furnish
reliable information concerning activities at CP Headquarters,

Ave '5 NYC? on 5/6/55* SI (believed to be SIMON
GERS.0N) at the CP Headquarters contacted BILL ALBERTSON at the
offices of the CRC, SI told BILL about MURRAY KEMPTON* s column
^TSe

tr
!!?ew York Post 1

' for 5/6/55. concerning BOB THOMPSON and
SOLLY WELLMAN, He described the article as very good, SI then
told BILL that ’'we'* filed a motion that day and would file
another on Tuesday (presumably 5/10/55).

BILL stated that on Monday (presumably 5/9/55) at 4; 00 PM
Setting together all the organizations that were under the

SACB hammer". He said he thought that SI should come over there.
He said that he had met with LEON (believed to be LEON WOPSY) and
HOWARD (possibly HOWARD SELSAM) and they felt that SI should come

Pittsburgh (100- ) (ANDY ONDA) (RM)
Detroit (100- ) (SOL WELLMAN) (RM)
Philadelphia (100- ) (STEVE NELSON) (RM)
NY 100-13473 (SIMON GERSON) (12-14)
NY 65-5604 (BILL ALBERTSON) (7-5)
NY 100-27452 (ROBERT G. THOMPSON) (7-5)
NY 100-18671 (SAUL WELLMAN) (7-5)
NY 100-79717 (CP, USA, POLITICAL ACTIVITIES) (12-14)
NY 100-21259 (MAC GORDON) (12-16)
NY 100-26041 (HOWARD SELSAM) (7-2)
NY 100-54899 (LEON WOPSY) (12-14)
NY 100-6622 (ANDY ONDA) (7-5)
NY 100-63755 iZ v> 'ot7 ^
*= (PHIL BART) (19-A)

w SHULDINER) (19-A)

WV £
JUGOSLAV-AMERICAN COOPERATIVE HOME) (18*1)

JS^?0?06 (GEORGE. BLAKE CHARNEY) (7-5)
J

.. / ^NY 100-67620 (LEONA THOMPSON) (12-16) \ 0 d ' 5 f 7fNY 100-17923 (JOHN GATES) (7-5)
7

SErsiAJ »y ^ 03T r -i
^

f
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* A!j6>13 133^1

cgw /r1!
* viu/y
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Letter to SAC, Pittsburgh
NY 100-47211

over and tell the crowd- what he had in mind. SI said that he
would not mind doing it except that MAC GORDON had set up a
meeting for 3*30 on that particular day downtown. He agreed,
however, to try to shift the date, and attend BILL'S meeting
if possible. It was agreed that BILL would call SI on the
following Monday to find out if he could make the change.

At this point according to the informant, SI asked
BILL what happened to STEVE (believed to be STEVE NELSON), as
he had tried bo reach him and was unable to. BILL said that
STEVE had just contacted him and was at that time at the home
of ANDY ONDA in Brooklyn. He furnished SI with the phone
number as UL 1-5275.

Later that same day, according to the informant, SI
contacted STEVE at the home of ANDY ONDA and they thrashed out
the difficulty between them concerning a letter written by STEVE
which had characterized SI as being callous toward the defense
movement. SI insisted that as a requisite to their sitting
down together to discuss the sedition case, STEVE must withdraw
his letter. STEVE said that he would contact the other
individuals who received the note and explain the matter to
them, and SI insisted that he would return the letter to STEVE,
As STEVE indicated that he was leaving town the next day for
Philadelphia and would return again on Wednesday (presumably
5/11/55) j

it was agreed that he and SI would get together on
that date.

The informant indicated in addition, that on that same
day, 5/6/55 5 STEVE again contacted SI at CP Headquarters and
stated that he resented Si's reaction to the letter and the
complaint, and stated that he wanted SI to have one or two of
his friends with him when they met. He indicated that he resented
Si's dictating to him and setting down conditions for their
meeting. SI stated that if STEVE wanted a meeting "with other
comrades" he would ask GEORGE (believed to be GEORGE BLAKE
CHARNEY) to sit in at the meeting. SI also offered BILL (believed
to be BILL ALBERTSON) as a reference to his attitude and agreed
to abide by BILL'S decision in the matter. It was agreed finally
that when they met to discuss the sedition matter with a third
party present, the question of the letter would be taken up as a
side matter.

2 -



Letter to SAC, Pittsburgh
NY 100-47211

The informant also advised that on 5/6/55, NELLIE
(believed to be LEON NELSON) contacted SI at CP Headquarters.
He said that it was not bad where he was and he thought that
everything would work out fine. He indicated that they had one
more session coming up on the following Monday (presumably
5/9/55). In answer to Si’s question as to whether or not that
would ruin their meeting, NELLIE replied that it would not,
because it was set for late Monday afternoon, at about 3?00 PM.
He also told SI that he was expecting "a guy by the name of BERNIE"
(possibly BERNARD SHULDINER) to come to the headquarters at about
6s 00 PM. He said that PHIL (believed to be PHIL BART) had been
asked to send BERNIE over to Yugoslav Hall. At Nellie’s request,
SI agreed to see that BERNIE was sent to the corner of 8th
Ave. and 40th St. instead.

According to NY 693-S* on 5/9/55, MURRAY KEMPTON
again contacted SI GERSON at CP Headquarters. They discussed
a book which KEMPTON had recently written, and SI said that
it was a beautiful piece of work, and that he and his wife
enjoyed it very much. . KEMPTON remarked that he had been told
that nobody but a Communist would buy the book, and that SI
is the first person to buy it as far as he knows.

SI then said that he had ’’air mailed a special' 1 out to
WELLMAN and he asked KEMPTON if he had heard from the man’s wife
LEONA (believed to be LEONA THOMPSON) . KEMPTON said that he had
not. SI then said that he had tried to reach KEMPTON the other
day, because everyone was deeply gratified, as far as SI was
concerned, the column had been one of KEMPTON’ s belter ones. SI
offered KEMPTON any further assistance he might need. KEMPTON
said he wanted to try to contact GATES (believed to be JOHN
GATES) the next week if he could.

In the event it becomes necessary to disseminata this
information, care should be taken to protect the informant’s
identity.



a/11/0SAC* Baltimore

SAC, Hew York (100-95975)

mot HAND WOOD
I3-C

NY 693-3** who was in a position to furnish reliable
information concerning activities at CP Headquarters, 268
7th Avenue, New tor!: City, advised that on 7/27/55, PHIL BART,
at CP Headquarters, contacted SALLY (believed to bo SALLY KAliTER)

at the “Daily Worker** offices and asked if they had BOY WOOD'S
address, SALLY told bin that it was **000 West Belvedere,
Baltimore, Maryland,

In the event it becomes necessary to disseminate
this information * care should be taken to protect the Informant's
identity.

1 - KY 100-56579 (PHIL BART) (:?19-A)
1 - KY 100-636'+! (SALLY KAI&TR) (#20-11)

~/^7
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Direotor, FBI (lod-3) /
SAC, New York (10oil}.9^L ) #12~li|.

C .AT4S 4- \f r-,

DATE: 8/11/55

On 7/U4/55 , | |
furnished to SA R. H.

BLASSER a 12 page report dated 7/l4/55> and captioned
"Discussion With Phil Bart".
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(Joe Kuzma; RM
(Joe Roberts) RM
(Political Activity) RM
(CP,USA, Dist, #5, Pittsburg Div.)
(Martin Young) RM

RM
-b6

b7C
b7D

RM

San Francisco (100-
(100- (CP, USA, Dist #13, San

Dist .#13,
Diego Div , ) RM
San Francisco

1- Springfield (100
35- York

100-5

(CP, USA,
Div, ) RM

r (CP, USA, Dist. 8, Springfield Div, )RM
I (P&C) #7-4

, 579 J (Phil Bart) #19
IOO-96985) (Underground Operations) # 19

(1- 100-13483) "ft #7-5
(1- IOO-92763) (Pettis Perry) #7-5
(1- 100-8057) (Eugene Dennis) #7-5
(1- 100-18065) (JACK STACHEL) #7-5
(1- 100-74748) (Alma Garcia) #12-15
(1- 100-9365) ( William Z. Foster) #7-5
(1- 100-17923) (John Gates) #7-5
(1- 100-9984) (A1 Blumberg) #7-5
(1- 100-66211 (Martha Stone) #7-5

Copies Continued on Next Page
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Copies Continued

(1- 100-508G6) (George Charney) #20-11
(1- 100-18673 ) (George Watt) #7~5
(1- lOO-l/j.899 ) (Andy Remes ) #20-11
(1- 100-19679) (Isadore Wofsy) #19
(1- 100-80634) (Farm Matters) #12-14
(1- 100-.80640) (Negro Question) #12-14
(1- 100-86624) (International Relations) #12-14
(1- 100-50820) (Julius Emspak) #7-1
(1- 122-42) (Julius Emspak) #7-1
(1- 100-13326) (Sam Mllgrom) #12-16
(1- 100-34665) (Lena Chernenko) #12-14
(1- 100-26603) (CP, USA, Dist #2, NY Div. ) #12-14
(1- 100-79024) (Albert Fitzgerald) #7~1
(1- 122-50) (Albert Fitzgerald) #7-1
(1- 100-95158) (March of Labor) #7-1
(1- 100-12959) (Connie Bart) #19
(1- 100-23825 (Ben Davis )

#'7~5
(1- 100-27452) (Bob Thompson) #7-5
(1- 100-79717) (Political Activities) #12-14
(1- 100-80636) (Legislative Activities) #12-14
(1- 100-110803) (Rose Coe) #20-11
(1- 100-66938) (Charles Coe) #20-11
(1-100-7658) (LEM Harris ) #19
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Informant in his report sets forth the details of
a two hour discussion that he had with Phil Bart

,

member of
the National Administrative Committee, on

| |

Informant in his reoort on naee 12 reported BART

| |
orally advised SAS BRYAN JINNETT of Newark

and R. H. BLASSER of the NYO , on 7/lli/95. that I

I PHIL BART onl I

Informant advised

told the informant

Acc ordina; to the informant, when

Informant orallv advised on 7/l that BaRT
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A copy of informant's original report is attached
to copies designated for pertinent files of the Bureau and in-
terested offices.

InformantJ_s_Qid_2inal report is maintained as
serial # | ( ??-,C )

If any of the information set forth by the infor-
mant in his report, is ' disseminated outside the Bureau or
used in an Investigation report, it must be carefully paraphrased
to protect the identity of this informant .

— - ~

‘
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The I

report is believed to he[
lreferred to by informant in his

l of the UE.

b7D
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FROM :

SUBJECT?

M E M 0 R A

DIRECTOR, FBI (10Q~3-6<t)

\
SAC, CHICAGO (100-18953)

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE? 12 S’

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA -

ORGANIZATION
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

Extreme care should be used In reporting the
following information in order to protect the identify
of the informants

The following information was furnished by CG 5824-S,
who has furnished reliable information in the past, to SAs
JOHN Eo KEATING and CARL N. FREYMAN on August 6, 1955.

Time, Type, and place
of Meeting

CG 5824-s advised that a meeting consisting
primarily of CP Dis trie t Organizers was held at the Yugoslav-
Amerlean Home in New York City on Thursday, August 4> 1955#
following the two-day national CP meeting held at the same
location on August 2 and 3, 1955. CG 5824-S advised that
this meeting started at approximately 10 a.m. and was still
in session at' about 3s30 p<>mo, when the informant accompanied
by CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT and LEON KATZEN left the meeting. The
informant is of the opinion that this meeting probably con-
cluded at about 5 p»m«

REGISTERED

JEKsRMB
(83)

Enclosure = 1

2 - Bureau (REGISTERED)
1 - 100-3-72 (CP, USA - political Activities)
1 . 100-3-Sl (CP, USA - International Relations)

Baltimore
1 - 100-
1 - 100-
1 - 100-

(REGISTERED) /
(CP - Organization) /nC
(CP - Political Activ^lssiXr.
(UNSUB, was. Joe and I pvfng'j)

Boston (REGISTERED) /tA\&A'K |qrc /

IS :•

(ANN BURLAK) vtlgeS
1 - 100- (SID LIPSHIRES)

"

100-
100-j

100-
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Copies continned pages la thru 1c
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Additional copies °

4 - Cleveland ( REGIS TERED

)

1

- 100- (CP - Organization)
1 = 100=* (CP “ Political Activities)
1 - 100° (ANTON KRCHMAREK)
1 - 100“ (HYMAN LUMER)

3 => Denver (REGISTERED)
1 ° 100° (CP ° Organization)
1 « 100= (CP ° Political Activities)
1 - 100° (ARTHUR BARY)

4 - Detroit (REGISTERED)
1 = 100° (CP “ Organization)
1 “ 100° (CP - Political Activities)
1 “ 100“ (SAUL WELLMAN)
1 “ 100“ (HELEN WINTER)

3 “ Indianapolis (REGISTERED)
1 » 100“ (CP => Organization)
1 - 100“ (CP “ Political Activities)
1 “ 100“ (EMANUEL BLUM)

1 “ Los Angeles (REGISTERED)
100“ (CP = Political Activities)

2 = Milwaukee (REGISTERED)
'

1 “ 100“ (CP “ Political Activities)
1 - 100“ (SIG ElSENSCHER)

2 - Minneapolis (REGISTERED)
1 » 100“ (CP - Political Activities)
1 » 100“ (ROBERT KELLY)

3 - Newark (REGISTERED)
1 - 100“ (CP “ political Activities)
1 - 100“ (CHARLES NUSSER)
1 “ 100° (MARTHA STONE)

2 “ New Haven (REGISTERED)
1 “ 100“ (CP “ Political Activities)
1 “ 100“ (SID TAYLOR)

Copies continned on page lb
“ la “
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Additional copies

°

^2|> N©w York ( REGISTERED ) (Enel „ =1

)

1 = 134“91 (NY 694-8) (Info.)
i = 100=8064l (CP, NSA = Organization)
1 = 100=86624 (CP, NSA - International Relations)
1 = 100=89691 (CP, TJSA = Domestic Administration Issues
1 = 100=79717 (CP, USA ~ Political Activities)
1 = 100=89590 (CP, USA = Strategy in Industry)
1 = 100=80640 (CP, USA = Negro Question)
1 = 100=80634 (CP, USA = Farmers Matters)
1 ~ 100=80644 (CP, USA = Youth Matters)
1 = 100=88123 (CP, USA = united Nations Organization)
1 = 100= (CONNIE BART)

100=56579>''(THIL'"BARf3>
1 ~ 100=
1 = 100=9984 (ALBERT Eo BLUMBERG)
1 = 100= (Mrs„ ALBERT E„ BLUMBERG)
1 = 100=50806 (GEORGE BLAKE CHARNEY)
1 = 100= (SAMUEL COLEMAN)
1 = 100=24448 (LILLIAN GATES)
1 = 100=13473 (SIMON W. GERSON)
1 = 100= (ABRAHAM B, MAGIL)
1 = 100=84275 (WILLIAM Lo PATTERSON)
1 = 100= (MARTHA STONE)
1 = 100= (JAMES TORMEY)
1 = 100= (DOXEY WILKERSON)
1 = 100= (LEON WOFSY)

2 = Philadelphia (REGISTERED)
1 = 100= (CP = Political Activities)
1 = 100= (JACK ZUCKER)

2 « Pittsburgh (REGISTERED)
1 = 100= (CP = Political Activities)
1 = 100= (UNSUB, wa„ Joe)

2 = St. Louis (REGISTERED)
1 = 100= (CP = Political Activities)
1 ~ IOO- (BEN PHILLIPS)

2 - San Francisco (REGISTERED)
1 = 100= (CP = Political Activities)
1 = 100= (ADAM LAPIN)

Copies continued on page 1©
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Add! ti ©nal copies g

2 . Seattle (REGISTERED)
1 = 100- (CP - Political Activities)'
1 - 100- (JAMES TORMET)

1 - Springfield (REGISTERED)
1Q0- (CP - Political Activities)

Chicago copies

g

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

A) 134=46
61-857
100-24729
100-12890
100-18104
100-19491
100-18961
100=17977
100-19431
100-18956
100-18959

(CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)
(EMANUEL BLUM)
(EARL DURHAM)
(LEON KATZEN)
(CP - Domestic Administration issues)
(CP - International Relations)
(CP - Political Activities)
(CP - Strategy in Industry)
(CP - Negro Question

)

(CP - Farmers Matters)
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Parsons in Attendance

CG 5821}.=s advised 'fcln.a t the following wore among the
persons present at this meeting,, This list is being set forth
by states

g

California
p i m mu

ADAM LAPIN* representing the entire state*

Colorado
f 1 1 1 *

ARTHUR BARY, District Organizer,
Colorado District*

Connecticut

SID TAILOR, District Organizer,
Connecticut District.

Illinois-Indiana

CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT, District Chairman?

CG 5821}.<=s?

EMANUEL BLUM, Organizer for the State of
Indiana and alternate member of the
Illinois-Indiana District Committee?

EARL DURHAM, Midwest Organizer for the
Labor Youth League and member of the
Illinois-lndiana District Corami ttee?

LEON KATZEN, acting Chairman of the Lightfoot
Defense committee and member of the Illinois-
Indiana CP District Finance Committee.

Maryland
mu ll i n I i v

The Maryland District Organizer, whose
name is not known to the informant* This
individual was referred to as JOE and also

2
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as IRVING* H© is described as follows?
ag© about M), height 6*, weight 1?5 pounds,
slim build $ dark brown somewhat wavy hair,
brown eyes, prominent nose, speaks with a
cultural or Intellectual accent*

Massachusetts

ANN BURLAK, who was Chairman of this meeting
for approximately on© hour in the morning

j

SID LIPSHIRES, Organizer for the New England
District*

Michigan

SAUL WELLMAN, District Organizer for Michigan!

HELEN WINTER, who was at this meeting for
approximately one hour*

Minnesota

ROBERT KELLY, District Organizer for Minnesota.

Missouri

BEN PHILLIPS*

New Jersey
1MII ii

1 m Im.imijuuTiu

CHARLES NUSSER, who followed ANNBURLAK as
Chairman of this meeting.

New York
/

WALTER BARRY, who was present to discuss
trade union problems! however, the length
of the discussion of the other items on the
agenda necessitated the removal of trad©
union matters from the agenda!

CONNIE BART?

PHIL BART!

3
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New York (cont'd)

ALBERT E. BLUMBERG and his wife 3

GEORGE BLAKE CHARNEY, District Organizer,
New York Districts

SAMUEL COLEMANS

LIL GATES?

SIMON, GERSONg

A, B, MAGIL?

WILLIAM L. PATTERSONS

MARTHA STONE?
*

DOXEY WILKERSON?

LEON WOPSYo

Ohio

ANTON KRCHMAREKS

HYMAN LUMERo

Pennsylvania

JACK ZUCKER, from Philadelphia, representing
the Eastern Pennsylvania District?

An unidentified person referred to as JOE
representing the Western Pennsylvania District.
This individual is described as followsg age
about ]|0, weight 17f> pounds, height £»il'»,
dark brown hair, receding, dark complexion.

JAMES TORMEY, District Organizer 0
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Wisconsin

SIG EISENSCHER* District Organizer*

CG 5821{.-S advised that the agenda for this meeting
consisted of political prospectives for 1956 $nd CP tasks in
the struggle for, peace in the light of the Four, power Geneva
ponferenceo Ihe informant advised that the point on the agenda,
defiling with political prospectives for 1956 consisted of a
report by ALBERT E« BLUMBERG/which paralleled and butressed a
ten-page typewritten report hy BLUMBERG entitled "Draft Memo
on »56M * which CG 582lj.-s made available to SA KEATING for photo-
stating on August 5s 1955o One photostat of this memo Is being
enclosed herewith for the Bureau and one copy for the New York
Division* The Chicago copy is located in Chicago file
100-17977-lBl(ll)

»

CG 582lj.*=S advised that the point on the agenda
dealing with CP tasks in the struggle for peace in the light
of the Four Power Conference In Geneva* Switzerland, consisted
of a rather poorly prepared report by MARTHA STONE*

Political Prospectives
for 1956

Inasmuch as CG 5821{.-S advised that BLUMBERG 5 s report
on political prospectives paralleled his memo* the following
excerpts from BLUMBERG « s memo are set outs

"Recent developments in the struggle for peace*
economic well-being* democratic liberties and civil
rights - climaxed by the Geneva conference- point to
the following electoral objectives for 1956s

”1) To organize a movement for democratic un£ty
and varied electoral coalitions expressive of the
popular major! ty»s desire for peaceful co-existence,
prosperity' for the masses* the restoration of the Bill
of Rights* an end to segregation^ To help build
democratic -labor mass movements and electoral-
political alliances capable of influencing the course
of the elections and of exerting increasing pressure
upon whatever Administration and Congress comes into
off ice" In 1956

*

5
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”2) Within this context, the progressive forces
should join with labor, the Negro people, the farmers
and the liberal middle-class in their efforts to oust
the reactionary Eisenhower-Cadillac Cabinet AdrainTsTFa-
tion and to break the GOF-Dixiecrat grip on Congress*
In so doing-

"a) To make clear that this formidable task cannot
be fulfilled if the Democratic Party policies, platform
and ticket are dominated by the Johnsons and Rayburns,
the Russells and Symingtons and their ’» liberal » col-
laborators like Humphrey*

wb) To urge the labor and peoples movement to
intervene independently and unitedly at all levels of
legislative and political struggle, acting in concert
with and influencing the healthiest pro-peace and
pro-labor elements and groupings in the Democratic
Party*

,? c) To reject the sectarian and diversionary
proposals for a third party or presidential ticket
In «£6, while continuing to advocate the need for an
eventual political realignment based on the decisive
sections of the labor movement and its allies*

” 3 ) To challenge the reactionary anti-labor
Republocrat majority in Congress* This requires that
labor and the people

”a) concentrate on the ous ter of the avowed
McCarthy! tes in both parties, thus carrying forward
the process initiated in the 1954 elections*

'*b ) couple this with an ever sharper struggle
against the aggressively reactionary Dulles-Browne11-
Nixon-Knowland forces who dominate the GOP and their
Dixiecrat allies!

*c) elect a bloc of liberal, pro-labor spokesmen
for peaceful negotiations and coexistence, including
a number of resolute progressives - taking fully into
account the new possibilities arising following the
Geneva Cbrtference!

« 6 —
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,fd) add to the handful now in Congress a sub-
stantial number of militant representatives drawn
directly from the ranks of labor?

”e) make new advances in the fight for Negro
representation in Congress by guaranteeing break-
throughs in a number Of selected districts*."

For peaceful Coexistence and an
End to the Cold War ________

Under this caption BLUMBERG 5 3 memo contains the
following paragraph* among o the rag

"Between now and the major issues of foreign
policy will come to the fore in a new way - Germany •

and European security* disarmament and nuclear weapons
E“W trade and exchange* Formosa and the recognition
of China* colonial liberations The American people,
likewise* will insist that the promise of Geneva be
fulfilled On the domestic front as wello They will
call for an end to war budgets and war hysteria.
They will demand that platforms and candidates offer
real programs of social advance based on a peace-time
economy and the restoration of the Bill of Rights for
alio"

Prosperity for the Masses®
Welfare* not Warfare

Under this caption BLUMBERG °s memo contains the
following paragraphs* among others?

"The new post-Geneva situation raises sharply
the need and possibility for a new peace-time economic
policy that will tackle the critical social needs for
schools* homes* health* etc. - sacrificed to the cold
war budgets of the past 10 years

.

"These urgent questions provide a basis for
labor-farmer-Negro unity against the Eisenhower
Administration and the Democratic Congressional
leadership. They provide the means for winning
broader support for peace thru a real peace-time
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^economic program? for promoting a Democratic
party realignment directed against the Dixiecrats
and ultra-conservativeso

rt 3he vital need is for a labor and popular
movement - deriving new strength from the forth-
coming AFL-CIO merger - for a program of economic
and union security, human and 'social welfare and
East-West trade and cooperation©

End Segregation and all Forms
of Discrimination

t
I

' II -I -

under this caption BLUMBERG ® s memo contains the
^following paragraph, among others %

•'The rising anti-segregation struggle of the
Negro people and their allies will focus the civil
rights issues in a new way in »f?6© The Dixiecrat
rebellion against the Constitution is a world scandal
In this day of Bandung and Geneva© It is made possi-
ble only by the connivance of the Eisenhower-Brownell
Administration which nationally bears the heaviest
responsibility for the failure to enforce the
Supreme Court desegregation decision©,"

Restore the Bill of Rights For All

... .under this caption BLUMBERG » s memo contains the
following paragraph, among others?

ttMass campaigns on a new broad level to de-
feat the Eisenhower—Big Business plot to cripple
labor ®s political action, Mccarranize the unions,
and outlaw the Communist Party are the immediate
need© These will Igy the basis for making the
restoration of the Bill of Rights for all a malor
issue in ®56o n

Situation in the Two Major parties

The GOP *

under this caption BLUMBERG ? s memo contains the
following paragraph, among others?
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"Eisenhower is ‘indispensable! for a GOP
victory. His renomination is assured » all the
more after Geneva, his Administration will ex-
ploit the new peace developments - which were
imposed on the Administration - as the British
Tories did in May. While uniting with the Dixie-
crats to block the labor and peopled program in
Congress o Eisenhower will also exploit the present
economic situation to advance the Big Business anti-
labor program under cover of claiming credit for
®peace and prosperI ty.,®

The Democratic party
j .

Ufcder this caption BLUMBERG 5 s memo contains several
paragraphs, among which are the foilowing

g

"The Democratic Party nationally, as in
continues to be the majority party, overwhelmingly
so among labor and Negro voters. Nonetheless even
before Geneva, Eisenhower ran farther ahead of
Stevenson, strongest Democratic candidate, than
in ®f?2*' ...

o «Wi th Stevenson still favored for the
nomination (but Harriman strong with the machines
and Kefauver with the rank and file), ttie outlook
for labor ‘s objectives in hinges on whether the
labor-supported Democrats can be induced to put up
an effective struggle for peaceful negotiations and
an end to the witchhunt against labor and the
people. Only in this way can they differentiate
themselves from Eisenhower ahd overcome his present
considerable. lead<, This In turn depends primarily,
upon the independent, political action of labor and
Its allies . ** '

Labor and its Allies

Under this caption BLUMBERG® s memo contains the
following paragraph among others;

- 9 -
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"The coming merger will take place as a new
political situation emerges* The plain lesson of
Geneva is that labor* under pain of suffering
serious political setbacks in >56* must actively

V'16 struggle to end the cold war* restore
tne Bill of Rights and secure a comprehensive peace-
time economy. No one can minimize the obstacles
presented by the reactionary foreign policy views
of a Meany or the reactionary features of the
merger constitution. Nonetheless* unification isbound to be a powerful stimulus to the political
demands and action of the rank and file* it will
create favorable conditions for a great expansion
0 jk£PE“PAC work*" (Merger referred to is that of AFLana 010;

The Situation Among the
Negro people

‘ BLUMBERG 1 s memo states that to avert a weakening oflabdr-Negro unity in 19S6 requires that labor?
8

"Support Powell «s fight in the next session of
Congress for desegregation provisions in all social
legislation* as well as other civil rights measures
such aS' FEFC.

"Demand new- effective civil rights planks in
Party platforms.

" Jbin in fighting in 3 5>6 for sharply—Increased
Negro representation in conventions. Congress andother posts 0

"

Ifae Farm Situation

_ __ under this caption BI»UMBERG Il s memo contains thefollowing sentence? "Parity and peace are the keys to the
»i>o i arm vote."

Youth

. ,
Under this, caption BLUMBERG 8 s memo contains thefollowing paragraphs?

10
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The GOP keeps up a heavy demagogic
stress on youth ( «new blood o) and young voters*
while pushing UMT and other measures opposed by
young people

o

M2 a The pro-labor Democrats* and labor
itself* as yet lag in developing youth programs
and young candidates corresponding to the strong
liberal trends reflected in all major yonjth organ!

—

zations over the past year® 89

The Role of the Advanced Labor* Liberal
and Third Party Forces

Under this caption BLUMBERG»s memo contains the
following paragraph^ among others®

w The tasks for ®5>6 demand that much more
attention be given to the role of the Left and
advanced workers* including the Marxists and to
promoting the uni ty of action of the various ele-
msnts and groups ofHEhe LeT£r”TFTs^e^

"1* overcome political unclarity and to
wage a more effective struggle against the para-
lyzing influence of Left sectarianism, as well as
opportunist passivityo

”2o To give careful thought to varied local
(and national) forms of independent political action -
not a party* but movements able to operate and develop

as

The

. .
Under this caption BLUMBERG“s memo contains the

following paragraphs* among others g

?

*Jn this post-Geneva period of preparation
for «56* the Party Is moving into a new broad
struggle to end the cold war* restore the Bill
of Rights for all and defeat reaction® s drive to

- 11 -
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deny the Party legal existence (Mecarran Act
proceedings, Smith. Act Membership cases, etc 0 )

*

This . s truggle will be very much aided by ex-
panding the independent voice and electoral role
of the Party, including timely attention to the
forms for projecting selected Communist candidates*

*'*»<» To further the cause of peace, economic
welfare, equal rights and democracy in the «£6
election, all left and progressive forces should
unite §

1) to help build, first and foremost, broad
mass movements on- the issues able to influence the
course of the elections and to exert increasing
pressure on whatever Administration and Congress
take office*

2 ) within this context, to join in the labor
and people os fight to oust Eisenhower and put a
substantial dent in the GOP-Dixiecrat ruling coali-
tion in Congress*”

Discussion after BLUMBERG 8 s Report

.
CccT 582iPs advised that]during the discussion follow-

ing BLUMBERG »s report, the following syllogism was advanced
as a statement of the 195>6 political program of the CP, USA*

Russia is for peace

BULGANIN states that President EISENHOWER
is for peace

The CP, USA is for peace

The CP, USA state® that the Republicans
must be ousted

Therefore, the CP, USA does not take orders
from Moscow*

— 12 —
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CP Tasks in the Struggle for Peace

OG 582i|.-s advised that the report of MARTHA STONE
on CP tasks in the straggle for peace in the light of the
Four Power Peace Conference was very poor* (The keynote of
STONE® s speech was that Geneva is the turning point in the
cold wap. While the cold war is thawing. It is still necessary
to mobilize the people to follow through on this beginning*

A concrete program must be formulated for every
town and industry to illustrate to them how they can benefit
if tixe East and West trade barriers are lifted and they will

» have as many or more jobs by replacing arms production with
production for East-west trade*

STONE recommended resolutions and communications
to the United Nations and the United States State Department
prior to the meeting of the United Nations Disarmament
Committee on August 29 s 1955s and the meeting of the Four power
Foreign Ministers on October 4 j> 1955s urging that the peace
theme of Geneva be continued, she also stated that the Party
must move the masses and that .slogans should be formulated
around the issue of peace and the banning of the a and H-bombs
and that united fronts should be. formed with churches and
trade unions on the issue of peace,

CG 582lj.«s stated that the aims of the CP are con-
tained in the following statements and slogans which were
made during STONE®s speech and during the discussion which
followed'

1* A peaceful democratic Germany.

2, Ban the a and H-bombs and the A and H-bomb
tests,

3« Demand a drastic reduction in armaments,

ij.. The fullest exchange of delegations, such as
the farmers delegations between governments,

5* Removal of all passport restrictions.

- 13 -
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6 * Free trade between the East and west and cam-
paigns for economic conferences between industries to show
how^ they can benefit from a free exchange of trade*

7* #ie seating of China in the united Nations,

80 Work in any mass organization for peace and
among the farmers, particularly since the basis has been
laid in the exchange of the farmers delegations*

9o Utilize returning delegations from the Soviet
Union to make speeches to trade unions and religious organi-
zations, such as the Quakers*

10* Lift the arms burden*

11* Lift the tax burden*

12 * utilize resolutions of community organizations
on the issue of peace in an effort to get trade unions to adopt
similar resolutions*

Further details concerning this meeting will be set
forth as soon as they can be obtained from the informant under
secure conditions*
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Utmosfe/^autien-smst be used in handling and reporting V
th®-, follow! pg"information

' in order to protect the Identity of
the informant* ~ v —:

'

'
!? '7

.' r
. M. r

'

CG’ 5824“®* who has furnished reliable information in
the past* orally advised SA JOHN E. HEATING on 8/15/55 that 4®had received the following information $p. that date in a private^
confidential conversation with SIG EISEHSCHER, CP district
Organi^aa^ for Wisconsin*

ETSENSCHER stated that he had received orders from
the National Office of the CP that! 1

~

IJERRY Xbelieved to be GTCRAT.T)

WILLIAM .ROSE and | D were to go into the national
underground apparatus immediately,, EISENSGHER stated that I

and JERRY left Milwaukee about two days ago in such a rush that
they did not have time to notify her mother of their changed
status and location EISENSCHER asked informant to get word to
PHIL BAHT to let MONETTE WEINSTONEo 4.322 = li7th St . * Long Island
Oity* N»Yv» know thet

| | are all right
and to explain their sudden move from Milwaukee » Informant

JEK?RMB

> Now York (AM) (REGISTERED ) :

1 = 100“9o9q& (CP=Underground- Operations)
1 - —ntoNETTS^|E«INST0NE )

i-3r^l’00=56579 (PHIL BART) }

Milwaukee™"CREGISTERED")
<,**,‘^

. ,
. r/ r^ / , ^

i : 100-10357 fg»ISrd Operations ) /{) () -\j ^ ? ,

7 -/}/»
SEARCHES

SERIALIZE

cg A)134*^46
CG 100^952 (GERALD ROSE)

INDEXED
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ind
and

information from EISENSCHER which might
eate op aid in ascertaining the present location of ‘JERRY

It is again ^©quested that extreme caution be used
in hMudltag this information since OG 5821}.=S may be on® of very
few persons in possession of this information at this tim®o

ROSTETTER
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Transmit the following Teletype message to: BUREAU

CP, USA, ORGANIZATION; IS-C

1 orally advised SAS BRYAN JINNETT of
Newark, and RICHARD H. BLASSSR of the NYO, on 8/11/55,
of the following which he ascertained from PHIL BART
on August 4 last, at a National Farm Conference in NYC:
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About 30 people were present at a National
Conference held August 2 and 3 lust. This conference was
a preliminary to a bigger conference to be held during
October, 195b • It was an emergency conference called
hurriedly without too much planning after the Geneva
Conference, Conference was called because 1) Party of
the opinion the World situation has eased, 2) situation
in this country has eased, and that 3) now is the time for
the Party^to step forward and fight for its so-called right-
ful position. Conference was called to consider the
tasks confronting the Party which are throe fold. One,
to take advantage of the eased National and International
situation flowing from the Geneva Conference. Two, to

mak£ an effort to broaden the Party's base by hooking up
literals, etc. on a concerted drive on civil liberties
issues. In this regard 73 persons issued a statement

'

calling upon the government to stop the prosecution of
Communists under the Smith Act* Some names appeared on

Copies Cont'd

1 - NY
1 - NY
1 - NY
1 - NY
1 - NY
1 - NY
1 - NY
1 - NY
1 - NY
1 - NY
1 - NY
1 - NY
1 - NY
1 - NY
1 - NY
1 - NY
1 - NY

100-80634 (CP, USA FARMERS) (#12-14)
100-80675 (CRC)(#7-2)
100-15946 (JAMES TORMEY) (#7-6)
100-96985 (CP, USA UNDERGROUND) (#19)
100-98699 (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)(#7-5)
100-8k275 (WILLIAM L. PATTERSON) (#12-14)
100-66211 (MARTHA STONE) (#7-5)
100-9984 (ALBERT BLUMBERG) (#7-5)
97-269 (DAILY VD RKER ) (#7-2)
100-81675 (CP, USA LITERATURE) (#12-lk)
100-66938 (CHARLES COE) (#26-11)
100-63102 (NATIONAL FARMERS UNION) (#7-2)
100-21259 (MX GORDON) (#12-16)
100-7658 - ( LEM HARRIS ) (#12-13

)

100-86624 (CP, USA l'NT'L RELATIONS) (#12-14)
100-110803 (ROSE COE) (#20-11)
100-26603 (CP, USA DIST.#2) (#12-14)
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this statement that never previously appeared on such
statements. BART indicated the need for this kind of
a policy. He cited as an example NORMAN THOMAS, who hates
Communists. After a discussion with FRANKFELD's wife
and after she had given him certain material, THOMAS wrote
an article to the '•Washington Post" and other newspapers
urging the Government to review and revise prosecutions
under the Smith Act

.

THOMAS also signed a statement urging the re lea
of POP MINDEL and FRANKFELD. BART considered this a
a. gn of

.

the times and that at last a lot of people are
moving into action and the Party must give them a shove*
BART felt the clouds were lifting for the Party, that
loss people are afraid and that now is the time for the
Party to fight. The Party is tremendously enthusiastic
about the unexpectedly friendly reception the Russian
farm .delegation rec.eived in Iowa, BART felt this was
not just an accident and that this feeling always
was prevalent contrary to what the Party thought. /

The Party will begin a propaganda campaign on
the Geneva conference as the Party feels the time has
arrived to work more openly. The Party will launch a
National campaign against the Government around the
issue of. the legality of the Party. Purpose of conference
was to. pinpoint to whole Party that now is the time to
swing into action and develop a broad campaign on civil
liberty issues which will involve liberals and non-
Communists* Party considers it urgent to now launch a
campaign to have the McCarran Act amended or repealed
because otherwise the Party will not grow. The McCarran
Act can be used as an instrument by which the Government
can prosecute the Communist Party. Informant advised the
foregoing does not consitute a shift in the Party policy
or line but constitutes a change in the tactics of the CP,

It also reflects an intensification of the CP
to edge out into the open. Informant advised certain Party
functionaries will remain underground as th.e Party feels
indictments are outstanding against them and they will be
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arrested if they appear. The conference indicated a shift
in the Party tactics in an effort to bring the Party
into tho opon and establish the logalityof the Party.
Informant heard from persons nresent at the national
farm conference on August ij. last, that the following
persons wore present for the national conference 'on August
2 and 3 last;

PHIL BART, JIM TORMETf, who appears to be in the'
open and who attended several sub-conferences, BOB KELLY,
head of Minnesota CP, ARTHUR BARY, head of Colorado
CP,. SIG EISHNSCHER, head of Wisconsin OP. Informant
a^vised SIG has been East for several weeks. Informant
did not know if SIG shifted East .or on vacation with
family. MANNY BLUM, former head of CP Boston, and
who appears to be demoted as now head of Indiana CP.
BLUM told informant he had been underground for four years,
CLAUDE LIGHTEOOT, WILLIAM L. PATTERSON, MARTHA STONE, and
ALBERT 3LUM3ERG. JOE ROBERTS and an unidentified person
from Ohio, shcedulcd to attend conference, did not appear*

BART stated comrades from California and Seattle
could. not attend although he indicated they were in town.
BART indicated he would see them the next day, A number
of sub-conferences wero held around the main conference.
These included a conference on farm matters, the nDW",
literature, civil rights, and informant understood a
meeting was held on organization. PATTERSON played
leading role in conference on civil rights. Sub-conferences
held at 77 5th Avenue, NYC, second floor, in a hot. d-intry
hall. Informant!

b7D
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Those present at the national farm conference
August h. last were the following;

PHIL BART, JAMES TORMEY, BOB KELLY, ARTHUR BARY,
SIG El'SEHSCBER-', MAMMY BLUM, HAY 'GORDON, CHARLES and
ROSE COE, LEM HARRIS , ERIC ' BERT « MORT BLOOM of NJ
invited but did not appear,

BART stated that all present know farm work had
suffered for some time and this conference held for an
informal discussion on farm work and problems the Party
faced. No basic decisions were to bo made at this conference,
BART stated the Party must get back into the National
Farmers Union everywhere as it is the progressive farming
organization. The agriculture crisis will have its
effect on the 1956 elections. The balance in Congress can
be shifted due to the tense agricultural situation caused
by the EISENHOWER and BENSON farm policy. If properly
handled, this situation can bring about the defeat of
EISENHOWER and DULLES, BART stated there is inactivity
everywhere on agriculture, 3ART prefaced this by
stating now is the time to move and finally proposed the
following;

1) The National Administrative Committee has
finally decided to establish the National Farm Commission
in Chicago under leadership of one person in Chicago
(probably LIGIITFOOT )

.

2) An Eastern Farm Regional Committee will be
formed to deal with 'the East Coast states and leaders in
Conn,, NY, NJ, and Pa, will be drawn together soon to
constitute this Committee, The Southern Regional Farm
Committee is now functioning, BART indicated he will
discuss with California and Seattle the possibility of
a Far West Regional Farm Committee,

All districts must be instructed to' make immediate
preparations for the national convention of the National
Farmers Union (NFU), during March, 1956. BART stated
in this regard South Dakota, North Dakota, Wisconsin,
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Colorado, Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and Nebraska
must focus all their attention on the NFU convention in
order to have a sizable bloc of people ready to do the
Party f s bidding. In those Districts whore not in the NFU
efforts must be made to get back into the NFU.

BART suggested in this rogard that contact be
made in Nebraska with

| l(ph) who appears be
to be a former CP member from Iowa and x/ho how appears b7c
to be sympathetic to the Party. BART said Eastern
Pa. is presently supposed to be part of NJ Eastern
Farmers Union. However, the Milford, Pa., local has
severed its NJ connections, going in with the NFU of
Western Pa. The rest of Eastern Pa. will have to follow
suit in order

^

to get a foothold in the NFU. NJ and NY
do not count in the preparation for the NFU convention
as they havo boon expelled from the NFU*

National Farm Commission, according to BART, not
in effect as yet, but it will be worked upon, The Eastern
Regional Farm Committee will be established sooner than
the National Farm Commission. BART indicated he has been
extremely busy and more people are "showing up (out of
underground) one by one,"

Further dissemination will be made by separate
letter.

If any of this information is disseminated outside
tho Bureau or incorporated into a report it must be
carefully paraphrased to protect identity of informant.

KELLY
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
f

to i SAC, Hew York (100-56579)^' date: 8/17/SS

from : SAC, Philadelphia (100^21?7)

SUBJECT: PHILIP BART, was*

IHTERHAL SECURITY - Cj

SMITH ACT OF 19li0

Re rep of SA FRANKLIN B. TWER, 7/27/% at

Hew York*

A copy of the referenced 'report was designated

for the U. S. Attorney at Philadelphia, Pa. It is requested

that in future reports, no such designation he made inasmuch

as no reports are being furnished to the U. S* Attorney,

Eastern District of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

TFC:clp

(2-HY, 1-PH)
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SAG a New York (100-4391) 8/17/55

SA J0HH J. KEARNEY
.

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
IS-C

On 5/26/55 SK-HOlO-^4* furnispdd photographic
reproductions of Information then ±n^the possession of JACK .

KLIKG. The Informant has furalahodr documents which indieate
KLXNG Is a leading ftaiotlot^y^^orafciag in tho national CP
underground apparatus,

:

'

On the above-described date,informant furnished
the following documents

;

"Dear Biek,

flI am sending through for you and our friend this brief
memo bn our recent meeting* '•.Will go into: greater. detail in
follow-up report, Martha will also have. more detail in the
course of a direct discussion.

v "Hope you have a good holiday week end. ^

”Tell Sick l am sending through, separateiyi a, report
of our HAC meet ion organ!2atlon,x He will have it available soon.
But here are some points which my and I am sure will be of
Immediate interest, v,

nl. We had a 2 day meet on erg, Besides all members of the NAC
it was. attended by comrades from Phils., Chicago* and west coast.
We had a good discussion. However we allowed Saul jr* a differnces
to divert from the main discussion* The opinions were confined
to himself but the discussion involved most of those present.
He raised some important question® but distorted in a fashion
which was harmful and did not help solve the problems In M,ch,
or nationally. This Is now being considered further.

i-NYioo-19249 (Jack klim)(#i9)
UABYlO0-5b579 (PHIL BART) (7-5)
1-NH00-66211 ( MARTHA STOKE) ( 7*5)
1-NY100-18671 (SAUL WELLMAN) (7-5)
l-mOO-63755 (LEON NELSON) (7-5)
1-NYlOO* (MOLLIE WEST)

JJKsLSW
(7)



MEMO '

r'.”.v ... ..

ny 100-4391 /
;: '-v

r
7 • 8/17/SS

"The objective Is to immediately folios up on this
eonferenoe and reach into all districts of the organization.
We this In mind we are proceeding as follows?

nl* An east coast conference has been arranged for
K&y 25th* li will include all Districts which were not at the
NAC meet f it will be concrete , basln_ Itself on thelr problem*

"2* A mid-west meeting has been arranged for May 21
and 22* Besides the smalldistricts we have called In Denver
and Pittsburgh* This besides adiaousslon with Pittsburgh and
a decision that they must be involved with the concentration areas*

'.'v w
3i NY is holding a two day meet oyer this Week and

which I expect to attend*

”4* In Phlla* we had a follow-tip meet last Wed* By
the Way, it was my first trip to Phllly in a long time*

“5* The secretariat has decided to send a small.-committee
to Mich* Will be settled ''in a week*

%# The org* com* met following the NAC meet and decided
to imdartake the followings

"a. Meeting with steel, districts to examine the work
of the Party there. This is scheduled for mid June*

"b/Aslmllar examination (not long drawn out but as
part of the work) concerning the party in the Negro community*
This to involve NY# NJ# 111, N* Pa, Following aonemonth series
of meeting in these Districts# a joint meet of reps* from these
districts and or, com* By the way# under point a. it is to be
dons jointly with t* u* com, ' r

;

BC|

A

committee Of 3 ( Nelli# Mollie and myself ) to make
a study and have ready by Aug# proposals ret the conduct of the
various campaigns (funds# press# regiatrations ) in time to effect
our activities for the *56 elections*

•

wd* A small committee on press circulation*

-
, »p«

'

- g
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MEMO
BY 100-J

to be*

8/17/#

Individuals mentioned In . this document are believed
?

.
r

DICK JACK KLIRG
p PHIL BARI
MARTHA MARTHA STORE
SAUL W, SAUL MELLmB,
BELLI ' LiOB HELSOB
MQLLIE MOLLlE mST \

A photographic reproduction Of the above-described
document Is being attached to the memo designated for the case
file on PHIL BAST*
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SAC, Hot/ York (100-12959) (yf

SAC, How Haven (100-16157)

cohstanci
SII-C

Bo How York report SA

8/18/55

dated 7/12/55*

Paso 24 of referenced report shows a contact between an
unknown subject, male, listed as Ho. 3, on 4/29/55 at
149th Street and Melrose Avenue, Bronx, New York. This
unknown subject not with BART that date for one hour and
later not ESTHER EISEHSCitnR. The unknown subject, nalc,
was then surveillcd to the southern section of Manhattan
where it was necessary to discontinue the surveillance.
The lieu York report described TJnsuh as follows i

Race

:

Agoj
lleichts
Height

:

Builds
Complexion

:

Hairs
Characteristics s

Unite
30-35
5‘10 u

180-190
Heavy
Light
Middle to light brown, kinl'y.
Very high forehead, prominent
nose, very heavy dark frame horn
rimed glasses.

It is also noted that the rcreport sets forth a contact
of CONSTANCY BART with NORMAN CA2JRSN on which occasion
BART spent the nisht at the CA3EBN residence, 84 Keeler
Avenue, Bridgeport, Conn. This occurred on 4/18/55 and
the contact with the Unsub described above occurred on
4/29/55* NORimil CA2R3N is described as follows s

Ages
Births
Height:
Height t

Build:

2|i

9/23/14
5'8 ,s -9*’

160 lbs.
Medium

HAYsPP
(S)
end (1)

cc: 'a~New York (100-55579)
REGISTERED
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Half: Brown* curly, combed straight back
Eyeas Hazel, wears brown horn rimmed glasses
Complexion : Pair with freckles .

Characteristics { Bushy eyebrows and birthmark on
right cheek near nose.

There is enclosed for the Hew York Office one glossy
print photograph of NORMAN CAZDEN While it is observed
that some features of the physical description do not
exactly tally, the possibility does exist based on some
similarity of description, that lftisub No. 3 listed in
the rereport Is possibly identical with NORMAN CAZDEN.
It is requested that the photograph of CAZDEN be exhibited
to the agents who participated in the surveillance of
XJnsub No, 3 on 4/29/55 for possible identification. It
Is significant to note in connection With CAZDEN that
the Cnsub, male. No. 3, met ESTHER EISENSCHER later on
4/29/55.

Reference is also made at this time to New York letter to
New Haven dated 8/15/55 entitled I i

SM-C and NORMAN CAZDEN, SM-C", in which It is reported
that CSHY 1558-S advised 7/23/55 that both NORMAN CAZDEN

bfi

and ! lare employed for the summer months b ; c

at Camp. Woodland, Phoenicia, New York,

On 7/29/55 one I L Bridgeport,
Conn. , who is acquainted with the CAZDENS through a
marital relationship and who is a police officer of the
Bridgeport P.D., was contacted by ISA HAROLD C. SWANSON.

I

~| advised at that time that he had learned that
the CAZDENS were present&at Camp Woodland in Phoenicia,
N/Y. and that the CAZDENS are expected to return to their
Bridgeport residence about September 1,1955. It should
also be noted that physical surveillances In the vicinity
of 84 Keeler Avenue have failed to reveal' the presence of
the CAZDENS at that address as of the ourrent date. In
the event Onsub male No. 3 Is identified as NORMAN CAZDEN,
it is suggested that the New York Office may desire some
coverage of CAZDEN 1 s activities or the activities of his
wife while at Camp Woodland prior to September 1, 1955.
It should also be noted that considerable investigation is
underway in the New Haven Office regarding the activities
of NORMAN CAZDEN and his wife and their possible relation-
ship to the Connecticut underground apparatus

.

It is requested the photograph of NORMAN CAZDEN be returned
to the New Haven Offlee

,

’

-2 -



M F "fA-B A N D U ’WAEES GOVERNMENT

DIRECTOR* FBI (10/3=3=69)

FROM. 2 SAC* CHICAGO (100=18953)/
f / <

SUBJECT 2 COMMUNIST PARTl/USA ,*/

ORGANIZATION
INTERNAL SECURITY = C

DATE

2

Extreme card mgst be used %n reporting the
following information in order to protect -the; identity
of the irtforraani,

r
*•

" ' ; fc

Re Chicago letter captioned as aboye dated August
12 0 1955s to the Bureau and offices receiving copies of
instant letter.

Referenced Chicago letter reflects, that a meeting
consisting primarily of Communist Party District Organizers
was held at the Yugoslav=American Home in New York City on
August l|j, 1955® sets forth,, the name's of pensions in- attendance

*

the agenda consisting of political prospeetives for 1956 and
CP tasks in the struggle for peace in the light df^tb© Four
Power Geneva Conference « ’

'

t'
•

Political Prospeetives 1956

Referenced Chicago letter of Aligns t 12* 1955s
reflects that CG 58^4“S 9 who bias furnished reliable infor-
mation in the past® advised that ALBERT E, BLUMEERG gave
the main report on the first item on the agenda and .his.
report paralleled a memoby BLUMEERG entitled ’‘Draft Memo
on «56m and excerpts from this memo were set out in< referenced
letter,, Instant letter is designed to supplement referenced
Chicago letter with regard, to BLUMEERG 1 s report,

REGISTERED
* '

i

JEEiRMB
(76)

2 = Bureau (REGISTERED)
1 - 100=3=72 (CPp USA - Political Activities)
1 = 100=3“p3 (CP* USA ~ Domestic Administration Issues)

Baltimore (REGISTERED)
'

1 = 100= (CP - Organization) y ^ _
1 = 100= (CP - Political Activities}/OQ~ y|

1 = 100= IUNSUB * was, Joe and Irving )Fsearched..„
"

Copies continued on pages la throug

bcARCHED. INDEXED.., ...

SERlALI/ED^./^fTLED
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DIRECTORS FBI REs COMMUNIST PARTI, USA -

ORGANIZATION
'

Additional copies?

4 = Boston ^REGISTERED)
1 - 100=* (CP = Organization)
1 = 100= (CP = Political Activities) *

1 = 100= (ANN BURLAK)
1 = 100= (SID LIPSHIRES)

V

If. - Cleveland (REGISTERED)
) 1 ~ 100= (CP = Organization)

1 = 100“? g (CP = Political Activities)
1 = 100= (ANTON KRCHMAREK)

'

1 = 100= fHYMAN LUMER)
* s

3 - Denver (REGISTERED)
1 - 100- (CP. = Organization.)
1 = 100= (CP = Political Activities)
1 = 100= (ARTHUR BARY)

4 “ Detroit (REGISTERED)
1 = 100= (CP = Organization)
1 - 100= (CP = Political Activities)
1 = 100= (SAUL. WELLMAN)
1-100- (HELEN WINTER)

*

3 - Indianapolis (REGISTERED)
1 - 100= (CP = Organization)
1 = 100=- (CP = Political Activities).
1 =' 100= (EMANUEL BLUM) • ^

1 - Los Angeles (REGISTERED)
100= (CP = Politieal Activities)

2 - Milwaukee (REGISTERED)
1 = 100= (CP 04 Political Activities)
1 - 100= (SIG EISENSCHER)

'

2 = Minneapolis (REGISTERED)
1 = 100- (CP = Political Activities)
1 = 100= (ROBERT KELLI)

Copies continued on page Ibo
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DIRECTOR 9 FBI REs COMMUNIST PARTY 8 USA -

ORGANIZATION

Additional copiesg

3 - Newark (REGISTERED)
1 - 100= (CP = Political Activities)
1 = 100= (CHARLES NUSSER)
1 = 100= (MARTHA STONE)

2 = New Haven (REGISTERED)
1 = 100= (CP = Political Activities)
1 = 100= (SID TAYLOR)

22j
’ New York (REGIS rPffRKn )
1 - 134-91 (NY 694-S)(Info.)
"1 = 100=80641 (CP = Organization)

j|

1 - 100=89691 (CP = Domestic Administration Issues)
1 = 100=79717 (CP = Political Activities)
1 = 100=89590 (CP = Strategy in Industry)
1 = 100=80640 (CP = Negro Question)
1 = 100=80634 (CP = Farmers Matters)
1 = _100^12959^CJ1NNIE.„BART

)

1 = 100= (WAUter'barry)
1 = 100=9984 (ALBERT E 0 6LUMBERG)
1 = 100= (Mrso ALBERT 'E. BLUMBERG)
1 = 100=50806 (GEORGE BLAKE .CHARNEY)
1 = 100= (SAMUEL COLEMAN)
1 = 100=24448 (LILLIAN GATES)
1 = 100=13473 (SIMON Wo GERSON)
1 = 100= (ABRAHAM Bo MAGIL)
1 r .100-84275 (WILLIAM L. PATTERSON)
1 = 100=66211 (MARTHA STONE)
1 = 100= (JAMES TORMEY)
1 = 100= (DOXEY W1LKER30N)
1 = 100= (LEON WOFSY)

2 = Philadelphia (REGISTERED)
1 - 100= (CP = political Activities)
1 = 100= (JACK ZUCKER)

2 = Pittsburgh (REGISTERED)
1 = 100= (CP = political Activities)
1 = 100= (UNSUB p wa» Joe)

'

ft

Copies continued on page lc 0
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Additional copies?

2 - St, Louis (REGISTERED)
1 - 100= (OP - Political Activities)
1 = 100= (BEN PHILLIPS)

2 = San Francisco (REGISTERED)
1 = 100= (CP, - Political Activities)
1 = 100= (ADAM LAPIN)

2 = Seattle (REGISTERED)
1 - 100= (CP - Political Activities)
1 - 100- (JAMES TORMEY)

1 = Springfield (REGISTERED)
100= (CP a Political Activities)

Chicago copies?

1 = A) I3i*=l*6
1 - 61=86? (CLAUDE LTGHTFOOT)
1 = 100=21*279 (EMANUEL BLUM)
1 = 100=12890 (EARL DURHAM)
1 = 100=18101* (ISON KATZEN)
1 - 100=191*91 (CP = Domestic Administration Issues)
1 = 100=17977 (CP = Political Activities)
1 <=> 100=191*31 (CP = Strategy in Industry)
1 = 100=1$95>6 (CP = Negro '^nestion)

*

USA

X©
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DIRECTOR* FBI REs COMMUNIST PARTY* USA -

ORGANIZATION

CG 582l|=S orally advised SA JOHN E. KEATING on
August 14j '1955® that BLUMBERG in his report pointed out
that his memo Is not a final document and that he wanted
to deal with a couple of points in his report Which are not
in his memo* although the informant again pointed out that
for the most part everything in BLUMBERG # s report at this
meeting Is* in essence* contained in his memo.

CP Political Objectives
for 3.956 •

BLUMBERG stated that the main objective of the
CP in 1956. is to build movements on decisive issues in order
to influence the course of a the election no Blatter who is
elected President e He stated that the CP should join with
organized labor and others to oust the EISENHOWER Administra-
tion.,

BLUMBERG said that the peace movement did not reach
into Congress* as is illustrated by or contrasted with the
movement for peace throughout the country « He stated that
Congress has still not undone the damage of Me Garthyism.

According to GG 5824-3* BLUMBERG stated that the
CP must prepare a program for the next session of Congress
and make known the record of the last session of Congress*
He also suggested the organization of delegations to visit
each Congressman while they are in their home districts.

1958 Issues In Order of
Importance

BLUMBERG stated that he wanted to list the follow-
ing* in order of importance* as the main issues in 1956s

lo The demand for a peace-time budget; the
cutting of taxes; the expenditure of
money for social measures.

2. The raising of desegregation issues toward
a higher level of struggle.

=» 2 =>



DIRECTOR* FBI COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
ORGANIZATION ‘

3 o The rights Of labor#

I4.0 The ©rials in education, housing, and
social measures#

The struggle for the revision of the
Me Carran Act#

6# Farm support prices at 90% of parity#

7# The recognition and use of the potei^tial©
of the Hennifags Committee in the defense
of the Bill of Rights campaign#

Examples of Movements that
Should be Encouraged

^
1# BLUMBERG stated that some time ago there

was a proposal by the United Auto Workers - CIO to call
A national conference to discuss national issues# He
urged similar conference's at a local level or cn a Congressional
District basis*

2# BLUMBERG next urged encouragement of non-partisan
movements that would focus their demands on both major party
conventions#

3* That these, labor ahd peoples® movements should
prepare early to influence .-And determine the type, of candi-
dates which will be selected*

CP Tasks in 1956

BLUMBERG suggested that kVery CP di^trlat formulate
as soon as possible specific 'ele®.twai iissues, tkat ttfere be
a concentration for choice of candidates and also the singling
out for defeat certain ' reactionary and Me Garthyite candidates
such as members bf thi teiipiittee on Un°Ameri can Activities
affiliated with Senator MG CARTHY. .

° 3 °
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SAC, New York (100-74560) (#19-B)
y

JAMES E.i REILLY* SA

CP* USA FUNDS
IS - C

8/19/55

NY 693-S# advised that on 8/9/55* Mr. I I

contacted CP headquarters and asked for Mr* BART (believed
to be PHIL BARI ) or Miss PAUL (believed to be JEAN PAUL ) ,

Mrs. | 1 (believed to be | D

advised him that they were not in. | |
said that

BART was supposed to contact him at 10:00 A. . and he
had left several messages for him to call and BART should
at least have the courtesy to call back. He said that
he did not know what to do in the matter and he would
not ifant to turn it in (believed to be to his office
at the NY State Labor Department).

NY 693-S# advised that on 8/10/55* a woman identified
by the informant as possibly being |~

I called
Chickering Lj.-7350,extension_87 and asked for Mr. I

~1

She x*as advised that I I was available at the office
only on Tuesdays. I I then left a message that Mr.
BART could "see Mr. I I at 11:00 AIM*' on Friday
(believed to be 8/12/55) morning.

The informant further advised that on 8/10/55*
Mr. I I of the NY State Unemployment service
contacted PHIL BART at CP headquarters. BART was very
apologetic about previous efforts made by I I to
get an appointment with him and indicated his great V

desire to cooperate. He agreed to seo | I at
CP headquarters at 9:30 Friday morning.

According to the Manhattan Telephone Directory the
telephone number Chickering 4“7350 is registered to the ,

New York State Department of Labor, Field Audit Section,
144° Broadway.

/O NY 100-56579 (PHIL BART) f#19~A)
- NY 100-107211 <1 D (#19-A

)

1 - NY 100-68934 ( JEAN PAUL) (#20-11)

JERjRCM
ik)

1 \ J
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NY 100-74560

In the event it becomes necessary to disseminate
this information care should be takon to protect the
informant’s Identity*
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SAC, Hew York (100-96985)

SA .JOG J, KZARl.TY

8

CP, USA - tfTDGRGROuHD 0Ph3/110b£
IS-C

On 5/26/55 furr*£shoo ph.otonraob.ie rooro-
ouc i/iono of documents then in tho ooasoseloa of~JACK KLIHC.
j.hl£; informant 1ms furnished documents which indicated trr.r.jp
is a loading functionary in the/hational c? UG anoaratuc.”
On tho above date, informant finished a letter P, ('i'jjtl
B/iRl) to »iiy dearest 1

' (COwhifj 3AK3?) , Aho above letter is ouoted
as follows

:

,

,,jay way of yiviny you ny schedule. I do not know
your exact plans.

^
lirst, Abb inforns no that tee court usually

settles all decisions — cczeopt basic ones, bofox'o its sumor
adjournment. It nay settle ny case in Its last two decisions
i-iondn.ys . 17o*ll see, X have not had tine to bother about it
ana do not ’mow tho details of ny case*

’ihould it remain unsettled tlm ny schedule ts.I:os
up cno iirso two wool's and woolc—ends in »3vno . You can ] coop that
in i-iind, if possible to do so. oy all weans, I will want to h^erfron you.

"in our letters end discussions we usually doal t;<th
current bovnlopmoa.be . ihat is absolutely accessary . Uo rust
cous Lrui'bly OMOjfiX'iu our political lino ^ itow ii; r^rr^ if-
ofrooted by developments. ibis is a t.at of our ability' to nnnlvsoand iii>5o:cnro*c uvo&ujs *

v *

.
~^ well ih’ c rlco t-ko a look on every

occaaxon our fiuicl^:on*;;al :oro-rrin ** tho trancfornation o>
;
our*present soci»-1 tysbuii to a not; social oyster* - that of cociallsn.

maybe y m ic-d to this by tho fact that this is the /Audio of
epriny . But ono must add tho sarin;/. of our present era - tho
wpri..iy o.<. sociolisn. ioo, that* a x/bst it is* nHit bo'’o*'o uswo see xts doveloomnt.

i-:riioo-56579 (rim, bars) ( 7-5 )

l-mOO-12959 (COlhYAhCB BAR!) (,,19)
I-IIYIOO-I922-.9 (JACK EL1JG) (919) SEArcs,rO_

srsiAUAo.

r ‘AUG n.°j:,r 5
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mm
HY 100-96965

vulsions
settling
country,
slavery
to conpl
slavery,
march or
already

MWhon we look "back a century, wo see the final con-
01? a dying feudal system. The now capitalism is
accounts with, feudalism all over Europe, In our

^

tho bourgeoisie is proparing to settle with decadent
abort period later. Of course, it is no longer able

oto its own revolution and eradicate all vestiges of
It has to hold back. It's afraid of this advance

progress, iho people, and firstly tho workingclasc

,

intervene, to defeat slavery.

l,In looking back a century we observe tho whole
nanaromlc view of the perled. kbon we observe particular develop-

we have to deal with crucial oevolopronrs in tnic oorloo or msuory
But, neither, can we ignore this whole beautiful vista unfolding
before our eyes . Let’s tako a look at it. It does not blind us*
On tho contrary, it is beautiful to behold.

UA11 this by way of dealing with recent developments
effecting 1, ore than half thepopulation of this planet, iho dying
can only" thing of new bombs, ilow can they kill more people wore
opeodilly. I read tho other uay, I think it was Alsop, who
spoiled out in terras of dollars and cents hot; rueh it would cost
to doe troy all )mwn beings. But while fchjso kinds of thoughts
are goiniv through their minds (and this scoundrel is not tho
worst o£ r) representatives of Asia 'ho Africa in fanuun:

“iJo, not a gathering of socialist countries alone.
But tho pass word to tho conference 1st against colonialism -

even wore precise - against Imperialism. Enough to send an
atonic shiver down the spine of hallos m Co. db.e inexorable
laws of struggle of the oppressed against thoir oppressors rake
this ono of tho great events of our ora. los, a period whore- all
roads lead to freedom.

’iiowovor to say this and stop would bo insufficient.
It will be a hard struggle, iho war rakers - those who want to
check the advance of march of mankind ’will not stop so canilly.
But they do not have their ’ways all to thornsolves.

- 2 -



EEIiOm 100-96965 8/22/55

nIho socialist world - tho people in colonial and scni-cdenial
lands - yes, tho pooplo in capitalist countries including our ox;n -

can yet decide that war will be pushed back. It is nor© possible
this soring for this to develop. But it will require no lot down -

an incroase on tho part of the world peace forces.

"Co, for the zaoraont, all ny love,

ttp»

Copies of the above are being attached to case files
of COMSTATO ' and PHIL BARS,



By way Bigivin?; you ay sohidult. I dp not knot your *»ot plan*.

Mrst, M inform# w tbit th« court uiuKlly aittlw *11 diaision* - «c»pt

basic oms, bafort it* stnrnir sdjounaot. It aiy iittl* ay oaii in it*

list two dwisioia Kondays. Ifa’ll m. I hat* not hid ti»* to bothir about

it and do not know tb ditill* oi ay can.

Should it rnain unsittlii tbn ay sohtdul* tilcu ** up th* first tw

walks and wialc.inds it Jun*. You oun klip that it mind, if possihl* flo do

so. By all Mans, 1 will want to bar froa you.



Hay 13th, Friday jsornine

' r
j

}fy dearest*

In our latt.ra and discussion* ws usually d.al with currant davalop-

r.nts. That is absolutely n.cssary. V, must constant^ axandn. our political

lina, how it .Tfaots and is affaotad by davslopmsnts. Ihia i« a tast of our

ability to analyze and interpret events*

lat, it is wall that vm also taka a look on av.ry occasion at our

ww^sooial^aystan*-
Tied lo°Bt by ^

thiA is th« middle of sprinr. ^ytane must add the spring of our I r
^
3 ‘'*1 *,?

Jh. spring of socialisB. Y.s, that- s what it is. BiFM bafora.ua « a., ita

development*

Whan wa look baok a oantury, wa saa tha final convulsions of a

feudal svstan. Th. navr capitalism is sattline ao counts

Suropa.
‘
In our oountry, th. bourgaoisia is praparing to

slavarv a short patiod latar. Of ooursa, it is no lon£*r abla to complata its

own ravolution and .radicat. all vastig.s of slav.ry. It has
^

afraid of this advanca march of proRrass, Tha paopla, and firstly tha workir.^oiass,

already intervene, to defeat slavery*

In looking, back k oantury wa obsarva tha whola pnarooio ^iaw of tba

pariod. hha wa obsarva particular developments, they are usually witWn the

soopa of tha whola historical epoch. Wall, today, cy fri^d, wa

about -rener&lities, w* have to deal vdth crucial developments ir.thi^period

ff history. Put, neither , can w. ignore this whola ^ 0
before our y* eyas. Lat's take a lode at it. It dose not blind us. ^ —
oonttary, it is boautifil to behold*

All this by way of dealing with recent developments effecting taore

than half the population of this planet. The dyin
:
can only thing of new bombs*

How can they *511 nore people more stieedilly. I read the other day, 1 ^hirk it

was Alsop, who ygeAfcfc spelled out in terns of dollars and cents how nu^h it wil

cost to destroy all human beings* But v;hil« these kinds of thou^nto are roirr.

through their minds (and this sooundrel i3 not the wor^t of then) representatives

of Asia and .Africa meet in Bandung.

Ho, not a gathering of socialist countries alone* lut the pass word

to the conference is* against colonialism - e en more preo/ise - against

imperialism* Enough to se»d an atomic shiver down the spine of Bulles^.Co*

Tne inexorable laws of struggle of the oppressed against their oppressors make

this one of the great events of our era* Yes* a period where all roads lead

to freedom*

However to say this and stop would be insufiioient. It will ^e a hard

struggle. The war makers - those whp want to oheok the advance qf narch of

mankind will not stop so eaiilly* But they do not have their ways all to themselves

The socialist world - the people in oolonial and semi-colonial lands -

people in capitalist countries including our own - can yet decide that war wild be

pushed baok* It is more possible this sorim: foJfc this develop, But U wiix

require no let down - an tnoreaea on theVrt ^ world peace forces*

So* for the moment* all rv^ove*
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SAC, New York (100-13^73) ( 12-114.)

JAMES E. REILLY, SA

SIMON GERSON
IS-C

NY 693-S# advised that on 8/l7/55>» SI (believed
to be SIMON GERSON) contacted PHIL (believed to be PHIL
BART) at OP Headquarters. He said there was some reason
"from our friend" for a substantial revision of that
draft wnich you and I worked on. SI said that the idea
of sending something out was correct "he" felt, but "he"
had some strong opinions as to its nature. PHIL said that
he had not sent It out as yet because all that was done
was the drafting of the motion. He said that if he didn’t
get that out he had copies of the report "troofed." SI
said that "he" wanted to avoid what would appear to be
formal directives. PHIL said he would contact SI on the
following day when he was free, and they would try to
work out the time when they could get together to work
the problem out.

1 - NY 100-56579 (PHIL BART)(#19-A)

JER:MIM
2



OFFICE MEMORANDUM * UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : SAC, San Francisco DATE; 8/25/55

FROM s SAC, New York (100-81675)

SUBJECT CP, USA PAMPHLETS AND
PUBLICATIONS
IS - C

NY l1+75-S*, who was in a position to furnish
reliable information concerning activities at CP National
Headquarters, 268 7th Avenue, New York City, advised that
on 7/29/55* PHIL BART contacted MAC GORDON at the offices
of the "Daily Worker" and asked him to come over to CP
Headquarters right away.

RM

2 - San Francisco (RM)
(1 - SF 100-Daily People 1 s World)
(1 - SF 100-HERB APTHEKER)

1 - Chicago (61-867) (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT) (RM)
1 - Newark (100-297*+)MARTHA STONE) (RM)
1 - New Haven (100-l*+795) (MARTHA STONE) (RM)
1 - NY 100-80532 (HERB APTHEKER) (#20-11)
1 - NY 100-66211 (MARTHA STONE) (#7-5)
1 - NY 100-98699 (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT) (#7-5)
lx- NY 100-7*+560 (CP, USA FUNDS) (#19-A)
1> NY 100-56579 (PHIL BART)(#19-A)
x- NY 97-116 (DAILY PEOPLE* S WORLD) (#7-5)
1 - NY 97-169 ("DAILY WORKER") (#7-2)
1 - NY 100-21259 (MAC GORDON) (#12-15)
1 - NY 100-19675 (ISIDORE WOFSY) (#19-A)
1 - NY 100-8057 (EUGENE DENNIS) G#7- 5)

U

JER sDMO

(18)
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Letter to San Francisco
NY 100-81675

BART then commented to ISIDORE WOFSY that he
would discuss the financial problem with MAC when he
arrived. BART spoke of needing money and remarked that
some of the districts had not sent their money in as yet.

BART also said that it was cheaper to put out
the "Daily Worker" than the "People f s World". He attributed
this to the variance in the number of pages and the number
of days a week it is published.

The informant further advised that, later that /

same day 3 MARTHA STONE commented to PHIL BART and CLAUDE
LIGHTFOOT that HERB APTHEKER had 15 minutes of free time
once a month on an F.M, station in Berkeley,

Later that same afternoon, according to the in-
formant, MARTHA STONE contacted GENE (believed to be EUGENE
DENNIS) and cancelled an appointment she had with him for
Monday (presumably 8/1/55) . She told him that after talking
certain things over with CLAUDE, she did not think it was
necessary. GENE agreed with her.

In the event it becomes necessary to disseminate
this information, care should be taken to protect the in-
formant *s identity.

- 2



SAG, AT . Y0L2 {100- ) August 25, 1955

SAG, OLT^-.A^ (100-22515)

JACK (xiru)

crorairsy - c

Pcurlet dated 7-13-55, captioned. "pjaiL PAL!', IC-C. n

Investigation effected by the Cleveland Office has revealed
that Post Office I;ox 1165, Cleveland 3, Ohio, is registered
to ELVADOFJ CLAUDE GTlAAjIIKIS), indicted Faith Act subject
of the Cleveland Office. GELGiTIPLD indicated to Post
Office officials at the time he registered for the above
box that all Coaouniet Party mil should be placed in
Box 1165.

She identity of f,JACK ,

n who was also referred to as ^EAPEY”
by PARS, is not known, however, it is believed that this
individual r.ay be identical with n; .HiY CPAVEOltD, a Feourity
Index subject of the Cleveland Office who has been active
in Coraaunist Party I.egro affairs for a nuober of years
and who still naintains his residence in Cleveland, Ohio.

If any further information is brought to the attention of
either the Pew York or Chicago Offices concerning ’’JACK**

or HHARRY, u it is requested that the Cleveland Office be
furnished cave

•

YATPjnom
(a)

ccj 1_- ITc.w York (100-56579) (7-1) (Phil BATS) (Li!)x~cixi5^iB~aoo-—pc'omrpit'csrj (Hrir~
1 - CY 100-5927
1 - CV 100-1207
1 - OY 100-1166



OFFICE ME MORAN bj3 M «• * UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

FROM

DIRECTOR, FBI (100=3~94)

SAC, CHICAGO (100-21222)

DATES

SUBJECT? COMMUNIST PARTY, USA -

UNDERGROUND OPERATIONS
INTERNAL SECURITY = 0

P
R© Chicago teletype to the Bureau and New

York captioned as above and dated August 24, 1955„

Extreme care must be used in .reporting the
following Tnformati on ~in"order to protect the 'identity
or the informant o

CG 5824-S,ysfho has furnished reliable infor-
mation in the past, 'orally advised SA JOHN E. KEATING
cn August 24 j 1955« that the informant, CLAUDE LIGHTFOiJT ,
and SAM KUSHNER, all members of the Illinois-Indiana
Communist Party District Secretariat, had a long dis-
cussion on August 23s 1955s concerning the CP leader-
ship, the national underground generally, and the
underground in the Illinois-Indiana District specifically

National CP Underground

CG 5824-s stated that the CP underground
apparatus was discussed on a national basis in general

REGISTERED

JEKsRMB

2 - Cleveland (REGISTERED)
1 - 100= (CP - Organization)
1 = 100= (JAMES WEST)

1 = Detroit (REGISTERED)
100= (CP - Organization)

f
"

""
i

(9/= New York (REGISTERED)
1 = 100=96985 (CP -Underground Operations)
1 “ 1Q0~8.0%1>JD.R.. i

-”. QJgganiza tion ) /* “aoo.-565l9_lEHI.L^MED / . - r~(
C

1 - 100=23825 {BENJAMIN DAVIS . JH. ). / & 0 ~\l *°\( JL~i
1 - 100-8057 (EUGENE DENNIS) searchedZZIiinZ^o -

r;
1 - 100=17923 (JOHN GATES) semalizedC^^o-^5^
1 - 100-19249 (jack kling) / Xhti&fq 1955 J
1 - 100-14899 (ANDY REMES) y T&ftiVSW -
1 - 100-18672 (max weiss ) x Ml v/jpf-'

Additional copies on page la«



DIRECTOR p FBI RE 8 COMMUNIST PARTI, USA -

UNDERGROUND OPERATIONS

Additional copies?

1 - Indianapolis (REGISTERED)
100= (CP - Underground Operations)

1 = Louisville (REGISTERED)
100- (CP - Underground Operations)

1 - Springfield (REGISTERED)
100= (CP - Underground Operations)

Chicago copies?

1 - A) 134-46
1 = 61-867
1 = 100=3301
1 - 100=2748
1 - 100=1158
1 - 100=20289
1 = 100=2749
1 - 100=19841
1 - 100=18953
1 = 100=18963

(CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)
(DAVE ENGLESTEIN)
(SAM KUSHNER)
(ED STARR)
(JIM WEST)
(MOLLIE WEST)
(MAX WEXSS)
(CP - Organisation)
(CP - Factionalism)
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terms by CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT inasmuch as it had a bearing upon
the situation in the Illinois”Indiana District®

LIGHTFOOT stated that there has been an argument
among national CP leaders concerning the status of the
underground apparatus® According to LIGHTFOOT* EUGENE DENNIS
was strongly in favor of retaining the underground apparatus
while BEN DAVIS* JR 0 * JOHN GATES* many of those persons
presently in the underground* plus other national CP leaders
were in favor of dismantling the underground setup®

LIGHTFOOT said that those In favor of dismantling
the underground citod several reasons for this® One of
these reasons was that they had come to the conclusion that
the present underground apparatus is not secure* that is*
that the FBI already has a number of persons presently in
the, underground under surveillance® Another reason advanced
was that the underground apparatus In several districts has
already started to dissolve* with many persons returning to
the open Party district by district®

According to LIGHTFOOT* EUGENE DENNIS finally
capitulated and agreed that the underground apparatus can
be dissolved® LIGHTFOOT stated that while this decision
may be regretted later* present plans* barring any unforeseen
developments* are that by the middle of September everyone
In the underground except the refugees (Comfugs) will be out
in the open Party® The couriers and technical workers for
the refugees* however* will remain in the underground®
During this part of the discussion LIGHTFOOT specifically
referred to VINCE* whom he identified as MAX WEISS* and
stated that VINCE is one of those scheduled to be returned
to the open Party by September 15 » 1955

«

Status of Leaders In the underground
in the Illinois”Indiana District
qi-rTn-tinrTTi»wiini<wi i

'

i r i ,,rmwr i .ni.in,M.t

ED STARR

CG 5824~S stated that during this meeting there
was a discussion of the so-called revolt of ED STARR* who
has stated that if he is not relieved from the underground
assignment soon* he will come out into the open Party on
his own initiative®

» 2 ”
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LIGHTPOOT stated that he is not going to work
with ED STARR any longer,. LIGHTPOOT said that STARR had
betrayed him after his arrest# According to LIGHTPOOT,
there was an agreement that there would be no changes
made in the leadership in this district If anyone in the
leadership was arrested, yet after LIGHTPOOT' s arrest,
STARR called a special meeting for the purpose of reorganizing
the leadership in this district# LIGHTPOOT referred to this
action by STARR as insubordination and stated that despite
his capabilities, STARR is not a disciplined Party member#

CG 582l4~S further advised that LIGHTPOOT said that
STARR has in the past turned down several important assign-
ments, including the opportunity to be the National Organi-
zational Secretary for the underground apparatus# Hd
further stated that at the time of his, LIGHTPOOT 's, arrest,
it was suggested to STARR that he return to the open Party?
however, at that time STARR gave a dozen reasons why he
should stay In the underground, yet at the present time he
Is crying to come outo

LIGHTPOOT stated that he is going to have ED STARR
sent out of this district and is going to make the suggestion
to the National Office that STARR be sent to the Michigan
District# LIGHTPOOT instructed KUSHNER to attempt to get
in telephonic contact with STARR on Monday, August 29, 1955,
and tell STARR that he will be out of the underground by the
middle of September, that this entire matter is being dis-
cussed nationally, but that KUSHNER is not to tell STARR
that he may be shipped to Michigan#

DAVID ENGLESTEIN

According to the informant, LIGHTPOOT stated thsfc
even ED STARR has said that JOHN (DAVID ENGLESTEIN) is a
liability, that he Is such a security problem that STARR
had to permit JOHN to live with him for a while for security
reasons#

LIGHTPOOT stated that he is also going to send
JOHN out of this CP district and will suggest to the National

- 3 -
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Office that JOHN also be sent to the Miohigan District*
LIGHTFOOT cautioned that this matter should not be dis-
cussed with anyone else at this time and the informant
pointed out that these are proposals that have not yet
been finalized*

Contemplated Leadership for
Illinois-Indiana District

... - — -—— - —
r

MOLLIE and JAMES WEST

LIGHTFOOT stated that there is a good possibility
that MOLLIE WEST, who is on vacation, will not return to
this district as the Organizational Secretary since she
will join her husband, JIM WEST, when he returns to the
open Party*

LIGHTFOOT stated that he does not want JAMES WEST
in the Illinois-Indiana District* He said that JAMES WEST
is extremely capable but that ‘he is a Mpeacockw , that is,
he is a stubborn prlma donna and will not tolerate the
slightest criticism* LIGHTFOOT said that he is not sure
that the Ohio District wants JIM WEST since they have had
trouble with him*

According to the informant, LIGHTFO©T stated
that he, SAM KUSHNER, and CG 582)4.-3, in addition to on®
other person, will form the nucleus of the leadership in
the Illinois-Indiana District* Concerning himself, LIGHTFOOT
stated that he plans to spend about three weeks out of
every four in this district and the other week in New York
City* He pointed out that there will be more people avail-
able for the work of the National Office when those
presently underground return to the open Party*

LIGHTFOEST stated that for the fourth person in
the nucleus of leadership in this district he would like to
have one of the following persons, who are listed in order
of LIGHTFOOT »s preferences PHIL BAHT, JACK KLENG, or ANDY
REMES* LIGHTFOOT stAted that if he can obtain one of these
people for this district, that this person will be the
Organizational Secretary, replacing MOLLIE WEST*



states Ferment

TO 2 SAC, Newark (100-2974) DATE; G/31/55

FROMs SAC, New York (100-66211)

SUBJECTS MARTHA STONE
IS - C

OFFICE MEMORAND UNITED

NY 693-S*, who was in a position to furnish reliable
information concerning CP Headquarters, 268 7th Avenue, NYC,
advised that on 7/29/55 MARTHA (believed to be MARTHA STONE)
contacted CP Headquarters and asked if CLAUDE (believed to
be CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT) had called her. She was informed that
he had not but that he was expected in at 3 s 00 o’clock.
MARTHA then said she would be right over.

The informant further advised that later that same
afternoon, MARTHA STONE contacted CONNIE BART and discussed
a trip planned for the following day. MARTHA said that
FRIEDA NORMAN was going with them. MARTHA said that she
would meet CONNIE at the George Washington Bridge at 11 2 00
oblock in the morning and that it would take 3 hours to
arrive at their destination.

NY 683-S*also advised that on 7/29/55.
1

at the "Daily Worker" was told that CLAUDE could see her at
CP Headquarters at 5*00 o’clock.

" '

ment.
agreed to the eppoint-

-be

b7C

Also according to the informant, on 7/29/55 GEORGE
WATT calling from Cleveland, Ohio, contacted MARTHA STONE at
CP Headquarters. He asked her about the matter which GEORGE
BLAKE, AL TERESTMAN, MARTHA and himself had been discussing.

RM

1 - Chicago (61-867) (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)
2 - Cleveland ^

(1 - 100-Compros)
(1 - 100-GE0RGE WATT)

1 - New Haven (100-14795 (MARTHA' STONE) T?
1

- NY IOO-98699 (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT) (#7-5)
NY 100-12959 (CONNIE BART (#12-15)
NY 100-90029 I 1(•#12-16') b6

b7C
/^-z>

S C1J
• y

:/

'

:Aj

NY 100-82571 (FRIEDA NORMAN) (#12-13)
NY 100-18673 (GEORGE WATT) (#19-A)
NY 100-50806 (GEORGE BLAKE CHARNEY) (#7-5)

- - NY 100-85283 (AL TERESTMAN) (#12-14)
K- NY 100-107211 (LILLIAN LEWIS) (#19-^
vt 100-56579 (PHIL BART) ( 19-A)
1 - NY 100-81752 Sub 9 Compros Cleveland (#7-5)
1 - NY 100-WALTER (LNU) (GEORGE WATT asked MARTHA STONE to give
JERjDMO an unidentified article to WALTER, accord-

(18) ing to 693-S* on 7/29/55)

JLfis



Letter- to Newark
NY 100-66211

She said that there was nothing to worry about
$
there was

nothing conclusive as yet. WATT then asked her if she
had thought today about his bill. She replied that she
had but the BRIDGES (believed to refer to HARRY BRIDGES)
Case had been thrown out and ALITA YATES* contempt sentence
was reduced from three years to one year. She then asked
GEORGE how he had made out. He said that "we" expect to
hear from the judge next week as to which lawyers he would
appoint for "us" and it looked like they were definitely
going to trial in October. He said further that the judge
had thrown out their motions.

He asked MARTHA to call his home and tell his
wife that he would be in on a plane about 8s 00 o’clock and
would be home about 9. He also asked MARTHA if she had
gotten the thing which he had given her. She said that she
had and that she was going to talk to CLAUDE about it that
night but that it could wait as she had had no time to
look it over. WATT said that it could not wait and told
her to give it to WALTER (not further identified) to look
over.

According to NY 683-S*, on 8/l/55
5
an unidentified

man who described himself as GEORGE WATT’s "buddy" contacted
LIL (believed to be LILLIAN LEWIS) at CP Headquarters and
asked to speak to MARTHA STONE. He was informed that MARTHA
was at home. The man then said that he would contact her
there and asked if WATT had gone on vacation, LIL stated
that he had.

In the event it becomes necessary to disseminate
this information

9 care should be taken to protect the
informant ’ s ident ity

.

The following additional information was learned
from NY 693-S* on 8/1/55. MARTHA STONE contacted LIL at
CP Headquarters and stated that she would not be in that day
as her child was sick. LIL said that PHIL BART was holding
a meeting at that time.

2



SAC, New York (100-12481)20*10 9/2/55

'

SA JAIMES E. REILLY.
.

BERNARD ADES
SM-0

NY 693-S* advised that on 8/29/55. BERNARD ADES.
contacted ISIDORE WOFSY at CP headquarters* ADES asked for PHTL
BAHT and was infowned that PHIL was on vacation* He then stated
that a Mr* ROSENBERG, examiner for the State Unemployment Insurance
Fund, wanted to examine the books the following morning at .9*30.
WOPSY told ADES that ROSENBERG had already checked and that the
only thing he Wanted was ijhat ADES had. ADES said that ROSENBERG
wanted to look at the DlstWH^fement Book and WCi^SY replied that
there was no Dis-wM&neht Book, He tried to have ADES poq^one the
examination for a week until PHIL BART returned but ADES was in
favor of getting the matter over with* He said that he would be
there at 9*30 and WOPSY said that he would try to be there also*

1 - NY 100-19679 (ISIDORE ' W0PSY)19-A
(p - NY 100-56579 (PHIL BART)19-A
1 - NY 100-74560 (CP USA PONDS )19-A

JERrMjB
(A)

s/f

K^-f,

t

t

i
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m 693-S^ advised tibat on 8/l9/$$» mm MfTSROT- .

contacted CEOBOS! WATT at C? hoadefwortera and told him
.' -'that something vitally important to tha. opcratlon 'hafi’'' ' .

just arrived* and that the noopl© who brought It had to
leave toxra immediately* H# said it x^as left at 210 ^
*>0th St** on th© fourth floor*- and it was quite a ”

considerable thing* So said it laust ho nicked uphy
someone from the CP office on that day* . «ev5, that Who ever

•. picked it up should ash for wmm mmmm* mnvtit-
asked \ where it Should ho taken and B1X£ told Thim that
they war© to hoop it as it ' should ho given to T»uTt.

(believed. to ho SStt BAHT ) * and asked GBOWJB if he'wnder**
stood that it ‘was southing that wyt, »isd«" btt.1 said"
that ho did not want to take it with him to the country
as it was too' largo* • <5ECS?$E asked it it would ha all v
right to Send anyone Who happened to he in the offis©

'

. an&.BHX, replied, that it. would he all..right hut that the
. party who wont for the mterial Should bring"a note so
that Louise would know that It was all right* ....

wt ioo-48&ri {0B0H0® m•&£) (#19-4)
•--

m 100*2fe&24 (L0W1SB TO0^PS0BHf42**l6)
HT 100-9o^79{PBILBAM’j(#19»A)

3BR1H0M
ik)
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Gi,mm LXOHTF.0OT
xs-c

MX 1475- who Isin a position t© furnish
reliable information concerning activities at 6t national
Headquarters* 248 7th Ave «

»
-,'18X0* advised. - that ®n S/ll/55#

''

ObATOH ^fei0HSFO0f* at S.B national headquarters, ©ailed
a Mr. DAVIS (believedto be BMJAMIH J. DAVIS, JH.) and
said that he wanted t© see him that ©venlng concerning
'new developments in his ©as©. CLAUDS agreed to drop by
his house, at about 9100 PM that evening • He said he Was
leaving town the following evening, but would probably
return in two or fchr©©weeks.

j

According to;-the informant, later feat same
i afternoon PHIL BART, at Of National Headquarters, told
(
MARTHA STQMB andLIOETPQGT that/ the forty eould not under-

'

I

take n eampaign on iSOHCl BbAKSf s ease beoause It was

|

a narrow issue narrowly plated

.

Dl&HfFOOT said that he would not be soming ini

for a few weeks as he was going on vacation and that when
he did some in he wae coming by train as he wanted no more
-flying, : - y

/’

In the event it beeomes necessary to disseminate
this information ©are should be taken to protect the
informant* a identity.

Sfewark { 100-2974) (MARTHA. .89088) ^ ^
Mew Haven (100-14795 (MARTHA STORE) ***
m 100-66211 : ( martha- stome) (#?-5)

"

SI 100-56579 ( PHIL BMT)(#19-A) "

UX 100-23S25 "(SSB7AMZV- «?. ©AVIS, «m.)(#7-5) /V^m 100-50906 (oioroe blahe charset) (#7-5)
MX 100-80641 ( C? , UFSA, OROAMIBATIOS ) { #12-1!*)

ammm
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• #

SAG, Cleveland

SAC, New York (lOO-lOfj

HY LTJMER
SM-C

NY li(.75>~Stf*, who is in a position to furnish
reliable information concerning activities at CP National
Headquarters, 268 7th Aye., NYC, advised that on 8/11/55,
PHIL BART said he went to Cleveland for a day to spend with
HY (believed to be HY LUMER).

If It is necessary to disseminate this information
care should be taken to protect the informant’s identity.

RM

( 1 )- NY 100-56579 (PHIL BART)(#19-A )
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ujpce memorandum • united states government

EROM :

Director, FBI (lQQ-32c

SAG, New York ( 100-56379)

subject:
PHILxp PART, tod
Xd—O
S’lTiJ ACT OF 1?1*0

DATE)
3/13/#

««***?. J*»***y i^2 „m f llrj
*

'S!^' •*•••/,,,., x cardn
p*aoo ,

t,

^

r
i

^><?a
Pov^oo ftjd ,

' 7‘

c .

J ftion on

ALIASES

It is recommended that a Security Index Card be prepared on the
above-captioned individual.

The Security Index Card on the captioned individual should be
changed as follows: (Specify change only)

PHILIP BART

NATIVE BORN NATURALIZED

COMMUNIST SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY

ALIEN

INDEPENDENT SOCIALIST LEAGUE

MISCELLANEOUS (Specify)

TAB FOR DETCOM

DATE OF BIRTH

TAB FOR COMSAB

PLACE OF BIRTH

BUSINESS ADDRESS (Show name of employing concern and address)

KEY FACILITY DATA:
GEOGRAPHICAL REFERENCE NUMBER

INTERESTED AGENCIES

RESPONSIBILITY

RESIDENCE ADDRESS Apt, 3G, 530 East 22nd Street, Brooklyn, He:. Yor]

REGISTERED MAIL
K‘.

FBTj'XV



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum • united states government

TO : SAC, NEW YOBK 100-56579 DATE: 9-12-55

EROM : E. W* WALSH, SUPERVISOR SECTION 3

SUBJECT: PHILIP BART, WAS.

ASGIC’-: :,L3JEB ASSIGNMENT CARD PREPARED. FOLLOWING IS INFORMATION

FROM PREVIOUS ASSIGNMENT CARD WHICH HAS BEEN DESTROYED.

ASSIGNMENTS

HNA. 11-10-49
C. A. Reilly 11-22-49
J. J. Kearney 2-24-50
J. R. Kennedy 10-10-51

I _1 12-19-51
D. Barry q-30-^^

H 12-10-53

W* Carroll 5-3-55
F. B. Teeter 6-9-55

SEARCHED.

SERIALIZED.

.INDEXED L
[RLED_Og

POSTINGS

12-21-^9 P Adm

1-

23-50 P Adm
4-17-50 P*
12-28-50 P*
6-13-51 P*
10-16-41 P
6-16-52 P
10-27-52 P

2-

26-53 P (Destroyed)
4-8-53 P (Substituted)

6-

2-53 P

7-

29-53 P
8

-

24-53 P

8-

31-53 P
10-13-53 P
10-20-53 P

1-

22-54 p

2-

4—54 p

3-

31-54 p

6-

15-54 p

7-

30-54 p

9-

29-54 p
12-3-54 p

3-

9-55 p
4

-

4-55 p
5„20-g> P*

"SSG

Trniir o?nvi«3S

"offloads!

A> -
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TED STATES GOVERNMENT

FROM :

DATB:

SUBJECT:' SAC*
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM** UNITED -STATES GOVERNMENT

TO s

FROM 8

SUBJECT?

/

DIRECTOR 9 FBI (100=3=63}

SAC » CHICAGO (100=17769)

COMMUNIST PARTY® USA -

FUNDS
INTERNAL SECURITY - G

DATES

matters
The following Is one of the most delicate.

reported by CG 502h”S® a highly
“shed reliable information

In the past a For this reason it cannot be too
emphasised' that this
.andled and reported in order no-
i©urity of the Informant,

be most carefully

CG 582^-8 on August 69 1955s orally advised
SAs CARL No FREYMAN and JOHN E 0 KEATING that on Monday
evening® August 1 ® 1955s PHIL BART® a member of the
National Administrative Committee of the Communist Party
who Is in charge of CP finances and holds a position
equivalent to National Organizational Secretary of the
CP® asked tb@ informant to go to N«w Jersey from New
York City in order to see ROBERT WIRTZo It is to to®

noted that CG 5824“S knew ROBERT WIRTZ several year®
ago as a CP member in the Illinois District and as a
Section Organizer for the CP in p®oria® Illinoiso During
that time WIRTZ was living in poverty® had a, child who
was seriously ill® and CG was instrumental in

REGISTERED

JEKsHMB
(13)

4 = New York (REGISTERED)
1 - 100=74560 (CP® USA - Funds)
1 = 100=— (-C0NISEf®!@T )

1 -UQO-56579 (PHIL BABJErJP
1 = ToWflW^SfAT3*LEVIS©N )

4 = Newark (REGISTERED)
1 =100= (CP S USA = Funds)
1 = 100= (ROBERT WIOTZ)
1 = 100
1

be
b7C

100

1 = CG- A)134“46
1 - CG 100=3960

/
(CHARLES NUSSER) V

,
V

*r
(BILL SENNETT)

5SAKCHCO —

-AUG 241955
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getting financial assistance for WIRE from CP funds®
Because of this® the CP nationally and in Illinois at the
present time felt that CG 5824“S was the proper person to
make contact with ROBERT WIRTZ in an attempt to secure a
substantial contribution to th® CP®

'

i

Meeting Between PHIL BART®
ROBERT WIRTZ, and CG 582li--g

/

CG 5824“S advised that on Monday evening*, August
1® 1955 p PHIL and CONNIE BART and the informant drove from
New York City to Plainfield® New Jersey® and after some
difficulty located WIRTZ 5 s residence won a mountain58 about
one-quarter of a mil® from Plainfieldo Informant stated
that WIRTZ resides in a palatial mansion which has a tremen-
dous swimming pool and rock garden® that New York City can
be seen from his residence® and that the informant valued
WIRTZ 8 s home at approximately $75 s 000

®

CG 582llj.=S stated that they were cordially greeted
by WIRTZ® who® after some hesitation® recognized BART since
they had both been active in the CP in Illinois at the time
WIRTZ was in ’

Peoria® CG 5824=8 stated that considerable
time was 'taken up in discussing personal matters' and that

' CONNIE BART and BOB WIRTZ® s wife did hot participate in
the discussion between the three men<>

During the conversation with WIRE® he told
CG 5824-S that he had been visited by the FBI® had told
the FBI the truth® that is® that he is not a CP member

- at the present time® and pointed out his present mode of
living to substantiate this fact® WIRTZ stated® however®
that he told the FBI that he would not 'talk about his
friends® WIRTZ stated that lie had been visited by FBI
agents on more than one occasion and had also been visited
by agents of the Immigration and Naturalisation Service®
but’ did "not state ' the reason for the contact by INS®
•WIRE further stated that on the occasion of the last
visit to him by FBI agents® he had gone to the company
attorney for advice as to what h© should dpo When the
attorney asked WIRTZ if he had anything to tell the agents®
WIRTZ replied in the negative® The attorney then advised
WIRTZ just to entertain th© agents when they visit him®

- 2 -
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Concerning his present economic status*, WIRTZ
stated that he had invented a printing process which does
not require the use of metals*, that he has a patent and
an iron-clad contract with a company which gives him two
percent of the income and his expenses*, and that he has a
guaranteed income of fl^pOO© for 195>5„ He further stated
that about one year ago he came close to making on® million
dollars 9 hut some other company had beaten him to this
opportunity. He further stated that his father*, who resides
in Chicago*,aclears $2*,000 a month on an invention which h#
had turned over to his father.

Concerning his toother *, WILLARD W±RTZ*> of Chicago*,
BOB said that he is anything but sympathetic to Communism
and that he cannot even talk to his brother WILLARD*, who
is a close personal friend of ADLAI STEVENSON*, 1952 Democratic
Presidential candidate. BOB WIRTZ did say that he knows
that WILLARD has discussed his*, BOB 9 s s past activity witfe
STEVENSON. BOB was surprised to learn from CG 59214.-S that
WILLARD WIRTZ had even agreed to see WILLIAM L. PATTERSON
recently while PATTERSON Was in Chicago attempting to
obtain legal counsel for the CP in preparation for the
United States Supreme Court hearing on the Me Carran Act.
WIRTZ told CG 5824-S and BART that he 1# interested in
democratic politics at the present time 5 and has been elected
to the Water Commission.

CG 5821H5 stated that after a few gentle hints .

from BART*, the informant finally asked WIRTZ for a contrip
bution to the CP and also asked him what the possibilities
were of the Party getting in on his business or on some
business that he might set up for the Party.

WIRTZ stated that h© could not give any! money
at the present time but that maybe in a few weeks’ he would
fee afele to give a few hundred dollars. He stated that his
wife is ’’going crazy about security” and that the family
keeps track of his income. At this time WIRTZ told BART
ahd CG 5'8?4“S that BILL SENNETTp who is presently the act-
ing Organizational Secretary of the Illinoig-Indiana District
of the CPp had given his name to CHARLES NU3SER. NUSSER

“ 3 “
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sent some guy, who was not identified by WIRTZ s to see
WIRTZ. This person said to WIRTZ !! I hear you are a
member of the Communist Party

o

50 WIRTZ stated that h®
would not even talk to this individual. Since WIRTZ
said he might contribute to the CP in a few week$ 0 h®
asked CG 5824“S if the informant would come back to see
him for -his contribution. The informant told him that
h# would not be able to do so but that BART would arrang®
a contact and that NTJSSER would be told to leave hip
alone.

'

Concerning the establishment of a buainess for
the CP 9 WIRTZ told CG £82lj.=S and BAST that he is not a
businessmans, but if the Party finds some business he may
be able to render some assistance.

\ *

CG 582ij.=S stated that after leaving the WIRTZ
residences) BART suggested that h® send STAN LEVISON to
see WIRTZ in an attempt to get a contribution to the Party
from him. Informant stated that h© told BART that in his
opinion LEViSON 8 s mechanical method of operation would b®
a detriment in contacting a person such as BOB WIRTZ.

CG £82ij.=S stated that in his opinions, th®
statement WIRTZ said he made to the FBI that his present
mod® of living reflects that h® is not a CP member at
this time is a true statement. The informant is of th®
impression that WIRTZ wants to have nothing to do with
the CP» that he is oht to mak© as much money for himself
as possibles and that his wife wants to have even less
to do with th® CP.

CG stated that in his opinions it is
almost a form of blackmail for the CP to demand contribu-
tions from him and that WIRTZ has the dilemma of deciding
which is worse, an open fight with the CP with the possi-
bility of having his background publicized or the giving

REs COMMUNIST PARTY, USA -

FUNDS

<=[}.=>
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of a few dollars to the CP Sas'
- hides' to keep the Party

quiet® ©n the other hands CG 58?l(.=S pointed out that
BOB W3BTZ must realize that the CP does not want to hurt
BOB* S' brother^ WILLARD WERTZ s who has close ties with
ADLAI STEVENSON » and that a public exposure of BOB’S
background would do this<,

It is again pointed out that extreme caution
must be used in handling and reporting the above meeting
in order to afford maximum~securi ty to this highly placed

bum m i m ,!! nf^Viiiis, iim,iurt"i wnir n rty j JT i ^^ TT irnm^ji-i st rtj *j=esg£>
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SAC, Newark (200-2974) S/23/55

sac, New York (100-66221)

j-'-mma cxcks
is - c

NY 14-75-3*, who was in a position to furnish
reliable information concerning activities at the CP National
Headquarters, 268 7th Avenue* NYC, advised that on 7/26/55,
KABTB& SI0R3B proposed to PHXt BABf, GEORGE WATX and At
B1W3CRG that cotitiXS (believed to refer to CONNIE Bm} help
BILL from the CBC (believed to refer to WU&IAM AESERXSCN)
with the case regarding the "Bail Question"*

KABXHA added that they must form a mass fight on
the bail question*

In the event it becomes necessary to disseminate
this information, care should be taken to protect the infor-
mant* 9 identity*

1 - new Haven (200-l4?95)03VU?lIA C20:a;)<BK>
<1 ~ KY 100-56579 (Bill 3ABI)t;29-A)
1 - M 100-9904- (AL BLBJ©SHG)(#19-A)
1 - BY 100-18673 (GEORGE WAT3!)(#19-A)
1 - NX 65-5604- (WIIL1AK AE3EE1GOK) (//7-5)
1 - BY 100-12959 (CONNIE BABY) (#12-15)
1 - IT£ 100-80675 (one) (#7-2)

JERiPMO
(10 )

i
>

\-p33-
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8/2V55£Ad f Detroit

SAC,Ke* fork <300*49936)

i!EX£H Amaon WllltO
is •* o

MT 1475»ns who was in ^ position to furnish r*l$«i-’l

information- concerning activities &t up hailoe&i headquarter#*
263 ?th Avenue* now York Cit$ * advised that on 3/2/55* am
unidentified man at CP Headquarters asked if HHl-di (believed to
he ££fi&tt axxisoK WIHTJ3S) had been in contact as yet* lie also
asked if KAnxo&«* (believed to refer to iviUOR BACmxm
telephone number was available because J&U.8 would he staying
there* the infornact was unable to discern the reply*

<te* that sane day* according to the informant* an
unidentified woman contacted CP National Headquarters and asked
for 41 BM3HB£a& but was told iby FSlt 1'^r.T that PLG-BEPC; Was not
there*

According; to the informant* 3ahi then stated that
the conference (the CP National Conference) Itself opens
tomaoTTCM <8/2/55) and it v&s to be held tomorrow and V.'edn'..'s3a;*4

EAST also stated that on Thursday (3/4/55) they wore having, u
coating: on Genova*

The informant further advised that* later that sow
morning, si (believed to be sxkon <m$QK) contacted am&&
(believed to be SAUL KKLJjiAS) at CP National 'Headquarters*
SAULIi. asked Si about a report and si told him. that he might
possibly locate it in one of the two file cases which were in
the big room next to the little room at CP headquarters* Ha-

ssid that one of the file cases was a legal file and. that the
other one was a regular else green file* He Instructed tAHiX-.,

to pull the top file drawer out and look to see if he could see
the caption "1955-1956 Election*"* he said that1 a thick report
might be located In. there*

1 * Detroit C100^u"%-
1 - m XOO-41932 CHAnSCK £AC$ftACH)(£7~$)
1 - Kf 100-998$ (At BlUMBSK0K#19-\)
1 - mr 100-18671 (SAUL WEtLHAK)(f7-5)
i - h? 100-13473 (Bwm Gm$mn#iz~ib)
l » m 100-56579 (PrUL BARTK/19-A)
1 - m 100-80641 (CP, C3A OP GAHINATICK )C12-14) r,



letter to Detroit
MT 100-6993^

In the event It becomes necessary to disseminate
this information * -care should be taken to protect the
informants identity*



Office Memorandum • united states government

TO s SAC,HEW YORK(100-56579) DATE: 26 * 1955

FROM : SA FRANKLIN B. TEETER

SUBJECT: PHILIP BART, was.
INTERNAL SECURITY - C.

Re report of writer dated 7/27/55 and ED -122 dated 8/18/55 (Ser 1183).

Inasmuch, as the writer is being transferred to another section and
this case is being reassigned, the following information is set forth:

The cover letter to referenced report recommended that subject in the

futuare be designated a Top Functionary, He is presently carried as a key figure.

To date no answer farom the Bureau has been recieved.

Also, referenced report set out a lead for New York to verify subject's

residence at 530 E. 22nd Street, Bro&klyn. Because of this the case was placed in

a pending status instead of the normal P*. Subject's residence has Bince been veri-

fied and the Bureau notified by referenced FD-122. However, the case is still in

a pending status. After a conference with the supervisor of Section 7-i, it was

decided to leave it so until the Bureau mskes its decision on subject' s Top Func-
tional^ "Status. Then have case posted P* on the incoming communication.
FBI:
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* FBI (10&*3*49)

SAG# CSI1CMO ;{2.00-1^9533 •

iMOT* ' USA - « •

"

m&mMsvm-' .

mm &mmz& ~ c ,

’

.' /.Aogost 29* 1955

v
' '09 $%S|*8*'itiw haa 'famished reliable infos?-

-

action 5a the |>a®t# orally, advised SA® 3t>Hlf E* K£A2*IJ39
'

md am 9* FiiimiM <m- August. 20* 1955* th&t ii® rtotaioft-
'.

that *k-the ox*saiaigatl0D meting held -in CAMotattt Party -

headouartes?® l&WmYo&k pity on August; 1# 1955* PiEEt»‘-

SAE’i1# a Mit, of
.
KM' NfetlOMtl Administrative -Csssaitt®®

who hold® a position oqx&weCLmt to- Inti«*m&- (feganlsstlonal
»©crotary of the OP, wrote the followii^/iofOTa&tlm ©a :

.

.the blackboard wMoh was meed at this msstiiig*
,

.

••

BAR? Agitated that at the oreaent tim . the
'

CP# USA# has 25 diitriefc®.* '

; Of these 35 -districts the '

Mefcionai' Office of the CP ha® m tt^tlBtMu on.mnbm^
ship from sef<» district® tad that', the statistl®® free®,

' the 10 other districts are far from aoeurate, CO $02^*3
it ,of ths/epialaa that the mtm districts.' meatioDsd by
BAM?

. fcr - Which tt&S ffatisaSl OffSo© ha® -received a®,
statistic® would fee the smaller districts la, the Party*

mms-imm -
'

..

y' ,.

(?)

.i»w iTorfe. (Bissau©) .
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r
1 - lOCwBoShl (Of - Ospgeaisafclim}.
'? ry?0G«(w?56 ‘40F-«<Jl®s^©rshipi ' •
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AIRTEL

FBI, CHICAGO (100-21222) 9/2/55

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3~9l|.) (AM) ( REGISTERED)

COMMUNIST PARTY - USA
UNDERGROUND OPERATIONS
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

.SAC

_DN. 1

_D1V. 2

OIV. 3

_DIV. 4

_SEC. 1

__SEC. 2

_SEC. 3

_SEC. 4

SEC. 5

.SEC. 6

.SEC. 7

.SEC. 8

.SEC. 9

„8ES. 10

..SEC. li

3, 12

. SEC. 13

Jffl. w
15

—-SIC. 16

.SEC. W
SEQ. 18

Re Chicago airtel 9/2/55 captioned as above, reflect3'

ing that CLAUDE LIGHTFDOT had told GG- 582i|.-S, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, that decision may be delayed
with regard to returning persons presently in the underground
apparatus to the ’’open” Party because of the arrest on a secret
indictment under the Smith Act in Buffalo, New York, on 9/l/55*

Extreme care should be used in handling and reporting
the following information in order to protect -the identity of
the informant .

CG 582I4.-S orally advised SA JOHN E. KEATING on 9/2/55
that he had received the following information in a conversa-
tion with JACK KLING, who has just returned to the ’’open" Party
from the national underground apparatus, CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT, a
member of the National Administrative Committee of the Communist
Party, and SAM KUSHNER, a member of the National Trade Union
Commission of the CP, who. had just returned from New York City.
Informant received this information on 9/2/55*

CP - USA
UNDERGROUND OPERATIONS

CG 582)j.-S stated that he learned that a decision has
been reached to delay the date when some persons would return
to the "open" Party. This delay may amo

u

n to^two ,oj^thr^

e

^

JEKlkw
(38)

See la page for copies.

SEARCHED. .INDEXED

serialized^ ..

-v«fP6 1955/ jFBl- NEW YORK



PAGE 1A

1 - Bureau (100-3-69) ( CP-USA, ORGANIZATION) (AM) ( REGISTERED)
2 - Cleveland (AM) (REGISTERED)

(1 - 100- )( CP-USA, ORGANIZATION)
(1 - 100- )( JAMES WEST)

2 - Indianapolis (AM) (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100-8745) (CP-USA, STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY)
(1 - 100-4.317) (COMINFIL, USA - CIO)

11' - New York (AM) (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100-9-6985) (CP-USA, UNDERGROUND OPERATIONS)
(1 - 100-89590) (CP-USA, STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY)
(1 - 100-806ia) (CP-USA, ORGANIZATION)
(1 - ioo-7.456^Jcp-usa, funds)
Al -vibOOS565f9)raHIL BART)
(1 - lOtf^B^CDTlRVING HERMAN)
(1 - 100-19211.9) (JACK KLING)
(1 - 100- ) (HAL SIMON)
(1 - 100-66211) (MARTHA STONE)
(1 - 100- )( JAMES TORMEY)
(1 - 100-18673) (GEORGE WATT)

2 - Pittsburgh (AM) ( REGISTERED)
(1 - 100- ) (CP-USA, STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY)
(1 - 100- MCOMINFIL, USA - CIO)

2 - Seattle (AM) ( REGISTERED)
(1 - 100- )( CP-USA, ORGANIZATION)
(1 - 100- )( JAMES TORMEY)

Ik - Chicago
(1 - A/134-46)
(l -100-18953) (CP-USA, ORGANIZATION)
(1 - 100-19431) ( CP-USA, STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY)
(1 - 100-8495) ( COMINFUL, USA - CIO)
(1 - 100-8009) (GOMINFUL, UPWA - CIO)
(1 - 100-24800) (LOU DISKIN)
(1 - 100-3301) (DAVID ENGLESTEIN)
(1 - 100-3824) (IRVING HERMAN)
(1 - 100- ) ( JACK KLING)
(l - 100-2748) (SAM KUSHNER)
(1 - 100-1158) (ED STARR)
(1 - 100-2749) (MOLLIE WEST)
(l - 10G-20289 ) ( JAMES WEST)
(1 - ’61-867) (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)



PAGE TWO

weeks or -until the Party spesf whether or“not there will be addi-
tional arrests under the Smith Act. If there are more afrests,
those in the underground will remain there for fear of being
arrested as soon as thpy return to the nopen" Party.

OP - USA
ORGANIZATION

OG 582i|.-S stated that he learned that - there is a big
discussion currently going on within the Party concerning the dis-
position of forces. At the present time it is planned to send
most persons returning from the underground to the OP districts
from which they originally came.. If there are no juore arrests
in the next few weeks after they return, bp the' "open" Party,
then there may be changes between districts.

The following are proposals with no definite decisions
having been arrived at as yet with regard to the following per-
sons:

PHIL BART

Informant learned that some, of the leadership is out
to get PHIL BART, who is presently on vacation and who at this
time holds a position equivalent to National Organizational
Secretary of the OP, and is also in charge of CP finances. The
suggestion is being made that BART be replaced as National
Organizational Secretary by MARTHA STONE. BART would be offered
the position of being in charge of national CP funds or would
be offered the position as Organizational Secretary of the
Illinois - Indiana District of the CP.

JACK KLING

KLING stated that he had asked to be assigned to Chicago.
He stated that he was asked to be MARTHA STONE’ s assistant, but
said that he would not ’.even discuss this matter. KLING stated
that he is willing to accept any position in Chicago. He plans
to remain in Chicago for approximately eleven days, then return *

to New York City for a few weeks. During the time he is in New
York City, he will work on Party finances with PHIL BART.

It is noted that KLING formerly handled national Party
funds* KLING stated that some of the matters pertaining to funds,
formerly handled by the late WILLIAM WEINER, have still not been



PAGE THREE

straightened out* Upon completion of this assignment, KLIRG will
return to Chicago and may replace MOLLIE WEST as Organizational
Secretary .of the Illinois - Indiana District or may. be assigned
to work in the steel industry in South Chicago and Lake County,
Indiana; in which case he would also be the National CP Co-
ordinator in steel working out of Chicago*

IRVING HERMAN

CG 582^-S further advised that he was told that IRVING
HERMAN also asked to be assigned to Chicago. HERMAN will remain
in New York for a month or so before coming to Chicago* During
this time he is supposed to set up a National Review Commission
and it was stated that he could have the job as Chairman of this
commission if he did not want to come to Chicago. HERMAN has
indicated, however, that he wants to come to Chicago and work' in
an industrial section. In this event, there is a proposal that
he may replace LOU DISKIN as National CP Co-Ordinator in packing,
since the Party is not pleased with DISKIN’ s work* CG 582i|.-S
further advised that HERMAN is having domestic difficulties,
his wife having asked him for a divorce some seven years ago>
which he has not granted to her. There is some indication
that HERMAN may go through with this divorce in the near future*

HAL SIMON

Informant learned that HAL SIMON is scheduled to come
out of the underground any day* if he is not already in the
"open” Party* SIMON is being considered for a position on the
National Trade Union Commission of the CP, possibly replacing
GEORGE WATT. He is also being considered for the position of
National .Organizational Secretary in the event that PHIL BART
is removed from this position and MARTHA STONE does not replace
BART.

JAMES. WEST and JAMES TORMEY

CG 5>82i).-S learned that JIM TORMEY has returned to New
York City from Seattle and the feeling in the Party is that he
did not help the situation in Seattle and may remain permanently
in New York City.

JIM WEST, who has been in the underground and is
scheduled to come to Chicago during the week of 9/4/S>5>* has been
considered for Chairman of the Ohio District of the CP and also
for National Steel Commission Chairman* At the present time.



PAGE POUR

WEST is also being considered for District Organizer at Seattle,
replacing TORMEY.

ED STARR and DAVID ENGLESTEIN

OG 582I4-S stated that STARR and ENGLESTEIN, both in
the underground in the Illinois - Indiana District, have been
seen recently by both KUSHNER and ELING. They have been told
that they will return to the "open” Party, that their position
is being discussed nationally and that the date for their return
to the "open” Party has been set up from 9/15/55 to 9/22/55 or
9/29/55» while the Party is waiting to see if there are any more
arrests under the Smith Act,

It is again pointed out that extreme care should be
used in reporting and handling the above information in order
to protect the identity of the informant and also that the infor-
mant stated that these are proposals and that changes may be made
by the Party, particularly in view of the fact that CLAUDE LIGHT-
POO T is scheduled to confer with EUGENE DENNIS in New York City
during the week of 9/14-/55 with regard to the assignment of
personnel •

HOSTETTER



9-7-55

SAG nw TrRK (100-80965

BA ». G-ASD15

MORRIS lASSm
S *M«-0

Brooklyn,
On *his datel \

H,T, advised We writer Wat the USBM family had returned to their apart-

nent at this addreee yesterday morning ( 9-6-55) at about 10 a*®#* They

arrived in an old, somewhat shabby sedan, operated by HR* &ASSESU The latter

proceeded to bring in a lot of duffel bags and other stuff* hater he went

off in the oar with his two children, the children reappearing several min-

utes later with loe cress* cones, hut hineelf 414 $ot teturn* | 1

| did not hare an opportunity to observe the lloense plate of the car

operated by LAHSER. Be has not sesn LAHSSR since, and does not know if he

spent the night at this address*

~1
stated that just before their arrival , he observed the male

visitor that his been using the BAB^ apartment all iommmr, XSHX (PHTI»

BMf ) leave with a handled case that looked somewhat like a typewriter ease.

Be stated that he has not seen this individual nor the woman who has been in

the apartment w^th him ( 00mm BART ) since* Be said he was of the opinion t

that they would not be living here any longer, inasmuch as the BAHS^B apart*.

1 ST 100- * V
1 ST 100- 56579

1 ST 100-

/ NV ~ TSjC

( Oonnie Bart) 19

( Phil Bart) 19 ^
( Mildred lanser) 1 A

CCo v/ Am

r/s-'f-l*-
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Page 2

ent has hut one double bed end the two single hefts used by the chilire*,who

presumably sill be starting bade to school next week.

He stated that during the coarse of the «um»er he received nail fron

*H8. 1AISSH with the return address of tSanp lakeland* He stated farther that

it was his understanding that she haft been a counsellor there* that die

haft spent last gunner at Cairo 15 sderlsM.

I
stated that he never did find oat the none of the people who

occupied MMllSR*# aaartaent in their absence this stumer$ that the MESMSjla

nade no heat? on that they were going to have visitors In the apartment , *md

the visitors consistently refused to give their names. Boon MIS 1AH3XR&*

return yesterday* expressed the dissatisfaction of the lanlorft

in this behavior, and her failure to give proper notification to hi* cr the

suprt» regarding the visitor;?. He had previously refused to accept her cheek

for the rent dun for two nonths, and the landlord later*on the evening of

9-6-55 also Jmfnseft to accept her check. The landlord will probably institute

dispoSess proceeding* against the*. { MRS lAITTR has a special checking

account at Manufacturers Trust Co.on Mlptbush Arenue.Mr Hamilton stated.)

According to MRS hAMRMB asserted that the visiter* who oecuoied

her apart-sent for the stumer were *her cousins**

The writer observed » woman answering the description of COFMjr BAST

leaving the building at 9: 50 a«*» . Although a fisur of the building was

conducted fro* 7:45 am ufttll 1*00 p.*. , P5TL BAIT was not observed*
| |

will advise this office if he see* the BASS® again.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

SAC* New York (97-169) (7-2)

LIONEL E. BELANGER* SA

PUBLISHERS NEW PRESS* INC.
IS - C

UNITED STATES GOVEHMENT

DATE: 9/7/55

On 7/22/55* an official of . the
b7D

lower Manhattan Internal Revenue Service* 80 Lafayette
Street* NYC* made available to SA LIONEL E, BELANGER the
minute books of the Board of Directors meetings of the
incorporating proceedings of the PUBLISHERS NEW PRESS* NYC,
These minute books were photostated and the original was
returned to the source. The photostat is being made an ,

exhibit to instant file. The source advised that the
Internal Revenue Service had reviewed the minute books
during a recent audit of the books of the PUBLISHERS NEW
PRESS * INC. * NYC.

There is set out below the names of various
individuals mentioned in these books and underneath each
there is listed the page numbers where the name is carried:

b7D
\

1- NY
1- NY
1- NY
1- NY
1* NY

NY
,l

v- NY
1- NY
1- NY
1- NY
1- NY
1- NY
1- NY
1- NY

NY
1- NY
1- NY
1- NY
1- NY
1- EY

(100 -64k99) .

( 100- 25° 21 )

(IOO-83828 )

(IOO-I4496 )

(100-64435) •

(100-56579)
.( 100-81771)
( 100 -9260 )

(100-106495)
100-58757)

.

(100-79 275)

I

100-59 291)
100-61206)

100-21259)
100-97856)
100-8528)
(100-53177)
(100-23275)

LEBsHMO

(P & C)

(JOSEPH DE^MER) (20-11)
(CHARLES J. HEN DLEY) (20-10)
(ALEX KULKIN-) ( 20-13)
(EMANUEL LEVIN) (20-13)
(DOROTHY CACCKIONE) (20-11)
(PHILLIP BART) (12-14)
(DOROTHY ROBINSON)
(ANNA ROCHESTER) (12-14)
(Freedom of Press Committee) (7“2)
(DAVID M. FREEDMAN) (12-16)
(FNU) (Doctor A. (B?) DONAWA) (12-16)
(VINCENT PR0VINZAN0)( 12-16)
(HOWARD FAST) (12-16)
(FNU) WHITE (7-5)
(MAX GORDON) (12-14)
(HELEN ALFRED) (12-16)
( RICHARD BOYER)

j
20-9)

(MILTON HOWARD) (12-14)
(ROBERT HALL) ( 12-15)

JOo '-7 $
SEARCHED INDEXED.

SERIALIZED ^EILEufeisT.

SEP? 1955
.FBI - ME#YORK

,5*

L



MEMO
NY 97-169

JOE DERMER
p. l, 3, 29, 30, 31,

43, 44, 45, 47 sub 3, 48, 49, 61,
sub 43*

33, 35, 37, 39a, 42,

64, 65, 67, 69, 70, 72

CHARLES J. HENDLEY

ALEX KOLKEN

Pg, 1, 3, 30, 31, 33, 42, 43, 44, 45, 48, 49, 61,

64, 65, 67, 69, 70, 72 sub 43 t

EMaNUEL levin

Pg. 34, 35, 37, 39, 49, 64, 65, 69, 70 .

DOROTHY CACCHIONE

Pg. 34, 35, 37.

phillip bart

Pg. 39 and a.

DOROTHY ROBINSON

Pg. 39 and a.

Metropolitan News Go.

Pg. 43 •

ANNA ROCHESTER



MEMO
NY 97-169

DAVID FREEIMM

Pg. 60.

DONAWA

Pg. 61.

PROVINZANO

Pg. 62, 67.

FAST

Pg. 62.

WHITE

Pg. 62, 67.

MAX GORDON

Pg. 62, 6.7.

Freedom of the Press Committee

Pg. £o, 64 .

Miss ALFRED

Pg. 70,

Mr. BOYER

Pg. 70.

MILTON HOWARD

;
Pg. 70.

ROBERT HALL



9/7/55SAG, New York (100-68063)

JAMES E. REILLY, SA

CLARA bodian masso
SM-G

NY 693-S”f advised that on July 21, 1955, JLAH from
Brighton (believed to be JEAN SMITH) called GRamercy 7-8825 *

and asked JOHN (believed to be JOBS? D. MASSO) if CLARA
(believed to be CLARA BODIAN MASSO) was in as yet. CLARA
was present and spoke to JEAN. JLAN told her that nhe H

was upstairs and was very busy as it looked like an all
day meeting. She asked Ct-AKA to stop by OP headquarters at
her convenience, anytime that day and CJjARA agreed but said
that she would have to do it In the afternoon.

NY l!j.75-S* advised that on 8/11/55, CLARA (believed
to be CLARA MASSO) contacted PHIL BART at CP Natl onal Head-
quarters and told him that she wanted to see him. PHIL
told her that he would be busy that day but would make It
on the following morning, and asked her to be there at about
10*00 AM. Later that same day, according to the Informant,
BAHT contacted the offices of New Century Publishers and
-made arrangements with GLARA to see her at i|.s 00 PM that
same day.

Later that same day, according to the informant,
a female (indicated by the informant as possibly being
CLARA) stated that she and JOHN (belioved to be JOHN MASSO)
had sent a telegram. She said she had to get translations
of Spanish, French, and Italian and that JOHN, her husband,
had translated the Italian. BART said he was trying to
connect this and asked If SHNSHE (PH) used to write ’’Topics

of the Tlme^’ In the editorial page (publication not disclosed).
The woman answered that he had.





'James s*rezlly*$a

OP/tiBA WOMEN’S MATTERS
IS-0 .

.

9/14/55

tiy l)t?5-.gtt advised that on 8/11/55* a woman (possibly
, | told PHIL BART At OP National Headquarters be ,

that she would continue her present work among women on her bic

own* She said she would see what ANDY (believed to be
ANDY HEMES) had to say oh Monday (presumably 8/15/55 ) and
what else he had In mind* BAR? told her that for her other
work they could work out abaslc committee and let It stand
for two months before nshe n oomes out (po&slbly‘deferring to
CLAtJDXA JONES)* at which time they could set It up*
The woman remarked that September would be here before they
knew It*

' '

1 .» NY IOO-8O33 [

NY 100-56579 (PHIL BART ) (#19~A)
(ANDY HEMES) (#7-5)

-14) b6
hlC

1 -
NY 100-1489
NY 100-1867 (cLApDiA Jones; (#7-5)

JBRiRGM
(5)



9/19/55

r

SAC, New York (100-12959)

EOBTET J, KIRKLAND, JR., SA

CONSTANCE S. BART
s::-c

At k:35 pm in 9/12/55, CONSTANCE BART was observed
to leave CP national Headquarters on 7th Avenue near 25th
Street* S'.S EDWARD SNYDER and ROBERT J. KIRKLAND, JR. observed
BART walk north to 34th Street, where she took ^ the 7th Avenue
subway to Newkirk Avenue station In Brooklyn. ‘BART then
walked to 2hi5 Newkirk Avenue and was observed to enter
Ap t « !{.(}*

at that r.iiidonea and both of the Nb--.ro race . ware interviewed
by means of suitable pretext, I advised that
the BARTS noved to Apt. 4® of their apartment house on 8/15/55*
They said that Mr, AAEQIT A, L37IIT, who resides at Apt, IjK of
the s • me adorego is the individual who asked that Apartment
4G- be reserved for the BARTS when he learned that 4® "was to
become available on August 15th.

|
Istatod that in their opinion ” there be

is something suspicious" about the BANTS in that upon applying b?c
for the •uperfcvont they gave no previous place of residence,
gave no names of present or previous j*iployers. They also
said that it was ~trange that "a couple as old as the BARTS”
should move in with little if any furniture* They said that
before the BARTS moved in, llrs* BART gtv- tie telephone
number BU J-7611 as the number where sh: might be reached* This
i3 telephone listing of MORRIS LANZE1, ^30 East 22nd St.,
Brooklyn, where subject and husband resided during summer*

| |
3tated that the BARTS signed a two

year lease, -ive on© month rent in advjr.ee as well as one
month security deposit* They jaid th-c the lease is now at
the office of the owner of the bulldin -* The directory of the
building reflects the owner as follows:

Forsvte Apts, Inc*
•TACK ElUTSTEIN
625 Eknlre Blvd.
Brooklyn, New York

(lylIY(100-56579) (PHIL BART)

d(T
eroBCHSD —
::fcR!'\UimD._- 10

• cEP 1 9 1955 •

io-\
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4

Memo
NY 100-12959

I \ appeared completely cooperative
and gave assurance that they would treat the matter of
the inquiry confidential, I appeared to be
much more intelligent than her husband, and it is suggested
that any future inquiries, in so far a r. is possible, be
directed to her* I telenbone number is
BtJchminster 2-1923*

2 .



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO •* SAC, LOS ANGEI-ES DATE: 9/20/55

PROM : SAC, NEW YORK ( 100-81675) (#12-14)

SUBJECT: CP, USA PAMPHLETS
AND PUBLICATIONS
IS-C

According to NY 1475-S-”-, who is in a position
to .furnish reliable information concerning activities
at CP National Headquarters, 268 7th Avenue, NYC, on
B/lO/55 » PHIL BART was In conversation with an
unidentified man at CP National Headquarters.
PHIL asked if the -unidentif led man had spoken with
AL '(believed to be AL BLUMBERG) and the man answered
that he had spoken to AL and told him what the situation
was, but that AL had replied that there was nothing
that could be done.

RM

1 - Los Angeles (100- ) (CP, USA FUNDS) (RM)

3 - Chicago (61-867 ) (CLAUDE LIGHTP00T) (RM)

(1 - 100- CP, USA PAMPHLETS AND PUBLIC ATI0NS ) (RM)

(1 - 100- CP, USA FUNDS) (RM)
1 - Newark (100-2974) (MARTHA STONE) (RM)
1 - New Haven (100-14295) (MARTHA STONE) (RM)
2 - San Francisco (100- CP TTSA PAMPHLETS & PUBLICATIONS) (RM)

(1 - 100- CP, USA FUNDS) (RM)
2 - Seattle ( 100 - CP, USA PAMPHLETS & PUBLICATIONS ) (RM)

(1 - 100 - CP, USA FUNDS) (RM)

1 - NY 100-66211 (MARTHA STONE) (#7-5)
NY 100-98699 (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT) (#7-5)
NY 100-56579 (PHIL BART)(#19-A)

1 - NY 100-18673 (GEORGE WATT)(#19-A)
1 - NY 100-74560 (CP, USA FUNDS) (#19-A)
1 - NY 100-9984 (AL BLUMBERG) (#19-A)
1 - NY 97-169 (DAILY WD RKER) (#7-2)

/-

JERJRCM



Letter to SAC, Los Angeles
NY 100-81675

PHIL then said he would propose that on the
next day there be a motion that they turn over the
whole front page to the Fund drive* He said the paper
(presumably the DAILY WORKER) had to have §20,000 to
live on until its campaign began in October. BART
remarked that if anyone was opposed to this proposal
they could go out and raise the money themselves*
He said if they could do it in a better way he had no
objection but he was tired of listening to political
arguments. He said he "proposed that they bring in
GEORGE ( believed to be GEORGE WATT) and the unidentified
man could bring MARTHA (believed to be MARTHA STONE) here
and they would also have CLAUDE (believed to be CLAUDE
LIGHTF00T) in attendance too. BART said that the situation
was very acute.

At this point the unidentified man remarked
that that sum was the minimum and was also contingent
on some circulation activity. He said they also had
the problem of Labor Day and that this minimum would
be the minimum for them until after Labor Day when they
started their drive. He remarked !Iwith this fifteen, on
Labor Day our bill to him (not further identified] isgoing to be c

?3 0,000, PHIL corrected him sayinc ''with
this fifteen it will be only twelve to him,” The
unidentified man replied, ”twelve to him, that*s right*
Then we take rent, telephone, labor, taxes etc. Now'’
something has got to come in. There has to be some income
otherwise we might as well give up the ghost.”

PHIL then mentioned making an appeal in the
paper and asked that it be kept in mind that ”this” r^oes
in on Thursday and comes out on Friday and people leavefor the weekend. He S'aid they were putting it in
on a bad day as it would be forgotten by the following
Monday *

2 -



Letter to SAC, Los Angeles
NY 100-81675

Later that same afternoon, according to the
informant, PHIL BART again speaking to an unidentified
person at CP National Headquarters said "Los Angeles
has 75,000, has 38,500 in. Washington ]3,000, £,000 in.
Illinois County with 13,000, 7,200 in. San Francisco,
Los Angeles between them they have 113,000 and between
them they raised 57“58,000, San Francisco has 51$,
Los Angeles has 52$. " BART continued by saying, "this
is as of August "3rd, August 1st was the 50$ marie, Then
they have subscriptions f1^100 to come in. $71,000
came in in cash and,,$1,100 came in in subscriptions so
a total of $72 , 000 ."

In the event it becomes necessary to
disseminate this information care should betaken to
protect the informantfe identity.



9/23/55

• •
ir

V/

SAC, NEW YORK (100-22725) (#20-9)

JAMES E. REILLY, SA

SM-C

NY 693-S* disclosed that on 9/9/55, 1 I

contacted PHIL BART at CP Headquarters and stated that
his children Were sick, so he would like to have their date
changed until 1:00 PM on Monday (presumably 9/12/55) when
he could come into the office. BART was agreeable to this.

1 - NY 100-56579 (PHIL BART) (#19)

JERtMIM
2



SAC, DSIfOXT 3AV55
LAC* HEW YOIkC (100-16071

)

sawl *»3u«an
? M-rt

NY 1475*'- who- is in a position to famish
reliable information ©oncoming activities at Cf* National
Headquarters, 26o 7th Avenue, hYC, advised that on 9/lh/55 f

PHIL LAHI* at CP National Beadau&rtera, received an incoming
phone_call from OAULIE (believed to be 6ADL fcEUMAN).
sAUbi. i told BAET that he was home sick with the grippe.
BART told him that on the next Tuesday (presumably 9/20/55)
they were having their regular meeting, and also that they
proposed that the get together " which SAPIXE raised with
them, be held in NYC instead of a week later on the 2d and
29 (presumably of September), BAM asked .. AULU if he wanted
to come in for both occasions or 3u#t leave it for the one
occasion. SAULIE replied that ho did not understand, and
PHIL told him that * CLAUDE (believed to be CLAUDE LXflHTFOOX)
and I were to come In* ir.’e proposed that instead of us coming
in there, you come in here on the 2bth and 29th for two days

«

’

£ADLIB then asked when those dates- were, and DAFT replied that
they would be on a Wednesday and Thursday * PHli* said that they
thought it better that CAULIS come in to YY on the 2-i'th and 29th
because it would give more people a chance to participate who
would be unable to otherwise. SAUL asked if there was going to
be a meeting of the NAC that week and PHIL replied that there
would not bo on. those days, and therefore, he was raising the
question, as to whether or not SAUILE could make both trips.
SAULIE then told EHXI that he had to go to Washington. EMI
asked him when that would take place and SAULIE stated that
he was scheduling it at the pretent time. PHIL than suggested
that he forget about the. next Tuesday and gust snake it to hi
on the 26th. They agreed to leave the matter that way tentatively,
and PHIL told 6AULII that he would contact him in the early part
of the next week.

1 - Chicago {61-667 CLAUDE LI0MF0CT)(P^
1 - Washington Field (1Q0- j^AUL WELLMAN)
1 - NY 101-96-99 (CLAUDE LIOdlFOCT) (./?~5
1 * NY 101-5o579 lPHIL B/\ET)(fl9)

~~1 - AY 101-373^2 (1061*,' IMQLn,)( ,19)
1 * let 100- (6LB4 {l.VU))( 7-0)

z&r.tvxn



letter to Detroitm ioo-i&oa

According to M 3.475-L*, later on 9/lVS5>
PHIL received an incoming ea.ll at CP national headquarters
from a .nan kno ld?n tlflia himself as 'this Is (yh)''
(it is believed tnab the name la possibly FAh&£a and that
the individual i$ HOSIr FABB1K), PHIL remarked that he
was surprised to hear frost the man because he wanted to
see him, and in fact had called a couple of times but the
man was unavailable. They attempted to make arrangements
to meet and the man told PHIL that he would be away on
Friday# (presumably 9/lo/$f>) „ The man then asked PHIi if
he recalled a letter, a copy of which PHIL was supposed to
furnish to the man. PHIL replied that he remembered the
letter. The man then asked IHII if he had seen LLIM and
PHIL replied that he had not* out ha had received his message.
The ja*n then told *i3XL that ho. neoded a copy of the letter u.i

fridsy.

PHIL then discussed a pamphlet which had sold out
in its second edition. The man expressed pleasure at hearing
tins news. At this point the man stated thsfc hio wife was
not with him and ho understood that PHIL v*anced to tee her too.
He asked PHIL if he was still over ‘in our t-rc-ugh," SlOX
replied that he was and then save the man his telephone number
ae BO 7 and as.^ed that the man call him at that number
on Sunday morning {trosutaVly 7/l&/yj)

,

at which time they
could decide when and wr.-rr* to moot* In the vrvTiiue* Phla
said that he would give ’that letter r to "the other guy.

In trie event it becomes necessary to disseminate
this information, care should be taken to protect the
Informant's identity.



9/26/55SAC, NEN YORK (1G0~7456>)(#19)

JAMES E, REILLY, SA

CP, USA PONDS
IS-C

II

NY 693-S* advised that on 9/13/55# a J3v ROSENBERG
of the New York State Employment Service, contacted GEORGE
BLAKE at CP Headquarters , ROSENBERG save his phone number
as Chelsea 4-7350, Extension 87# and asked for PHIL BART,
BLAKE stated that BART was out and ROSENBERG asked that BART
contact him as soon as possible.

Later that same day, according to the informant,
JEAN SMITH at CP Headquarters, contacted Mr, ROSENBERG at
the New York State Unemployment Insurance, She said she
was calling for BART who was not available and ROSENBERG
stated that he had been trying to reach Mr, ADES, the
accountant (believed to refer to BERNARD ADES), and that
if ADES did not contact him before noon he would issue a
summons, JEAN said she would try to get in touch v/lth ADES,

According to NY 1475-S*, on 9/14/55# Mr, ADES
contacted PHIL BART at CP National Headquarters, and told
him that he would able to come down (presumably to CP
Headquarters),

According to NY 1475-S*, later on 9/14/55* PHIL
BART was in conversation with an unidentified man (believed
to be BERNARD ADES), The man told BART that it would be
better if BART did not t^k to them because what he said
could be used against him, (It is believed the conversation
refers to the aforementioned Mr, ROSENBERG of the NY State
Employment Service), BART commented that “it happened while
BETTY was here. I don 1 1 know what happened* " The man
replied that it would be alright and if ''they 1

' did not like
it they could get BETTY (believed to be BETTY GANNETT) out
and talk to her, BART commented "he don't know beans except
he is an auditor .

u The man then stated "you can’t take
chances with these people. How do you know he is Just an
auditor?" The man then suggested to PHIL that If "he" calls

6

1 h I? v.»
•U-

f HI -

.Mid

again, PHIL should tell him to see

1 - NY 100-50806 (GEORGE BLAKE) (#7-5)
Z - NY 100-68934 (JEAN SMITH) (#20-11

J

(il- NY 100-56579 (PHIL BART) (#19)
x - NY 100-12481 (BERNARD ADES)lr20-10)
1 - NY 100-13483 (BETTY GANNETT) (#7-5)



o P F r 0 E M E„M 0 1 A I D U M ^ * UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

PROM

4 DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-®)

t SAC, CHICAGO (100-189®)

DATE: £-/ l~S~<

SUBJECT? COMMUNIST PARTI, USA
ORGANIZATION
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

Extreme care should be used in reporting
the following Information in order to protect the Identity
of the informant ,

The following information was furnished orally by
CG 582I4.-S, ' who has furnished reliable information in the
past, to SAs JOHN E. KEATING and CARL N. FREYMAN on August
Dj> 1955 0

Time, Type, and Place
of Meeting

\

CG 5®2il--S advised that a national Communist Party
conference dealing, primarily with the defense of the CP in
the light of the recent Four Power Conference in Geneva,
Switzerland, was held in the Yugoslav-American Home in New
York City on Tuesday and Wednesday, August 2 and 3, 1955.'
According to the informant, the meeting started at approxi-
mately 10:30 a.m. on Tuesday morning and ended at approximately
4 p.m. on each day. Night sessions had been planned but many
of those present refused to stay any longer because of the
excessive heat.

REGISTERED

JEKtRMB
(78)

1 - Bureau (REGISTERED)
100-3-83 (CP - Domestic Administration Issues)

2 - Baltimore (REGISTERED)
1 - 100- (CP - Organization)
1 - 100- (UNSUB, was. Joe and Irving)

3 - Boston (REGISTERED) /*/
1 - 100- (CP - Organization) / H ,y

1 - 100- (ANN BURLAK) [search©
1 - 100- (SIDNEY LTPSHIHES ) |

serialized

.indexes1 - 100“ (ANN BURLAK) [search©
1 - 100- (SIDNEY IXPSHIRES) {serialized £te*xo *.

AUG 15 1955
See pages la, lb, and lc for additional copiies fbi-new york
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DIRECTOR, FBI REs COMMUNIST PARTY, USA -

ORGANIZATION

Additional copies?

2 - Charlotte (REGISTERED)

1

- 100= (CP - Organization)
1 ~ 100“ (JUNIUS SCALES)

3 - Cleveland (REGISTERED)
1 - 100" (CP - Organization)
1 - 100- (ANTON KRCHMAREK)
1 - 100- (HYMAN LUMER)

3 - Denver (REGISTERED)
1 - 100-

• (CP - Organization)
1 - 100- (ARTHUR BARY)
1 - 100- (Cominfil, IUMMSW)

3 - Detroit (REGISTERED)
1 - 100- (CP - Organization)
1 - 100- (SAUL WELLMAN)
1 - 100- (HELEN WINTER)

2

- Indianapolis (REGISTERED)
1 - 100- (CP - Organization)
1 - 100- (EMANUEL BLOT*)

1 - Los Angeles (REGISTERED)
100- (CP - Organization)

2 - Milwaukee (REGISTERED)
1 - 100- (CP - Organization)
1 - 100- (SIG EISENSCHER)

2 - Minneapolis (REGISTERED)
1 - 100- (CP - Organization)
1 - 100- (ROBERT KELLY)

3 - Newark (REGISTERED)
1 - 100- (CP - Organization)
1 - 100- (CHARLES NUSSER)
1 - 100- (MARTHA STONE)

2 - New Haven (REGISTERED)
1 - 100- (CP - Organization)
1 - 100- (SID TAYLOR)

Copies continued on page lb

la



DIRECTOR, FBI RE? COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
ORGANIZATION

Additional copies;

(52 New York (REGISTERED)
1 - 134-91 (NY 69U-S) (Info,

)

1 - 100“8064l (CP - Organization)
,

1 - 100-86624 (CP - International Relations)
1 - 100=89691 (CP - Domestic Administration Issues)
1 - 100-81675 (CP - Pamphlets and Publications)
1 - 100-89590 (CP - Strategy in Industry)
1 - 65-5604 (WILLIAM ALBERTSON)
1 - 100=41932 (MARION BACHRACH)
1 - 100- CGONN3KE.*BART

)

100=56579^Xph'
'

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
l
l
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

- 100-9981,
- 100-50806 (GEORGE BLAKE CHARNEY)
- 100= (SAMUEL COLEMAN)
- 100-8057 (EUGENE DENNIS)
= 100=9365 (WILLIAM Z. FOSTER)
- 100-24448 (LILLIAN GATES)
- 100=13473 (SIMON W. GERSON)
- 100-21259 (MAX GORDON)
= 100- • (JULIAN LOWITT) •

- 100- (ABRAHAM B. MAGIL)
" 100= (ALAN MAX)
= 100= (JACOB "POP" MINDEL)
= 100=84275 (WILLIAM L. PATTERSON)
- 100=
- 100 -
- 100 =

(ANDY REMES)
(JEAN SMITH)
(MARTHA STONE)

100-21421 (ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG)
100
100 -

( JAMES TORMEY)
(DOXEY WTLKERSON)

100-19679 (ISADORE WOFSY)
100 -

100-
(LEON WOFSY)
(BOB )

2 - Philadelphia (REGISTERED)
1 - 100- (CP - Organization)
1 - 100= (JACK ZUCKER) .

Copies continued on page 1c



DIRECTOR, FBI RE s COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
ORGANIZATION

Additional copies?

2 “ Pittsburgh (REGISTERED)
1 - 100- (CP - Organization)
1 - 100- (UNSUB, wa. Joe)

2 - St. Louis (REGISTERED)
1 - 100- (CP - Organization)
1 - 100- (BEN PHILLIPS)

2 - San Francisco (REGISTERED)
1 - 100- (CP - Organization)
1 - 100- (ADAM LAPIN)

2 - Seattle (REGISTERED)
1 - 100- (CP - Organization)
1 - 100- (JAMES TORMEY)

Chicago copies?

1 - A) 134-46
1 ^ -61-86? (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)
1 - 100-24729 (EMANUEL BLUM)
1 - 100-18104 (LEON KATZEN)

1 - Springfield (REGISTERED)
1 - 100= (CF - Organization)



DIRECTOR , FBI RE s COMMUNIST PARTY,
ORGANIZATION

USA -

The August 2 meeting started in a room located In
the northeast corner of the top floor of the Yugoslav-American
Home. This roqm has a bar at the south end and ^.s adjacent to
a large auditorium.

Provisions were made for sandwiches to be served at
lunchtime so that no one would have to leave the building; how-
ever, a few people did leave the buidling at lunchtime in order
to get some fresh air. At one time the meeting adjourned to the
downstairs ' restaurant where fans were available in the hope that
it would be cooler there; however, it was also very warm at this
location apd the meeting was again transferred to the hall previ-
ously described on the top floor.

The meeting of August 3 started in the restaurant, then
was moved to the main auditorium on the top floor, and subsequently
to two other halls on the top floor, including the one in the
northeast corner where the meeting began on the first day.

Persons in Attendance

CG £82l|.-S advised that at one time during the meeting
on August 2, 1955# he actually counted 52-persons in attendance,
although an official press release by the CP gave the total
attendance figure as The informant is of the opinion that
the attendance was not as high as the figure cited in the press
release but stated that a few persons whose identities he did
not know and who are from the New York area may have been in and
out of the meeting from time to time.

The following list of persons in attendance is set
forth by states. Most of the persons lifted were present at
both sessions with the exception of those from the Party press
in New York and some of the New York leaders who only attended
the session on the first day. (The reason

(

for the failure of
certain New York leaders to attend sessions on the second day
will be set forth in a separate memorandum).

California

ADAM IAPIN, representing the jentire State of
California. !



DIRECTOR, FBI RE: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA -

ORGANIZATION

Colorado

ARTHUR BARY, who was nominated without
opposition as the Chairman of this meeting
inasmuch as he is one of the latest Smith
Act victims,,

Connecticut

SID TAYLOR, District Organizer of the
Connecticut District.

Illin'ois- Indi ana

CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT, District Chairmanj

CG £82i|.-S

}

EMANUEL BLUM, Organizer for the State of Indiana and
alternate member of the Illinois-Indiana District
0 oxnmx "fe t © © o

LEON KATZEN, acting Chairman of the Lightfoot
Defense Committee and member of the CP District
Finance Committee.

Maryland

The Maryland District Organizer, whose name
is not known to the informant. .This individual
was referred to both as JOE and as IRVING. He
is described as follows: age about lj.0, height
6», 175 pounds, slim build, dark brown hair,
somewhat wavy, brown eyes, prominent nose,
speaks with a cultural or intellectual accent.

Massachusetts

ANN BURLAKg .

SID LIPSHIRES, District Organizer for New
England

.

- 3 -



DIRECTOR - FBI RE: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
ORGANIZATION

Michigan

SAUL WELLMAN, District Organizer for Michigan;

HELEN WINTER.

Minnesota

ROBERT KELLY, District Organizer for Minnesota

Missouri

BEN PHILLIPS.

\ New Jer.se

CHARLES NUSSER.

New York

SWILLIAM ALBERTSON, who was present only a
part of the first day;

^MARION BACHRACH;

1/ CONNIE BART;

ISPHIL BART |

^ALBERT E. BLUMBERG; .

GEORGE BLAKE CHARNEY, District Organizer,
Ne"w Ybrk District;

' SAMUEL COLEMAN;

\/LILLIAN GATES;

SIMON W. GERSON;

SmX GORDON;

l/JULIAN LOWITT;

SA. B. MAGIL;

- 4 -



DIHECTOR, FBI HE? COMMUNIST PASTY, USA
ORGANIZATION

NewYork (cont’d)

^ALAN MAX|

i'"'WILLIAM L. PATTERSON!

t/ANDY REMES, who was present for one day only;

v>JEAN SMITH, who was the recording secretary
for this conference;

1/ MARTHA STONE;

(/ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG;

c'/DOXEY WILKERSON;

ISADORE WOFSY, who was at this conference to
perform various tasks, such as distribution
of lunches, and did not actually participate
in the meeting itself;

LEON WOFSY;

BOB > acting as Organizational Secretary
of the New 'York Di s trie t/jhiithe place of LEON
NELSON, who was on vacationT\

North Carolina

Ohio

JUNIUS SCALES

ANTON KRCHMAREK;.

HYMAN LUMER.

Pennsylvania

JACK ZUCKER, from Philadelphia, representing
the Eastern Pennsylvania District;:

- 5 -
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Pennsylvania (cont’d)

An unidentifled person referred to as JOE
representing the Western Pennsylvania District.
This individual is described as follows; age
about 40, height 5«lln

,- weight 175 pounds, dark
brown receding hair, dark complexion.

Washington

JIM TORMEY, District Organizer.

Wisconsin

SIG EISENSCHER, District Organizer.

Defense of the CP

.
®G 582I4.-S advised that the entire two-day meeting dealtwith the defense of the CP and the main report was given by CLAUDE

LIGBTFOOT, member of then National Administrative Committee.
UGHTFOOT * s report, which will be published, had been read and
approved by EUGENE DENNIS. WILLIAM Z. FOSTER, and the members of
the National Administrative Committee of the CP.

LIGHTFOOT's report dealt with the present situation
confronting the CP on the legal front# Using the recent Pour
Power Conference in Geneva, Switzerland, as a background, LIGHTFOOTgrged a campaign to end the "cold war against civil liberties".
He stated that the CP will wage a campaign for the defense of theBill ox Rights, the defeat of the Me Carran Act, the defeat ofthe Smith Act, the implementation of the United States SupremeCourt decision^ with regard to desegregation in public schools.

union busting", and the publicizing of the opinion
of. the Pennsylvania State Court that federal laws take precedenceover state statutes on sedition.

CP Campaign to Defend the
Bill of Rights

LIGHTFOOT reported that the national leadership of
the CP has set-aside $50>000 for a mass sustained campaign offrom four to six months* duration which will be known as a

- 6 -
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<?

campaign for the defense of the Bill of Rights. During this .

campaign, the CP will seek to obtain eminent legal counsel,
utilize legal maneuvers, hold forums and mass meetings,
circularize petitions, utilize radio and other means of
communication and propaganda, urge every CP member to arouse
everyone in any mass 'organization of which he is a member,, and

\Use every other means possible to ‘’concretize this crusade”.

Reasons for CP Optimism for Obtaining
Legality by Means of the Defense of the
Bill of Rights Campaign as Reflected in
the Discussion at this Conference

f CG 582I4.-S advised that the/ delegates to this conference,
echoing the main report of CLAUDE IIGHTFO'OT, were optimistic
about the chances of the CP to obtain legality through its Bill
of Rights campaign. The informant pointed out, however, that a
lot of these reasons may have been advanced as lip service
inasmuch as the main report of 'LIGHTFOOT had indicated that new
opportunities 'for legality exist.

The Party leaders throughout the United States feel
that the changing situation in international affairs as reflected
in the recent Four Power Geneva Conference as well as the changes
in attitude within the United States will make it impossible for
the United States Government to repress the CP, , USA, and .at the'
same tipie pose as the leader of the free peoples In the world.
The CP as a whole feels that the peoples of "the European coun-
tries especially look upon the Government of the United States
as a Fascist regime because of the suppression of the activities
of the CP. It is felt by the CP, USA, that the United States will
not be regarded in international circles as a democracy inasmuch
as it talks about freedom and yet suppresses the activities of v

some of the people in the United States.
r

The CP also feels that .Federa.1 Court judges will be
able to read the political barometer in the United States and :

as a result of this will make different interpretations of the
laws pertaining to the activities of the CP. ..The Party feels
that at the present time it is not as profitable politically as
it has been in the past to follow the anti -Communist trend and
that the Federal judges will become aware of this.

«* tst
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The discussion at this
. conference also indicated

that in every area in the United States, even in the Pittsburgh
area, there is a growing feeling that constitutional safeguards
are being endangered in the United States. Because of this, so-
called "liberals” and other people who until recently have not
even been seen talking to a known CP member, do so at the present
time and it has bepn possible for the CP to talk to attorneys of
various political views about the legal defense of the CP. It
is therefore fe,lt that there are growing opportunities to
mobilize "liberals” and others for the defense of the CP.

There has developed a strong mass opinion against
Senator JOSEPH MC CARTHY and ”Me Carthyism”, which is being
translated into a defense of the Bill of Rights and constitutional
liberties and -guarantees, and this is coupled with the lessening
of tension in international relations.

The CP also feels that another factor working in its
favor is the existence of anti-labor laws in many states and
rulings by the administration, such a s the recent action against
the ^ United^ Auto Workers of the CIO, which tie the CP in with
various unions for the obtaining of certain objectives desired
by both the Party and the unions.

The discussion also brought out that the CP feel.s that
there is a lot of opinion against the JUNIUS SCALES case in
North Carolina. It was stated that editors of three or four
student newspapers pointed out that they hold JUNIUS SCALES in
higher esteem as an individual than the student who testified in
the trial against him.

Proposals Made at this Meeting

CG 582I4.-S advised that the following were among the
proposals made at this meeting after LIGHTFCOT' s report and
the discussion which followed it, and -.that these proposals give
an indication as to what transpired at this meeting.

1 . That the National Administrative Committee of the
CP take up all problems involved in this campaign and fight for
the defense of the Bill of Rights, and that it constantly check
on the progress of this campaign.

- 8 -
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_ That th© CP launch a big campaign in the rffiffinoa

of thl IntllTslT
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Mine* M111 ' a*d Smelter Work©?©oi trie united States and Canada*
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iat eaoh CP dist:i:,lc '

b campaign for and attemptto obtain an amicus cura© brief on th© Me Carran Act and anysimilar national or local issue where it is felt that such ar ef would be helpful to the case or as a propaganda device.

„ u n 4. A That the OP distribute 100,000 copies of thepamphlet entitled ’‘Not Guilty, the Case, of Claude Lightfoot".
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Justice on MARION BACHRACH, who
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nas twice been operated on for cancer*
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a national leaflet be prepared for T.ahnr» tuxttwhich will be an insert in "The Worker" and will launch the CP
^

campaign for the defense of the Bill of Rights.

be set forth^S™ ^
nf?™tlon ooncerning this conference will
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PICE MEMORANDUM*'*- UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DIRECTORs, FBI (100=3=69)

SAC, CHICAGO (100=18953)

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA =

ORGANIZATION
INTERNAL SECURITY - 0/

Extreme earo must bar used in reporting the
following Infforma tion \ in ordigr to protest the Identity
of tla© iitfomanfe . 1 / 1

Reference isMH^a© to Chicago letter to th®
Director dated August 11, 3,955s captioned as above, with
copies to most of the offices receiving copies of instant
3e tter» Referenced letter sets forth, information from
GG 582l|HS 9 who has furnished reliable information in the
past 2 concerning a national Communist Party conference
dealing primarily with the defense of the CP in the light
of th® recent Pour Power Conference in Geneva, Switzerland.
This conference -was held in the Yugoslav^American Home in
New York City on Tuesday and Wednesdays, August 2 and 3s
1955° Referenced letter sets forth' the names- of persons
who were in attendance at this conferences) .the fact that
CLAUDE LIGHTF00T mad® the main reports, which had been
approved by EUGENE DENNIS , WILLIAM Z. POSTER, and th®
members of the National Administrative Committee of the
CPs, a summary of LXGHTF00T 0 s reports, the reasons for th®
CP optimism for obtaining legality by means of a Defense
of the Bill of Rights Campaign, and also the proposals
mad® at this conference. It is to be noted that CG 5824-S
advised that CLAUDE LIGHTPOOT^s report will be published*
It is also to be noted that an anonymous source of the
Detroit Division had previously furnished a cojiy of a
draft of LIGHTFOOT 0 s reporto

' •
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£-/ 6 ~?5

JEKsRMB

1 - Bureau (REGISTERED)
100=3=8j (CP - Domestic Administrat

I

2 = Baltimore (REGISTERED)
1 = 100= (CP - Organization)
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Copies continued on pages la through 1e.
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Additional copies?
i

3 - Boston (REGISTERED)

1

- 1©0° (CP - Organization)
1 - 100- (ANN BURLAK)
1 - 100- (SIDNEY. LXPSHTRES)

2 - Charlotte (REGISTERED)
1 = lOO- (CP - Organization)
1 - 100- (.JUNIUS SCALES)

I

3 - Cleveland (REGISTERED)
1 100- (CP - Organization)
1 - 100- (ANTON KRCHMAREK)
1 100- (HYMAN LUMER)

3 “ Denver (REGISTERED)
1 ~ 100- (CP - Organization)
1 - 100- (ARTHUR BARY)
1 - 100- (Corftinfil, IUMMSW)

4 - Detroit (REGISTERED)
1 => 100- (CP' - Organization)
1 - 100- (Gominfil, UAW-CIO)
1 - 100- (SAUL WELLMAN)
1 - 100- (HELEN WINTER)

2 - Indianapolis (REGISTERED)
1 - 100- (CP = Organization)
1 - 100- (EMANUEL- BLUM)

1 - Los Angeles (REGISTERED)
100= (CP Organization)

2 - Louisville (REGISTERED)
1 - 100- (CP = Domestic Administration Issues)
1 = 100= (CP - Negro Question)

2 - Milwaukee (REGISTERED)
1 = 100= (CP - Organization)
i - loo- (sig EisENseraai)

Copies continued on page lb»
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Additional copiesg

2 - Minneapolis (REGISTERED)
1 = 100- (CP = Organization)
1 - 100- (ROBERT KELLY)

3 = Newark (REGISTERED)©
1 - 100= (CP - Organization)
1 = 100- (CHARLES NUSSER)

'

1 = 100= (MARTHA STONE)

2 «? New Haven (REGISTERED)
1 = 100= (CP = Organization)
1 - 100- (SID TAYLOR)

3£-'jN©w York (REGISTERED)—^1 - 134=91 (NY 694~S)(Info„)
1 - 100-80foij.l (CP, USA = Organization)
1 - 100=86624 (CP, USA - International Relations)
1 = 100=89691 (CPj, USA - Domestic Administration Issues)
1 = 100=895^0 (CP, USA - Strategy in Industry)
1 = 100=79717 (CP, USA - Political Activities)
1 - 100-81675 (CP, USA = Pamphlets and Publications)
1 = 100=80640 (CP, USA - Negro Question)
1 = 100=88123 (CP, USA = United Nations Organization)
1 - 100- (Coraj&ros)
1 - 65=5604 (WILLIAM ALBERTSON)
1 - 100=41932 (MARION BACHRACH)
1 - 100- (DONNIE BA'RTJ

Ol—*—100=56579^.tPHXL_3ART * *

1 - 100-9984 Talbert e. blumberg)
1 - 100=50806 (GEORGE BLAKE CHARNEY)
1 - 100-8057 (EUGENE DENNIS)
1 - 100-9365 (WILLIAM Z, FOSTER)
1 - 100-24448 (LILLIAN GATES)
1 - 100=13473 (SIMON Wo GERSON)
1 - 100-21259 (MAX GORDON)
1 - 100- (JULIAN LOWITT)
1 - 100= (ABRAHAM B» MAGIL)
1 - 100 = (Jacob wpopw mindel)
1 = 100-84275 (WILLIAM Lo PATTERSON)

Copies continued on page 1©„
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Additional copies s

35- new York (REGISTERED) (cont»d)
1 - 100= (ANDY REMES)
1 = 100= (JEAN SMITH)
1 = 100= (MARTHA STONE)
1 = 100=21421 (ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG)
1 = 100= (JAMES TORMEY)
1 = 100= (DOXEY WILKERSON)
1 = 100= (ISADORE WOFSY)
1 = 100= (LEON WOFSY)
1 - 100= (BOB )

1 = 100= (SAMUEL COLEMAN)

2 = Philadelphia (REGISTERED)
1 = 100= (CP = Organization)
1 = 100= (JACK ZUCKER)

2 = Pittsburgh (REGISTERED)
1 - 100= (CP = Organization)
1 = 100= (UNSUB 0 wa« Joe)

*

1 = San Juan (AM) (REGISTERED)
100= (CP = Organization)

2 = St, Louis (REGISTERED)
1 = 100= (CP = Organization)
1 = 100= (BEN PHILLIPS)

2 = San Francisco (REGISTERED)
1 = 100= (CP = Organization)
1 = 100= (ADAM LAPIN) "• "

2 = Seattle (REGISTERED.)
. 1 = 100= (CP = Organization)
1 - 100= (JAMES TORMEY)

1 = Springfield (REGISTERED)
100= (CP = Organization)

1 - C6 A) 134-46
1 = CG 61=86?
1 = CG 100=24729
1 - CG 100=18104
1 - CG 100-19431
1 - CG 100-19491

(CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)
(EjMANUEL BLUM)
(LEON KATZEN)
(CP Strategy in Industry)
(CP = Domestic Administration Issues)

= 1c =
,
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This letter is designed to supplement referenced
Chicago letter concerning this conference and will set
forth the names of persons who spoke following LIGHTFOOT* s
report and also LIGHTFOOT ® a summation after the discussion.

Speakers at This •

Two-Day Conference

CG 5824-S orally advised SA JOHN E.- KEATING on
August Ills 1955 » that the following persons, in the order
of listing, made speeches at this two-day conference and
that for the most part, with the exception of JAMES TORMEY,
as will be reflected in the summary remarks of LIGHTFOOT,
the speakers echoed the main report of LIGHTFOOT inasmuch
as he was speaking for the National Administrative Committee
of the CP.

ARTHUR BARY
JAMES TORMEY
SI GEB30N
SAUL WELLMAN
ADAM LAPIN
LEON KATZEN
HYMAN LUMER
ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG
WILLIAM L. PATTERSON
CHARLES NUSSER * •

HELEN WINTER
JOE •

, from Western Pennsylvania
(described in referenced Chicago letter)
PHIL BART '

CG 582lj.-s

MAX GORDON
JACK ZUCKER
JUNIUS SCALES
BEN PHILLIPS
SIG EISENSCHER
ANN BURLAK
LEON WOFSY
SAM COLEMAN and
MANNY BLUMo
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LIGHTFOOT ’'s Summary of
the Conferone

LIGHTFCOT stated that It had been a good con-
ference, that he may have to modify his report because of
some of. the points. raised, and that he believed that the
speakers had raised the main points involved in the defense
of the CPo He stated that he would re-emphasize these
points and cautioned against a mechanistic point of view.

LIGHTFOOT stated that his report had left out
many things, this was done purposely because the CP could
not spread itself out in too many directiohs. He stated
that the Party wants to achieve a singleness of purpose in
this campaign, yet realizes that some other things must be
raised, particularly. if on a local scale they will lead us
td achieve the main goal (the defense of the CP)o

Defense of the CP ahd the
Labor Movement i

fAccording to CG 582h“S,| LIGHTFOOT stated that the
Federal Government 8 s case against the. International Union
of Mine, Mill, and Smelter Workers provides a method of
getting a link to the entire labor movement in the Party*

s

fight against the Communist Control Act. He further stated
that the Department of Justice case against the UAW-CIO will
undoubtedly move certain trad® union organizations Into the
fight for th® defense of the Bill of flights^

LIGHTFOOT took issue with an idea,raispd by one
of the speakers at this conference that the organized labor
movement would not defend the rights of Communists. Citing
an example, he stated that in 19j?l the CIO had condemned the
conviction of the eleven in the first Smith Act trial in
New York City and the use of the Smith Act' by thjs United
States Government.

,

Continuing, LIGHTFOOT stated that- in various states
the labor movement is fighting oppressive' laws, such as the
sedition laws and the Broyles Bflls In Illihois. He stated

3 -
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that where there is an identity of interests the labor
itiovement will fight, although the fight may be chiefly
confined to the legislature®

• LIGEtepoOT said that even though the labor move-
ment has not defended CP leaders, it has on many occasions
defended issues raised by the Communists®

,

LIGHTFQOT, emphasizing the next point, stated
that it is necessary for the CP to find the identities
of interests with the labor movement® * These interests can
be the links-=even in varied forms--be tween the CP and the
organized labor movement®

Polemic Against JIM TORMEY $ * z_
-— — Oj*M C

.

I CG 5>82ij.-s advised that in his remarks,! JtlM TORMEY
had stated that the CP in its program had given an undiffer-
entiated appraisal of the bourgeoise,. that is, that the CP
had looked upon the bourgeoise as one group and had made no
differentiation in the various elements of the ruling
class®

LIGHTFQOT stated that TORMEY 0 s ,cri ticism was all
wrong® LIGH'TFOOT said that while the pp had thought that
President EISENHOWER would move closer in his political
thinking to former President HERBERT HOOVER, the late Senator
ROBERT TAFT, and the group of Senator JOSEPH MC CARTHY, that
the pressure of the masses had compelled something, else,
namely, a fight within the Republican Party® LIGHTFOOT
stated that the CP should remember that this struggle inside
the Republican Party helped to defeat and isolate Senator
MC CARTHY, and further stated that the. CP should keep this
in mind, especially as we are coming closer to the 1956
election struggle®

l
f~CG 5824-S pointed out that\ the CP had incorrectly

•estimated President EISENHOWER, believing that he would go
over to the forces of Senator JOSEPH MC CARTHY® CG 5824-S
pointed out that the President, by his actions, cut the
ground out from under the CP and confused their thinking to
the point that the CP will not even talk against President
EISENHOWER® f

" 4 “
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Amnesty Campaigns

The ' informant advised that LIGHTFOOT then talked
about the amnesty campaigns. He stated that the CP must
fight for amnesty for all Smith Act victims, including the
refugees (Comfugs). LIGHTFOOT stated that this was a point
which he had not emphasized enough In his reporto

Humanitarian Aspects of the
Communist Party 8 s Defense Campaign

LIGHTFOOT stated that the defense campaign of the
CP will have to stress humanitarian aspects? for example,
that MARION BACHRACH has cancer, the ill health and advanced
age of M P0>pn MINDEL, the mothers with children who faced
trial. He also stated that amnesty should be approached
on a basis that families will be broken up and that an appeal
should be made to women and religious groups on this issue.

Mobilizing the CP to Carry Out
Tasks in the Defense Campaign

LIGHTFOOT, making a clear distinction, stated
that the National Administrative Committee under the leader-
ship of the National Committee will fight not only to
mobillz© the CP but to see that these tasks will be carried
through

o

He stated that democratic centralism will be
enforced arid that the Party leadership will fight against
those who hold: back or mollify this project for whatever
reason. (It is believed that this was a reference to the
Michigan District which has stated that it cannot operate
openly for security reasons and holds the position that a
state of Fascism already exists in the United States).

LIGHTFOOT stated that the CP is united not ohly
on the general line but limited for its execution'. He
stated that we must mobilize the entire QP, find forums to
politically educate the Party .with regard to this campaign,
and guarantee that the CP membership will discuss the
problems which were discussed in this conference.

• 5 -
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While admitting that security enters into the
picture, LIGHTFOBT stated that some methods will have to
be found* especially to reach the functionaries, then we
must politically mobilize the masses,

LIGHTFOOT also said that the CP must visit and
talk to the most prominent individuals and get a hearing#
Citing an example, he stated that when a committee went to -

see Professor HAROLD UREY at the University of Chicago about
the ROSENBERG case, that he did not want to talk with them
so they left a brief on the ROSENBERG case with him. Accord-
ing to LIGHTFOOT, after having read this brief. Professor
UREY went to the committee, offered his assistance, and even
wanted to personally appeal to the President of the United
States in behalf of the ROSENBERGs,

LIGHTFOOT stated that we may find many individuals,
who after they are convinced, will throw their support be-
hind our cause. We must make them think that they have the
support of hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of
people o

“Left Initiative” j

„
(According to CG 5824-3/ LIGHTFOOT then discussed

left initiative” , He stated that it is not enough to just
create general sentiment in favor of the rights of Communists
as this will not propel certain of the non-Party leadership
into action. He stated, however, that even these hesitant
people will go ahead if they have the idea that; there is a
mass support behind them. For this reason spade work is
needed by the CP and the “left” to move the so-called "right”,

LIGHTFOOT stated that the CP has to a lot of
publicity to create a favorable sentiment and t'he

! present
Party plans call for the distribution of a million pieces
pf literature, press releases, advertisements, etc# In this
way the fight for the defense of the CP will become a
community fight just as in the case of CLAUDE LIGHOFOOT*
which became a community fight when he went on trial in
Chicago #-

- 6 -
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LIGHTFOOT talked of the peed for a united front
from below as well, as at the top* He stated that if there
is no united front from below we will limit the united

top since they go together* He also talked
of the need for friendly polemics y&th the allies of the
Party and suggested polemics as to why CP leaders need to
be defended.

"Left Centers" . ; l*
ClMXC,

•

/ According to the informant? LIGHTFOOT then went
into the question of "left centers". He stated that he did

1anJ to 8° in<j° anY debate' on this question and urged
lef t fni tlative from within and from without in organizations
not tinder CP control but where CP members may hold member-
ship. . ;

The Louisville Case and th©
Negro Question

|-~ amxi •

vCG 5824-S advised that/LIGHOFOOT then went into
a special discussion on the Louisville case. He stated that
he. had personally underestimated this case* and its, impli-
cations but after a meeting in Chicago with MANNY BLUM.
WILLIAM L. PATTERSON, and a person from Louisville Whom hedid ’hot identify, he "saw‘ the’ real meaning 1 of this case*

, .
LIGHTFOOT stated that the Louisville case needs

to be related to the fight for desegregation in the South.3®. tbafc
.
CP must challenge the Loulstille pattern

which says you go to jail if you promote Negro-white unity,

LIGHTFOOT emphasized that the CP must place
before world opinion that desegregation, although it is
a stated policy Of the United Sta-tes Government, is in
reality a hoax and will be a hoax as long as its opposite
is permitted in Louisville.

LIGHTFOOT stated that the CP must place this case,
jUst as was the. case of Genocide, the Martinsville seven,
aild WILLIE MC GEE, before the United Nations. LIGHTFOOT

“ 7 -
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stated that whatever the outcome of these cases, they-
forced the United States '.State Department to he on the*
defensive because these issues in all their'..nakedness were
placed before the court of world opinion*--

New Smith Act Case in
New York City

LIGHTFOOT stated that. the new Smith Act case in
New York City involving GEORGE BLAKE CHARNEY, ALEXANDER
TRACHTENBERG, MARION BACHRACH, and others arose because of
the informer system and urged the New York District to
mobilize mass support against this trial on this issue of
the informer system* He re-emphasized new opportunities
to win mass support*

New Opportunities to
Win Mass Support

In conclusion, LIGHTFOOT stated that there are
dangers and also there are still possibilities of attacks
against the CP, but that the opportunities are more important
than the attacks.

LIGHTFOOT stated that we need to arouse the morale
of the GP and point out that we are entering Into a new era
of struggle* What we do now to move the masses is decisive
and will undoubtedly affect the decisions before the courts.

Win or lose,, if there is a mass struggle, we will
undercut theSe oppressive laws*

'

Proposals
'

|60 582!).-S advised ttlat) following LIGHTFOOT 'S summa-
tion, the following proposals were mades that greetings be
sent to all Smith Act victims in prison, that greetings J>e
sent to WILLIAM Z. FOSTER, that greetings be sent to tttfe
wi^es of Smi£h Act victims, that greetings be’ sent to Puerto
Rican victims of the Smith Act, and that the Party be urged
to help raise funds fpr these Puerto Rican.Smith Act victims.
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Motions

CG 5824-S advised that the proposals were followed
by tl*e motions, which were set out in referenced Chicago
letter, and the conference terminated aftdr these motions
ha.d been made, '

.

1 • 1
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United states governmentOFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO. s SAC, NEW YORK( lOt)-107419) DATE: 9/16/3?

FROM : SAC, PHILADELPHIA (100-38212) \

SUBJECT: EMERGENCY CIVIL LIBERTIES OOMItYeE
IS - C \-

On 6/14/55# Confidential Informant ! I
who

has furnished reliable information in the past and whose

identity should be protected, furnished SA JOSEPH G, KELLY

with the following items obtained by the informant at a

'•Rebirth of Freedom" meeting held at the Broadwood Hotel,

Philadelphia, Saturday, 6/ll/55, under the auspices of the^

Emergency Civil Liberties Committee, These items are retained

as exhibits in Philadelphia File 100-38212-1B-2 (29)*

1. A leaflet issued over signature of REBECCA

MINDEL urging that letters be sent to the Federal Parole

Board, Washington, D, C,, requesting parole for her husband

JACOB (POP) MINDEL, convicted Smith Act subject. This leaflet

contains a photograph of REBECCA and JACOB MINDEL.

2. "Special Double Issue" of the "I.F. Stone’s

Weekly," Vol. Ill, Nos. 19 and 20, dated 5/30/55* This item

contains an article on page one under the caption 'The Supreme

Court Strikes A Blow At The Witch Hunt" dealing with the

JGKsARD
(10- NY, 1-WF0, 7-PH)

REGISTERED MAIL

/g)- New York (100- ) (THE NATION)
022-4^^(100-50820) (JULIUS EMSPAK)

, (i6o-5657$TT?philip bart)
~ (10*0

") (THOMAS QUINN)
(100- j (JACOB MINDEL

)

(100- ) (REBECCA MINDEL)
(100-13644) (UERMWA)
(100- ) (TED 0, TEA CKREY

)

1 - WFO (100-22286) (I.F. STONE

H

REGISTERED MAIL )

CCS: PH 100-8670 (UERMWA) w
100-34926 and 122-73 (JULIUS EMSPAK)/ aq - \Jh4 /
100-22157 (PHIL BART)
100-36945 (JACOB MINDEL) .searched

D.i.7-8 and 100- 370 58 (I.F. STONE) Is&hauzsd—
£P 16 1955

YOKX



PH 100-38212
SAC, HEW YORK 9/16/55

Supreme Court* s reversals of the convictions for contempt of

the HCUA of JULIUS EMSPAK, General Secretary-Treasurer, UERMWA?

THOMAS QUINN, Field Representative, UERMWA; and PHILIP BART,

General Manager of the "Daily Worker." On page two of this

item appears an article captioned "Cain of The SACB Debunks
the Attorney General's Subversive List." It sets forth the

remarks of former Senator HARRY P. CkllN before the B'nai B'rith

at Lai© Kiamesha, N.Y., in May 1955* in which CAIN criticized
the list of subversive organizations compiled by the Attorney
General,

On pages three through seven of this item appears

the full text of the Supreme Court decisions in the QUINN,

BART , and EMSPAK cases.

On page eight under1 the caption "You Can't Have

Thought Control and Free Thought" appears an article regarding
former Senator HARRY P. CAIN. This article doscribes CAIN

as a "kind of Haroun Al-Raschid of the Security World;"
cautions that CAIN is merely trying to reform the security
system, not abolish it; points out that CAIN praised the

Feinberg law in New York,

Also on page eight of this item appears an announcement
that Mr, TED 0. THACKREY, 225 Lafayette Street, New York 12,

N.Y., "formerly editor and publisher of the New York Daily
Cbmpass", had launched a newsletter of his own. The I.F*

Stone's Weekly extended best wishes to THACKREY on this newsletter,

3. A reprint from "The Nation" dated 3/26/55#
captioned "Deportation Deliriums, Xenophobia in Action" by
LAURENT B, FRANTZ.
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SAC, Mew York (100-121760) (12-1**)

JAMES E. REILLY, SA

CP, MSA HEADQUARTERS
IS - C

MY 1^75-S* advised that on 9/6/5?, PHIL BART at CP
National Headquarters was speaking with an unidentified
man* PHIL talked about his desires to he ’’out of here" by
January 1, He talked about moving to places, such as the
building that the Mew Century is in or the building that
houses the Jefferson School. PHIL commented that he thought
that tho best place would be the Jefferson School building
and added that they could use the same elevator in the
building, but could use the 16th Street address*

NY 693-S* advised that on 9/12/55 a Mr* VOLF contacted
GEORGE BLAKE CHARNEY at CP Headquarters and was told by CHARNEY
that V0LF*s name had been given to him by CARL BRODSKY as a
real estate expert* CHARNEY explained that he represented the
CP in NY, and added that he was looking for a building loft
which they could use as their headquarters* He remarked that
they could probably use a couple of floors* VOLF stated that
he did not know about any available lofts and told CHARNEY
that it would actually involve going around from street to
street in search of a location. He claimed that ho now did
very little of such work as he was ’’half-retired*’ « VOLF
apologized for being of no help to CHARNEY,

1 - NY 100-50806 (GEORGE BLAKE CHARNEY) (7-?)
r- MY 100-1792^ (CARL BRODSKY) (12-l*f)

{X:- NY 100-56579 (PHIL BART) (19)
1 - NY 100- (FNU) VOLF) (7-6)

JERsCGV
(5)



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

* , Office MemMmdum •

TO

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
i

I

DIRECTOR, FBI frOO-.^) date: 20, ly#

FROM

SUBJECT

SAC, INDIANAPOLIS (qX"5$)

vmm: "-a , :*

.

XES J: Cv-iri - fj
rass

'n — i&o

that
[

Re IP letter to Director dated. 8/25/55 which advised
l is now available

for testimony# I’-ttur

1 white, male, was born

J first functioned as an informant
Indianapolis Office from approximately I ~l

|. During this period of time I I was a member of the
Communist Party and served as I I of the Party

f
m
ha
was
was

Purina the years I

only occasional contact with
again recruited into the CP at
reactivated as an informant on

meetings of thq |of

I CP memb er.s , He

I He attended
the CP until his services

J
He

as an informant were terminated

[

he hfts occasionally attended CP meetings,
held

]
Since that time
including a tqe et ing

of the

bo
b7C
b7D

CP in Indiana, was present* As cf 9/1/ 55 he is still considered
by other CP members sis a registered CP member at I I .

1
services as an informant to the Bureau

were discontinued in 1

I

I where he was then
employed. On I I

I lhas furnished both oral and written reports.
He has been paid for his services. Ho discrepancies have been



p p

IP 6l~J%

who has FBI Numbe

0n|_^
|
advised that he had no objections

to testifying in open court or at open hearings' as to the
information which he had furnished, although at that time it
was deemed inadvisable to make him available as a witness 0
However, he should now be regarded as available for testimony.
It would appear from his general appearance, demeanor, and
background that he would. make a satisfactory witness.

| has furnished information in connection
with captioned case.
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OFFICE MEMORANDA UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO; SAC, New York /<ro -£'(F7e
f

from; s* s?o&€/e r //. j?e/?r^e

SUBJECT; 3/t^T
/5 -c

DATE; 9/22/55

, o subject was observed entering
^ve ' } W"1© address of CP, USA Headquarters and

NY State CP Headquarters, &.b/V:3 Z. a»»U

in ny f^le^IOO^^^Su^O
^316 above surve;*.llance is being maintained

O /'Z/e/Z /tcir/wry; &aT s>r /2:z3/*s*?

/A/ T 'Z :3S'/*/*7

<?ur sfr

/ v rt 7~ &s?s~S9'*?





OFFICE MEMORANDA UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO; SAC, New York /oo ~s'C6~7? DATE; 9/22/55,

FROM; S# /?0&&e7~M
SUBJECT; 8/9/6^

ss - c

- Q
subject was observed 1 0 avfaag - en tering

2b” 7 th Ave
. , NYC, the address of CP, USA Headquarters and the

ilY State CP Headquarters, a.m. . q/T^
4

-fBm. y %r-z
Artge/er /?, <&€ser/<S6

in I\fY f e^lOO^493i
e

s^"b^O^
0 a^ ove SUI,veiiiance is being maintained

OT#&'? rf : out /? r /:z/<P/y?

fA) S?T /.'S'
S'



OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO:

FROM:

SAC s New York /Oo~^~Cs-7? 7-S'

SA

DATE:
9/22/55

SUBJECT: /*///£

/S~<z

,
Submitted as an exhibit is-are ^ photograph( s ) of

subject taken as subject was about to enter^leave 268 7th Ave.,
1<YC S the address of headquarters for the CP, USA. and NY State

Date photo taken: 9//Z /55

Source making identification's)^^?

Agent who took photo

Location of photographic plant: 2

Location of negatives NY file 100-4931
exhibit No.

JJKs LSW

ftrfT-'JDXzJ&J
INDEXED, k ISEARCHE*> INDEXED.............

„
SERIALIZED /tfltgn j!M

SEP2 9 1955-r

(t



OFFICE MEMOSA LIDUM UNITED STATES COVER LIME LIT
1

T°« SAC, New York /<?{?- 7-5" DATE; 9/22/55

FROM; 8

A

SUBJECT; p///£ ff/9/?7~

/J'-c

Submitted as an exhibit is -are •photograph! s ) of
subject taken as subject was about to estew?-leave 268 7th Ave.
NYC, the address of headquarters for the CP, USA, and NY State
CP o

Date photo taken

Source making identifications5^

Agent who took photo;

h6
B7C

Location of photographic plant %

Location of negative; NY file 100-4931
exhibit N o . /A ~s's~<p

/ c c it ST ?« /O' S'-
QJlr

JJKsLSW

J6 ?7

is. 21z
/
SEARCHED INDEXER

SERIALIZED

SEP 2 9 1951
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

FROM;

SUBJECT

'AC , New York /aa —SCsr?*? ?-S

/S'C

DATE 9/22/55

Submitted as an exhibit is-are / photograph(s ) of
subject taken as subject was about to enter-lsa-^e 268 7th Ave.
NYC, the address of headquarters for the CP, USA, and NY State
CP

«

Date photo takers 9//jy^£
.b6

Source making identifications^/? bn

Agent who took photo;

Location of photographic plant; 2<r T* /?£(>__

Location of negative NY file 100-4931
exhibit "&Q

. //?

SEARCHED... HIDBfBtekj
SERIAUZE°

SEP 2 9 1955^^=^mew^oric



Submitted as an exhibit is-are -3> photograph(s ) of
subject taken as subject was about to ea^F^leave 268 7th Ave.,
WYO, the address of headquarters for the CP, USA, and NY State
Cx1

.

Date photo taken:

Source making identificati

Agent who took photo: .

6

Location of photographic plant

Location of negative: NY file 100-4931
exhibit Wo* S'S’?'

J



OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITE] STATES GOVERNMENT

SAC , New York /tfo -

FROM;

SUBJECT s

/S-c

? *7'S' DATE 9/22/55

Submitted as an exhibit is-are 2, photograp.h( s ) of
subject taken as subject was about to e**$r-leave 268 7 th Ave.
NYC, the address of headquarters for the CP, USA, and NY State
CP 0

Date photo taken; 9/jp799

Source making identification^ 1 b7

Agent who took photo;

Location of photographic plant 777̂ 7’77̂ 7S A^]/C.

Location of negative; NY file 100-4931
exhibit No .

//t ~S-S'

3

JJK:L3W

SEARCHED. ....INDEXED..,,...™..,

SERIALIZED. &yaxg^l£st
SEP 2 9 1955

( - 1 Oy>A
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OFFICE MEMORANDA UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: SAC, New York /&<? - S'CSPT'

from: //. gG/e-rfc'e

SUBJECT; g/?A/T
/S—C-

DATE: 9/22/55>

On 7 A^/55 sub j ect was observed laaae&sg.-entering
26b 7th Ave., NYC, the address of CP, USA Handnnflnta^g a r.n
NY State CP Headquarters, at /<?.'a

7

£um, b
-ffcS3ffT

In ny fIle^lOO^^^Sub^O^
0 a^ 0Ve surv®mance I s being maintained

OTWe/f /ferns/ry: oaT at /o.yzj*?

jT/i at /0:e6/9



OFFICE MEMORANDA UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO; SAC, New York/d# — $l££''?cf
r

from ; s/f /6&tf6veT tf. &6/er/<?<?

SUBJECT; f>/¥/£- 0/)/?^
/ 0 C-

DATE
; 9/22/55

.. 0n^//2./55 subject was observed 3=s
26o ^7th Ave

, , NYC, the address of CP, USA He
NY State CP Headquarters, at/d/S3 a,rn

» by S

entering

in nr f i]

e

A
100

S
493i

e

Sub
S
0
the ab °VS survelllance is being maintained

0 T0C0 77 *' f T// &L/T0T ///¥& /i,W

/,v s*r /;/2/^
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OFFICE MEMORANDA UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO; SAC, New York —g'6$'79> DATE; 9/22/5

5

FROM; S/f 4&0&G/QT /*/.

SUBJECT; /^// 8A#T
/ s* c

Cto^/^/55 sub ject was observed leaving- e-Hdasssaag

oZ t
-A-ve

, , NYC, the address of CP, USA Headquarters and the
NY State CP Headquarters, at *** by SA /C P/9,*,

MJS&pr&e

in NY file^lOO^ 1 ^l^^b^O^
6 a^ 0Ve surveiHance is Using maintained

JJK:LSW

/_M r£%
SEARCHED INDEXED

serialized

S SEP 2 6 1955

:
FB^lEVV-Y.» ;.<

'* rr »!
rT



• /' *
OFFICE MEMORANDUM^ UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO
"

'

i 'SAC. 'CHICAGO
' " ' DATEs • SEP 26 1955

. , . . t

FROM s SAC, NEW HAVEN (100-11181) I ‘ft

SUBJECTS COMMUNIST INFILTRATION OF THE '

. RAILROAD. INDUSTRY. , . . .

INTERNAL SECURITY - C

00 s CHICAGO

On
|

|SA THURL STALNAKER received a written report, £rpm|
concerning A meeting held- in. New York City on I l which

meeting consisted of
| ""

|

LNU, and th& informant^ - . • .

:

The informant*

|

New Haven file

sorb, the osdgAnal of #xioh Is located in

~l is set forth as follows

s

date of

|
pu.t on the Agenda fpr discussion the Recent wags requests Pf

the non-operating personnel of the railroads and the wage drives Pf

the operating personnel and in particular, the current riiediatipn pf

the BRT for wage increases for yardmen*

I 1 sent on to President

KENNEDY of the BRT and they all liked that very much. Alps , there wap

much discussion regarding what could, further he done in 'the way pf

putting pressure on KENNEDY and the- Railroads, It was decided that

the proper thing was. to keep the pressure on KENNEDY as the Individual

railroads could do nothing towards the settlement .of the current flues-7

tion„ They mentioned the delegation from the Harbor Counoil that is .

going to Cleveland and visit KENNEDY and ask him why he is not palling

and preparing for a strike in. anticipation of refusal of our present

demands. After "the discussion on the wage drive-, of the hon.-op v s

L

1

brought up the question of the contact in Chicago and whatl

had done' about it. I linformed us that he had talked to PHIL HART

and ( ) WATT and that he had a promise from them that they were

going to make, a contact in Chicago 'and Los Angelas as soon as they

couldo 1 [gmi us the assuBpape that hef was- pressing them and

TS/lrf - - , ,

cci"*New York (ojV’-Cl)

~
il) PHIL BART"; -K
(II GEORGE ¥ATT ’

.

(1) MARCH OF LABOR

Boston (3)

"iii

REGISTERED mail

SERIALIZED-

'-f45EP271955

fjlei

NGW H/v



• *
HH 100-11181

0

that 3.11 they could do$
,was being done® I I ffi&ie the point that we

are making periodic trips to New York and . are getting no further

towards setting up a rational org&nxsation*
|

|ssid tha(t that

too was his personal, desire to set one up as as possible • He

mentioned that both WATT and BART are Smith act boys and hare a lot

of trouble getting to places what with there periodic trips to New

York for court and legal proceedings®

I I asked about «0TT0* in the book store in Chicago. This is

the former head of the national CP Railroad organization.
| |

said that he was at present bn some other assignment and had no^

time to devote to railroad work. I I asked if the national officers

thought that the RR group w&s not important. said that thought

that it was very important.- He asked I I again, if he. wanted to" go

to Chicago and try to establish a contact.:- 1 |
was' reluctant to go

inasmuch as he went previously without a lead. and was unsuccessful.

He ted previously asked me if 1 wanted to go. J mentioned that the

trip would be too expensive and he said he felt. he could get all
the necessary money froml I He did no mention going, for sure

to] He told him when his vacation would be and| |told

him he"get in touch with him as soon as he had some word from the

national ?people’. I l is very amyous to get something going

nationally. He said he would like to have a correspondent in Los

Angeles to keep in touch with things out there. Thought that a lot

could be done with the lists that »0TT0* has put in Chicago. Is

also anxious to go to St. Louis. -He must know of some one there.

He mentioned knowing people in Permsylvanxda and West Virginia.

"The meeting ended withl I promising faithfully; to notify I I

.as soon as he heard anything . from PHIL and WATTS regarding some

available contact in Chicago or anyplace else..
.

"He mentioned the M)L and articles that I I submitted. He said "we" -

did not put it in MOL, we put it in the lank. That would be the

last Link out, I received no Copies of that one. He is on the best

terns- with the editors of MOL, if he is not one himself."

For the information of offices receiving copies of this communication*

this informant is being followed closely with a view toward developing

- ary additional information concerning the proposed trip to Chicago

which is mentioned in the informant's written report as set-out above.

The informant has advised that he has . every reason to believe that

provided such a trap is made to Chicago in connection with Communist

Party activities among railroad employees, that such trip will be made

mZ l

•2-



NH 100-11181

This source has also stated that

I

I | lf such a trip is
approved by CP leaders in New Yorko

The New Haven Office by separate cos.!M3f.icati^n uill
?
in the near

future* -provide all interested offices with details concerning
any plans' that have been made in this connection, together -with

details concerning the problems which are presented provided the
Communist Party "does decide to sponsor si’.ch a trip to Chicago either
for or the informant®

b
b
b

For the information of Chicago* the informant has since the date of’

the above report * advi.sed that the 8t0i*T0!S .mentioned in the infpmant*s
written report is OTTO WMCERIN® Details concerning that matter aye.
being supplied Chicago by separat 3 .communication

„

All offices reporting information contained in this letter should
carefully paraphrase the same with a view to protecting the identity
of the informant who is believed to be one of the very few individuals
having access to most of the information contained herein 0



FD-122
(5-11-53)

Dix'color, . wl (1:>0-3 - '-k ) O/S7

C, ::»VT Xor': (1 -0^619)

— ‘j~. L~ X X* i V y »*«.'.»•*

'
I S!iliH ACS1 OF ICli-O

IIt is recommended that a Security Index Card be prepared on the—
,

I above-captioned individual,

/ The Security Index Card on the captioned individual should be
^

j

changed as follows: (Specify change only)

ALIASES

NATIVE BORN NATURALIZED ALIEN

COMMUNIST SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY INDEPENDENT SOCIALIST LEAGUE

MISCELLANEOUS (Specify)

TAB FOR DETCOM TAB FOR COMSAB RACE

DATE OF BIRTH PLACE OF BIRTH

BUSINESS ADDRESS (Show name of \mploying concern and address)

KEY FACILITY DATA:
GEOGRAPHICAL REFERENCE NUMBER RESPONSIBILITY

INTERESTED AGENCIES

RESIDENCE ADDRESS vtlf , 1-i‘r I
-



SAC, NEW YORK (100-9352) (#12-1%)

JAMES E. REILLY, SA

ABE MAGIL
IS-C

NY 693-S* advised that on 9/14/55* Mr. M., who said
that his name was ABE (believed to be ABE MAGIL) contacted
PHIL (believed to be PHIL BART ) at CP Headquarters, and made
an appointment to see him at 10:30 AM on 9/15/55

•

1- NY 100-56579 (PHIL BART) (#19)

JERtHXM
2

cearc
U6D«*«*— *"""**

SEP P P» 055
*

yr^'K

:

, t

'





?AOE TWO

month* to install tUa mow Party laadarship and tt sirs t&a nan
laadsrafeip a aaaaurt of pttsiia aatkorlty* Xafornaat will andaarsr
to ssaura additional infor nation ooncoming tba faragoing and
too doratiu will bi leapt adriaad* if injr of tha abort inforsati on
la uaad in a rapart or dlssanlaatad aataUa tba duraau, it s*u»t
ba parapbraaad to pratoat tba idaatity of tlM lnfortsant •
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Standard form no. 64

>

Office Memorandum united.states government

to : SAC, NY (100-56579) DATE: 9/29/55

from : EUGENE R. NOBLE, SA

SUBJECT: PHILIP BART, was
IS - Cj
SMITH ACT - 1940

Status: Prosecution of subject PHILIP BART.

A review of the New York file reflects the following
in respect to prosecution:

1. Buairtel, 8/6/53 authorizes BART’s arrest. (Serial 736A)

2. Buairtel, 9A&/53 rescinded instructions for BART's
arrest issued 8/6/53» (Serial 7&2 )

3. Buairtel, 4/16/54 advised Department considering
obtaining secret indictment against BART for Smith Act violation.
(Serial 81*2)

4. Buairtel, 3A6/55 states in view of inquiry made
by Department concerning the whereabouts status of BART and
availability of informants, it appears that consideration is

being given to possible prosecution of BART in near future.
(Serial 960)

5. Buairtel 5/5/55 advised the Department is considering
prosecution of BART under Smith Act. (Serial 1024)

6 . WFO report of W. M. BOARDMAN, 6/3/55 reflects BART’s
contempt case argued before US Supreme Court and on 5/23/55
ruling handed down set aside contempt conviction of subject.
(Serial 1023 )

7 . Bulet, 6/16/55 re previous communications advising
Department considering prosecution of BART under Smith Act. By
letter. 6/8/55 the Department advised that current informant

|
\ could not be used as key witness. Department requested t 7 o

to be notified if there is any change in availability of NY 694“$#,

|
or CG 5824-S^ Bureau to be promptly notified if any

change of the informants. New York should follow closely and
submit investigation report every three monthly

.

SCSfiF

ERN : JK



9/29/55

*

MEMO
NY 100-56579

8. New York letter to Bureau, 7/27/55> New
BART be made top functionary instead of key figure.

9. Subject made top functionary 8/26/55

•

York requested
(Serial 1177)

(Serial 1186)

2





# I

SAG, hbj roRK (IOO-63363 ) 9/30/55

CLARA EIYDIh
SM-C

Iff 693 -3-::- advised that on 7/22/55? a oorson believed
PHIL BART contacted CLARA (believed to be CLARA BDYDItl) at

GRumorcy 7-8825, end agreed that CLARA \Toeld come see PHIL
at 11 o’clock that morning.

1-NY 100-56579 (PHIL BART) (7-1)

r"

JJJthac
(2 )

' '
/<&. $r
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10/3/55

\

SAG ,
Chicago (61-86%)

SAC, Hew York (IOQ-98699)

CLAUDE LIGHTFOQT
IS - C

NY 1475-S*, who is in a position to furnish reliable
information concerning activities at CP National Headquarters,
268 Seventh Ave#, 1T5TC, advised that on 6/29/55j PHIL (believed
to be PHIL BART) and CLAUDE (believed to be CLAUDE LIGETFOOT)
were in conversation at CP Rational Headquarters, PHIL
told CLAUDE that BAIDY had asked to see him at any tine it
was possible, PHIL also mentioned the name of NORMAN BOSS
and later stated that DGEIS (believed to be DORIS FINE) was
staying at his home, CLAUDE asked if PHIL had seen DORIS and
PHIL said that he had seen her that day and had her phone
number.

Later that same afternoon, according to the
informant, CLAUDE LIGETFOOT asked the switchboard operator
at CP Headquarters to get him “ifreedom**. Uhon tho connection
was effected, CLAUDE spoke with THELMA DALE and asked if his
•‘boyfriend” was there. THELMA told him that he was expected
to return later that day. CLAUDE asked that he be told to
contact him and then asked THELMA if JOHN (believed to be
JOHN GRAY) was present. THELMA replied that he was not

RM

'Jj- NY 100-56579 (PHIL BART) (19)
1 - NY 100-59399 (DORIS FINE) (23*13)
1 - NY 100-51U9 (THELMA DALE) 02-1**)

1 - NY 100-1092V7 (JOHN GRAY) (12-15)
1 - NY 100-52763 (NORMAN ROSS) (20-11)
1 - NY 100- (BALDY <USU)X7-6)

t

JERscgw



letter to CHICAGOm 100-93599

In the event it "becomes necessary to disseminate
this information, care should he taken to protect the
informant Ts identity*

2



10/3/55

i* “
.

' *

sac, mim (97^69)

mmz z% ncttK, sa

nDAttxl WORKER*1

IS - C

M 1479-S* advised that on 6/29/0 an unidentifled
mao, speaking at CP national Headquarters, stated that they
had received a proposal for a cun to take £SS£3B*s (believed
to he LESTER BQDEEY) place at the "Daily" and to become the
Sports Editor of the ''Daily’*. According to the unidentified
man the individual who was proposed was a terrific sportsman
and a writer. She unidentified man said that LESLIE was
leaving as Sports Editor hut was staying with the ,*D^i3yrt

in another capacity. The unidentified man. pointed out that
there was not a single Regro Sports Writer on any paper in
the country, outside of the Negro press, and a man like the
individual who was proposed had statute in the unidentified
ant's opinion and could readily become a tremendous asset*
At this point another nan asked who the proposed individual
was, and the first unidentified man stated that it was
RGOSOTK? wwt also known as BCE* \i'm. The first
unidentified man said that on the following day ABCT
(believed to he ABEER CHEEK), JESTER (believed to he LESTER
RGDRE3T), Ah (believed to he fo BLWER0), and himself wore
meeting with Wi\HD. Ths unidentified nan said he believed
that WARD would accept the offer and would he a tremendous
addition.

1 - m 100-97970 (K003S7ELT 1 VJ&) (12-16)
1 - m 100-13292 (LBSTEE ROD23E£) (12^16)
1 - mt 100-1^691 (/CTR CHEEK) (12-1^)
1 - m 100-993^ (AL Bm©EHQ)(19)
1 - m 100-21299 OE.C CCROOK) (12-19)
1>- HST 100-96979 (PHIL BAHT) (19)

/

. /

JEHlOgW



10/3/5*MEMO ^
HI 97-169

Later that same afternoon* according to the
informant, MAO (believed to bexMAC GfBDON) contactedmn (believed to be PBIL1BAR'T) at OP national
Headquarters* MAC asked/fne fellow frees OHIO vas around
and PBH replied that be bad gone back* i&C asked if
the nan bad said anything about the drive and PHU*
stated that be bad taken it up with bl&, but that be did
not think be could do anything that week because of a
abort ved$ but perhaps could do aonetbitg about the drive
during the next veek* MAC said he would send the nan a
wire and PHI! told him that if MAC sent him s. wire he
vas sure that he would receive vhat he vented, because the
Ohio man had told him that it vm alrpadj*

*» 2 «•
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DATE: 10/3/55

NY 693-S* advised that on 9/16/55 » LOU (believed

to be LOUIS BURNHAM) contacted PHIL BART and asked if PHIL

had met with the guy who was going to the Mid-West on the

question of the Labor Movement and was supposed to take

something with him to a guy in Detroit? PHIL said that he

did not meet with the guy, but is supposed to see a young

fellow toda^ who is going to the Mid-West over the weekend.

LOU said if PHIL does not have a guy to take It out there,

he, LOU, has someone going there, if this is an emergency

that would hold it up.

1-NY 100-34032 (LOUIS BURNHAM) (12-11)

1-NY 100-89590 (CPUSA Strategy in Industry) (12-14)
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SAC* -mt YQM (XOO-9352) (12-14)
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: m 693-S-* ' advised - that- on 7/22/55. ABS MAGIL .contacted.
ym (belleved to be I l and asked for PHIL (believed

.

to be PHIL BAHT) who was out at the time. ABS asked if JERRY
(believed to be GERALD LALY) same In. LEE. stated, that he was
..upstairs at the present time* and that - she was sure it me 'the

same JERKY that ABE wanted, Inasmuch as.it is 'the one who is
.

helping out her©.-
.
ABE .said that he la costing over there and

that 'LEE should ask JERRY to wait. .
.

. -.
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m (100-126099)m (100-56^79) J
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HIL BART (7-1)
GERALD DALY (7-6)
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CELIA LEVY
'

SM-C •
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NY 693-Stt advised 6/28/55* that PHIL BAHT called an unidentified
woman at ESplanade 6-?892 (believed to be CELIA LEVY) and asked if .

'

"She came in todayf "CEIL" replied that “shehas arrived and called an
.

unidentified woman to the phone who PHIL addressed as NELL (phonetic) •

.

NELL told PHIL, "tell him I *11 see him either tomorrow or Thursday
whenever you sat it up for me."

PHIL agreed and said he would see her sometime before the
night was over. NELL said she would, wait up for PHIL as she hadn’t gotten
in the habit of going to bed early. She said the only two peojile she has
seen were CEIL and her daughter, as BOBBY was not there yet. She also
mentioned Speaking of EDITH. She then told PHIL that she "just got here
about an our ago" and asked PHIL to give her best to everybody.

(&NY 100-56579 (PHIL BART) (7-1)
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TO : SAC KEW YORK (100-56579) (7-1) date: 10/3/55

FROM ; SA

SUBJECT: PHIL BART
IS-C

NY 693-S* advised that on 7/21/55 PHIL (believed to be
PHIL BART) contacted MAC (believed to be MAC GORDON) at the
"Daily Worker" and asked him to meet him Id. a half hour. MAC
agreed to meet him at the cafeteria on 14th Street, just East
of 5th Avenue.


